
IN THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF LANE COUNTY, OREGON 

ORDINANCE NO. PA 1317 IN THE MATTER OF AMENDING ORDINANCE NO. PA 1282 TO 
ADOPT ADDITIONAL FINDINGS ADDRESSING LUBA REMAND 
ISSUES AND SUPPORTING THE STATEWIDE PLANNING GOAL 
14 REASONS EXCEPTION TO ALLOW URBAN LEVELS OF 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ON THE EXISTING RURAL 
INDUSTRIAL ZONED LANDS IN GOSHEN; AND ADOPTING 
SAVING AND SEVERABILITY CLAUSES. (F~LE NO. PA 12-05232) 

WHEREAS, the Board of County Commissioners of Lane County, through enactment of Ordinance No. PA 
884, as amended, has adopted Lane Use Designations and Zoning for lands within the planning jurisdiction of the 
Lane County Rural Comprehensive Plan; and 

WHEREAS, Lane Code 16.400 sets forth procedures for amendment of the Rural Comprehensive Plan, and 
Lane Code 16.252 sets forth procedures fot· rezoning lands within the jurisdiction of the Rural Comprehensive Plan; 
and 

WHEREAS, in April 2012, at the direction of the Board of County Commissioners, the Lane County Land 
Management Division initiated a legislative post-acknowledgment plan amendment to the Lane County Rural 
Comprehensive Plan (RCP) and implementing land use regulations, to take a reasons exception to Statewide 
Planning Goal14, Urbanization, in order to allow urban levels of development on the existing rural industrial zoned 
lands of the unincorporated community of Goshen; and 

WHEREAS, on June 4, 2013, the Board of County Commissioners approved the proposed RCP amendment 
and rezoning in Ordinance No. PA 1282 and Ordinance No 13-2 and that decision was appealed to the Oregon Land 
Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) for review of several issues raised by an interested patty; and 

WHEREAS, on February 20,2014, the LUBA issued a Final Opinion and Order inLandWatch Lane County 
v. Lane County,_ Or LUBA _, (LUBA No. 2013-058, February 20, 2014), that denied some of the assignments 
of error, but sustained three and remanded the county decision to address the need for additional findings and 
justification of certain aspect of the Goal14 exception; and 

WHEREAS, efforts to address the LUBA remand issues included conducting a wastewater feasibility study 
for the Goshen area to handle the potential build out of urban levels of development and that sturdy was concluded 
in January 2015 for review by the Board of County Commissioners; and 

WHEREAS, evidence exists within the record indicating that the proposal meets the requirements of the 
LUBA remand, Lane Code Chapter 16, and the requirements of applicable state and local law; and 

WHEREAS, the Board of County Commissioners has conducted a public hearing and is now ready to take 
action; 

NOW, THEREFORE, the Board of County Commissioners ofLane County Ordains as follows: 

Section 1. The amendment to the Lane County Rural Comprehensive Plan (RCP) contained in 
Ordinance No. PA 1282, incorporated here by this reference, is readopted in its entirety and the revised Goal 
14 reasons exception to allow urban lev~ls of industrial and limited, related, secondary, small-scale 
commercial uses on the rural lands at levels not otherwise authorized by Goal 14 or implementing 
administrative rules (Goal 14 Rules) is adopted and made part of the RCP based on the revised fmdings and 



justifications in Sections III through V of the Goal 14 Exception- Findings Document, Exhibit C, that is 
attached and made part of Exhibit A to this ordinance and incorporated here by this reference. 

Section 2. The Lane County Rural Comprehensive Plan text and rezoning adopted by Ordinance No. P A 
1282 shall remain effective and the provisions ofLC 16.280 adopted by Ordinance No. 13-2 shall continue to 
apply to the areas rezoned in the Goshen unincorporated community by those ordinances, as amended here. 

FURTHER, although not a part of this Ordinance except as described above, the Board of County 
Commissioners adopts the Findings as set forth in Exhibit A, including the revised Exhibit C, attached and 
incorporated here, in suppmt of this action. 

The prior zoning repealed by this Ordinance remains in full force and effect to authorize prosecution of 
persons in violation thereof prior to the effective date of this Ordinance. 

If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase or portion of this Ordinance is for any reason held invalid 
or unconstitutional by any court of competent jurisdiction, such portion shall be deemed a separate, distinct and 
independent provision, and such holding shall not affect the validity of the remaining pottions hereof. 

ENACTED this J11b_day of----'-M'-'-a"'"'y'-----' 2015. 
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Introduction 

Exhibit A 
To Ordinance No. PA 1317 

Remand Response and Explanation of Findings 
Supporting Ordinance Nos. P A 1282 and 13-2 

In June 2013, Lane County took action enacting Ordinance No PA 1282 and Ordinance 
No.l3-2 which adopted amendments to the Lane County Rural Comprehensive Plan 
(RCP) that took a reasons exception to Statewide Planning Goal 14 to allow urban levels 
of industrial development and related small-scale commercial uses on existing Rural 
Industrial (RI) zoned land in the Unincorporated Community of Goshen. The county 
action was appealed to the Land Use Board of Appeals ("LUBA") by Landwatch Lane 
County ("petitioner"). 

On February 20, 2014, LUBA issued its decision upholding the county action on most of 
the issues raised by the petitioner, but remanding the action based on resolution of three 
issues (including supporting commercial uses in the Goal 14 exception analysis; 
addressing consequences of development impacts on wetlands in the economic, social 
environmental and energy "ESEE" analysis; and showing an appropriate level of public 
facilities and services, especially wastewater, will be provided in a timely and efficient 
manner). LandWatch Lane County v. Lane County,_ Or LUBA _, (LUBA No. 
2013-058, February 20, 2014). 

Addressing those three issues on remand requires the county to reopen the record for 
additional evidence and to adopt additional findings based on that substantial evidence to 
support the original action. For each of the issues remanded by LUBA, the county needs 
to clarify the findings adopted in support of the previous action or, as necessary, provide 
additional evidence and explanation of the new or existing evidence in the record that 
supports the findings and actions already adopted by the county decisions. 

Petitioner's Fourth and Seventh Assignments of Error (Commercial Uses 
Exception) 

Petitioner argued to LUBA in one of the subassignments of error raised in the Fourth and 
Seventh Assignments of Error that the county decision inadequately addressed OAR 660-
014-0040(3)(a) in the analysis that the "proposed urban development cannot be 
reasonably accommodated in or through expansion of existing urban growth boundaries 
or by intensification of development in existing rural communities[.]" Specifically, 
petitioner argued in the Seventh Assignment of Error that the county failed to 
demonstrate that the allowed commercial uses in the new urban industrial zones: General 
Industrial (GI) and Light Industrial (LI), cannot be "reasonably accommodated" within 
the Eugene or Springfield urban growth boundaries (UGBs). The LUBA decision agreed 
with some of the arguments raised by petitioner and remanded the county decision for the 
county to address the commercial uses, analyze them under OAR 660-014-0040(3)(a), 
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and determine whether those uses are limited to those expressly justified in the original 
exception or justify the limited small-scale and related commercial uses allowed in the 
new GI and LI zones as uses that cannot be "reasonably accommodated" within UGBs. 

Criterion on remand is OAR 660-014-0040(3)(a), which provides in relevant part: 

"(3) To approve an exception under section (2) of this rule, a county must 
also show: 
"(a) That Goal 2, Part II (c)(1) and (c)(2) are met by showing that the 
proposed urban development cannot be reasonably accommodated in or 
through expansion of existing urban growth boundaries or by intensification 
of development in existing rural communities[.]" 

LUBA's ultimate direction on remand: 

"Regardless, ... remand is necessary for the county to either (1) limit the 
uses allowed in the GI and LI zones to those expressly justified in the 
exception, or (2) justify the commercial uses allowed in those zones under 
the applicable OAR 660-014-0040 standards." 

Response and Explanation of Findings: 

The findings adopted to justify the reasons exception to Goal 14 as reflected in Exhibit 
"C" to Ordinance No. PA 1282 adequately addressed the new urban industrial uses 
allowed in the GI and LI zones. They did not specifically address the limited commercial 
uses allowed in the GI and LI zones as subordinate to or supportive of the primary 
industrial uses allowed in those zones or analyze those uses under the OAR 660-014-
0040(3)(a) reasonable accommodation standard. 

One response to the LUBA remand could be to limit the uses allowed in the GI and LI 
zones to those expressly justified in the exception. Another response could be to justify 
the limited set of commercial uses allowed in the GI and LI zones under the applicable 
OAR 660-014-0040 standards. Either of those options would require revised and 
additional findings. The preferable option would be to clearly justify the limited 
supportive commercial uses under the exception and that is the approach taken. 

Based on a review of the record and those findings, the Board concludes revisions to 
Exhibit "C" shall be made and are hereby adopted to support amending Ordinance No. 
PA 1282 by adding express language that expressly establishes the limited set of 
commercial uses allowed in the GI and LI zones are supportive of the primary rail
dependent/related urban industrial uses and must be located in close proximity to those 
urban industrial uses in order to support them. Because of the relationship of those 
supportive commercial uses to the primary urban industrial uses justified by the exception 
to Goal 14, the same reasons that establish those industrial uses cannot be "reasonably 
accommodated" within the Eugene or Springfield UGBs apply to justify the limited 
commercial uses. In addition, the entire Goshen community justified by developed and 
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committed exceptions to Goals 3 and 4 allowed a wide range of commercial uses justified 
by those exceptions. The limited set of new supportive commercial uses allowed in the 
GI and LI zones require very little additional justification under the Goal 14 reasons 
exception for the primarily rail-dependent/related industrial uses and the limited set of 
small-scale and related commercial uses. Based on those findings and conclusions, the 
commercial uses allowed in the GI and LI zones are justified under the applicable OAR 
660-014-0040 standards. 

The revised findings of Exhibit "C" previously attached to Ordinance No. P A 1282 
showing those changes in legislative format are attached and incorporated here to show 
the adopted Goal 14 reasons exception revisions and other changes necessary to meet the 
requirements of OAR 660-014-0040 and the LUBA remand. 

Petitioner's Fifth Assignment of Error (Wetlands ESEE Analysis) 

Petitioner argued to LUBA in one subassignment of error raised in the Fifth Assignment 
of Error that the county decision underestimated the economic, social, environmental, and 
energy ("ESEE") consequences of allowing urban development on the Goshen site. 
Specifically, petitioner argued that the county failed to consider the extent to which the 
presence of wetlands on the site may limit urban development in the analysis required 
under OAR 660-014-0040(3)(b). While several arguments of petitioner in this 
assignment of error were not sustained by LUBA, the remand did conclude the county 
must address wetlands on the site specifically and determine whether the ESEE 
consequences of urban development of the subject property on wetlands that might exist 
on the site, or on surrounding lands, are significantly more adverse than the typical ESEE 
consequences that would result from the same urban development on other rural sites. 

Criterion on remand is OAR 660-014-0040(3)(b), which provides in relevant part: 

"(3) To approve an exception under section (2) of this rule, a county must 
also show: 

" * * * * 

"(b) That Goal 2, Part II (c)(3) is met by showing that the long-term 
environmental, economic, social and energy consequences resulting 
from urban development at the proposed site with measures designed 
to reduce adverse impacts are not significantly more adverse than 
would typically result from the same proposal being located on other 
undeveloped rural lands[.]" 

LUBA's ultimate direction on remand: 

"The county's findings addressing OAR 660-014-0040(3)(b) and whether 
urban development of the Goshen site is limited by air, water, land and 
energy resources do not address the wetlands on the site. The county's 
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ESEE analysis does not address wetlands. In fact, none of the county's 
findings cited to us address any environmental consequences of urban 
development on wetlands that might exist on the site, or on sunounding 
lands." 

Response and Explanation of Findings: 

The findings adopted in Exhibit "C" to Ordinance No. P A 1282 included limited and 
general analysis of the ESEE consequences resulting from urban levels of development. 
That analysis considered the uses allowed in the new urban industrial zoning along with 
measures contained in those zones for mitigating adverse impacts of development. In 
addressing the remand, additional specific findings on environmental consequences of 
urban development on wetlands that might exist on the site, or on surrounding lands, are 
included in the revised findings adopted previously to suppmi Ordinance No. PA 1282. 

The record contains sufficient evidence of wetlands on the site and in the sunounding 
area. In addition to the specific measures included in the new GI and LI zones to address 
adverse impacts of urban development, any new urban industrial development that will 
potentially affect wetlands will trigger review by the Oregon Department of State Lands 
(DSL) and that review will adequately address any concerns that might arise about 
adverse impacts on wetlands on the site or sunounding lands. That review would also 
assure the long-term environmental consequences of developing in or near wetlands are 
unlikely to be significantly more adverse than the typical environmental consequences of 
such development on other rural lands. 

Based on fmiher wetland analysis and review of the evidence, the Board concludes the 
ESEE analysis addressing the environmental consequences of urban development on 
wetlands should be revised to reflect the evidence in the record showing the long-term 
environmental consequences of developing in or near wetlands are unlikely to be 
significantly more adverse than the typical environmental consequences of such 
development on other rural lands. Based on a review of the record and the LUBA 
remand, the Board concludes revisions to Exhibit "C" shall be made and adopted to 
suppmi the previous actions taken in adopting Ordinance Nos. PA 1282 and 13-2. 

The revised findings of Exhibit "C" previously attached to Ordinance No. PA 1282 
showing those changes in legislative format are attached and incorporated here to show 
the adopted Goal 14 reasons exception revisions and other changes necessary to meet the 
requirements of OAR 660-014-0040 and the LUBA remand. 

Petitioner's Sixth Assignment of Error (Wastewater Facilities) 

Petitioner argued to LUBA in the Sixth Assignment of Enor that the county decision 
findings failed to establish that the community sewer system required by the proposed 
urban development is "likely to be provided in a timely and efficient manner," as OAR 
660-014-0040(3)(d) requires. Specifically, petitioner contended that wetlands on 
pmiions of the Goshen site will limit the use of on-site septic systems, hasten the day 
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when the canying capacity of the soil will be exceeded, and a community sewer solution 
of some kind will be required. While the findings mentioned the possibility of a study of 
community sewer system feasibility, petitioner argues the findings fail to establish any 
basis to conclude a community sewer system is feasible or "likely to be provided in a 
timely and efficient manner." The LUBA decision agreed and remanded the county 
decision so that the county could make a sufficient evaluation of the feasibility of 
providing a community sewer system and whether such a system with an appropriate 
level of facilities and services necessary to serve the urban level of industrial 
development at full build out authorized by the Goal 14 reasons exception is "likely to be 
provided in a timely and efficient manner" as required to establish compliance with OAR 
660-0 14-0040(3 )(d). 

Criterion on remand is OAR 660-014-0040(3)( d), which provides, in relevant part: 

"(3) To approve an exception under section (2) of this rule, a county must 
also show: 

" * * * * 

"(d) That an appropriate level of public facilities and services are likely 
to be provided in a timely and efficient manner [. ]" 

LUBA's ultimate direction on remand: 

"The county must make a sufficient evaluation of the feasibility of providing 
a community sewer system so that it can make an informed judgment, 
supported by substantial evidence, whether the community sewer system 
necessary to serve the proposed urban industrial development at full build 
out is 'likely to be provided in a timely and efficient manner."' 

Response and Explanation of Findings: 

The findings adopted in Exhibit "C" to Ordinance No. PA 1282 specifically included 
analysis of the capacity of existing water and septic systems to serve the proposed urban 
level of industrial uses and concluded the capacity of the existing systems would be 
exceeded. To the extent those findings create the impression that the basis for the county 
decision included only consideration of the existing on site sewer systems, those findings 
shall be revised to clarify and include discussion of the completed sewer system 
feasibility study and analysis of the likelihood of timely and efficient provision of 
community sewer system facilities and services as necessary to address the needs of full 
build out. Specifically, pertinent portions of the findings shall be revised in relevant part 
to describe the recently completed Goshen Wastewater Feasibility Study (January 28, 
20 15) and how it provides sufficient evaluation of the feasibility of providing community 
wastewater facility alternatives, if necessary. There is no evidence in the record 
sufficient to establish the presence of wetlands on the Goshen site will significantly affect 
the feasibility of onsite sewage treatment alternatives. 
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Based on that action to revise the findings, the Board concludes sufficient analysis 
addressing the feasibility of providing on-site and community sewer facilities has been 
provided and it establishes facilities necessary to serve the proposed urban level of 
industrial development at full build out is likely to be provided in a timely and efficient 
manner. Based on a review of the record and the LUBA remand, the Board concludes 
revisions to Exhibit "C" shall be made and are hereby adopted to support the previous 
actions taken in adopting Ordinance No. PA 1282 and Ordinance No. 13-2. 

The revised findings of Exhibit "C" previously attached to Ordinance No. PA 1282 
showing those changes in legislative format are attached and incorporated here to show 
the adopted Goal 14 reasons exception revisions and other changes necessary to meet the 
requirements of OAR 660-014-0040 and the LUBA remand. 

Conclusion 

For the reasons provided above, the actions taken in Ordinance No. PA 1282 and 
Ordinance No. 13-2 remain valid and effective to support amendments to the Lane 
County Rural Comprehensive Plan (RCP) amendment taking a reasons exception to 
Statewide Planning Goal 14 to allow urban levels of industrial development and related 
small-scale commercial uses on existing Rural Industrial (RI) zoned land in the 
Unincorporated Community of Goshen. The changes to Exhibit "C" of that ordinance 
described herein together with the ultimate findings of fact and conclusions adopted by 
that action and in this ordinance provide sufficient support for those amendments. Those 
ordinances and the original findings remain in effect except as modified by Ordinance No 
PA 1317 and together with this action amending and readopting those actions and 
findings as revised herein adequately resolve the remand from LUBA. 
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Exhibit C 

The Goshen Region Employment and Transition (GREAT) Plan 

Goal 14 Exception- Findings Document 
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Courtesy of the Lane County Historical Museum 
Date unknown. Thought to be circa 1920's 
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SECTION I Background 

Lane County (the County) has embarked on an innovative process to increase 
economic development and employment opportunities in the rural unincorporated 
Community of Goshen (Goshen). The GREAT (Goshen Region Employment and 
Transition) Plan seeks to enhance the economic viability of 316.51 acres of existing, 
underutilized industrially designated land within Goshen. By adopting the plan, the 
County intends to advance the purpose of Oregon Statewide Planning Goal 9, 
Economic Development, which is to provide adequate opportunity throughout the state 
for a variety of economic activities vital to the health, welfare, and prosperity of Oregon's 
citizens, and to assist Goshen to evolve into a prosperous community ceptE3red around 
urban levels of industrial and limited, related small-scale commercial upes that will serve 
as the region's engine of long-term economic stability. / / / 

,/,./ 

On February 9, 2011 the Board of County Commissioners for Larie Gounty(~CC) 
directed the Land Management Division (LMD) to explore id~as thafwould allb"Y an 
increased level of employment uses for development wit~in:tlle Unincorporated .. 
Community of Goshen. Additionally, the BCC adopteda.new countywide Strategfc Plan 
on December 7, 2011. This plan includes, as one ofAtsjximary goals, transforming the 
existing industrial land in Goshen to allow increased·lewels ofjndl,l~trial development. 
The County chose Goshen over alternative sites becaus~·it most possessed the 
characteristics of a "Regionally Significant Industrial Area," asqefineg in 
ORS 197.722(2). · ./" 

In April2012, the County initiated a legl~~tiy~ post-qcknowledg(ment plan amendment 
(PAPA) to the Lane County Rural Comprehep?iv~Phln (RCP), to take a reasons 
exception to Statewide Planning Goal14, Urbanization, in/order to allow urban levels of 
industrial and limited, primar)Hndustrial use re)ated, secondary, small-scale commercial 
development on the existingRurallll~ustrial (Ri) zqqed land in Goshen. Goshen is an 
"Unincorporated Commur1ity" under1bAR 660-0~2.~001 0(1 0). The County 
comprehensive plan designates Goshen as a';Rural Community" under OAR 660-022-
001 0(7). (While, at first glance,ifmight seem to qualify as an "Urban Unincorporated 
Community" unger OAR 660-022~001 0(9), to do so it would need to have at least 150 
permanent r~sidential dwellings and a community sewer system. Goshen does not 
have eithe,r') . . · · 

( \ \ 
.,1 ·. 

This proposal seeks an exception to the Goal 14 restrictions in OAR 660-022-001 0(7), 
which defines "Rural Community" in a way that limits development in Goshen to uses 
that serve only "the community, the surrounding rural area, or ... persons traveling 
through the area." OAR'660-022-0030, which applies to unincorporated communities, 
generally limits new ahd expanded uses to, among other things, "small scale, low 
impact uses" and "new uses that will not exceed the capacity of water and sewer 
service available to the site on the effective date of this rule." OAR 660-022-0030(3)(f), 
the workforce provision, which applies specifically to industrial uses, allows new, more 
intensive uses only when they meet three requirements. First, they must be "necessary 
to provide employment that does not exceed the total projected work force within the 
{00090898; 1} 
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community and the surrounding area." Second, they may "not rely upon a work force 
employed by uses within urban growth boundaries. Third, "the :'determination of the 
work force of the community and surrounding rural area [must consider] the total 
industrial and commercial employment in the community and [be] coordinated with 
employment projects for nearby urban growth boundaries." OAR 660-022-0030(3)(f)(A
C). These provisions are discussed in detail below. 

While OAR 660-022-0030(3)(g)(A) allows new industrial uses on "abandoned or 
diminished mill sites," and might initially seem to offer an opportunity for new 
development in Goshen, it cannot be relied upon because the proposed area for the 
Goal 14 exception does not include any abandoned or diminished mills site~~s 
ORS 197.719(1) defines the term, since the mills in Goshen were neit~e(f'closeg, after 
January 1, 1980 (they are still open) nor operating at less than 25 p~rpent, of capacity 
since January 1, 2003. //; · 

ORS 197.722(2), which defines "regionally significant industri.alarea/' calls foran ar~a 
with sites "that collectively can provide significant additio!]aiemployment in the region:" 
Goshen has site characteristics that give it significant competitive advantages ov~r 
other sites and make it uniquely suited for urban level(<<)f indu~trial developme~fthat 

/ >·;:,· ', " ·" 

will provide significant additional employment in the'region. E}.etter,still, industry in 
Goshen will serve not only the region but also, by virtue or§pshen's superior access to 
transportation infrastructure, areas beyond the region. Unf6rhmately1 ~as implemented 
through OAR 660-022-0030(11 ), Goal 14 Jim its the designated ·IJ:ldt,J~trlallands in 
Goshen to "small-scale, low impact indH~t6e11 use,"which cannot()ccur in buildings 
larger than 40,000 square feet. Withouta Goal 14exception, th<ere will not be enough 
room in these buildings for urban-levellndu~t~ial arr6fimitec;t::Brimary industrial use 
related, secondary, small-scale commercial U'sesjthat can/provide employment and 
stimulate economic developrpelitintre county\and the larger region. 

// \\. \\ 
/ {! \' 

f! 
( 
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SECTION II Public Need 

In April 2011 Governor Kitzhaber made economic development and job creation key 
priorities for fostering job creation and community development in the State. His 
initiative included protecting key industrial areas.1 

According to the Oregon Business Council (OBC), a bipartisan, independent association 
of more than forty top business executives focused on public issues, Oregon's economy 
is driven by traded sector manufacturing companies.2 These companies tend to cluster 
geographically so they can draw competitive advantage from their proximity to 
competitors, a skilled workforce, specialized suppliers, and a shared bas~ of 
sophisticated knowledge about their industry. Because traded sector Qojnpanies often 
offer higher paying jobs, the OBC's Oregon Business Plan envisions,fbstering highly 
productive industry clusters, to include traded sector companies. ,This is expected to 
create 25,000 jobs per year and to increase per capita income above the national 
average by 2020.3 Trade sector companies are attracted by/an adequate supply of 
shovel-ready industrial sites. 

~~ .. ~ 

Oregon again finds itself short of industrial lanCis that can be develope'd in a 
timely manner, which is costing us jobs, incorhes,an~,ta}{revenues in 
communities across the state. If we want to exploifour advantage as a good 
place for international trade and manufacturing, we must address three key 
issues: land supply, regulatory/permitting barriers, and infr~structure. 

-Time to Deliver, 2011 Leadership .s0r/1.111itDecember 12-13, 2011, Oregon Business 
Plan, Oregon Business Councif1 ( · , . ( 

Eugene and Springfield, Lane County's larg~~~tci(i~~· and the second largest 
metropolitan area in the stat~.recently compleit!3~ draft buildable lands inventories and 
accompanying economic gpportunities analysesJh?tdocument the truth of this 

/ ·' \ \ . . ' 
statement as it relates tp the southeir:i Willamett(3 Valley. Industries seeking a larger 
footprint need large, flat sites, which,' as demonstrated by Eugene's and Springfield's 
inventory work, are in short supplyin or near the Eugene-Springfield metropolitan area, 
Springfield has no such sites, and while Eugene has one, 195-acre site, it is currently 
being used fprwastewater reclamatiop'and about 75% is wetlands.5 Lack of suitable, 
shovel-ready industrial Iandin Lanf1 County is an obstacle for manufacturers that want 

\ 
\' 
t 

' / 
1 Letter from Governor Kitzhaber to President of the Senate Courtney and Speakers of the House, dated April 5, 
2011. . 
2 Traded sector industries are those in which member firms sell their goods or services into markets for which 
national or international corilpetition exists. See ORS 285B.280 
3 

Time to Deliver, 2011 Leadership Summit December 12-13, 2011, Oregon Business Plan, page 3-4, 11, 22-23. 
4 Policy Playbook, Time to Deliver, 2011 Leadership Summit December 12-13, 2011, Oregon Business Plan, page 3-
4, 11, 22-23. 
5 City of Eugene Comprehensive Lands Assessment (ECLA), pre-policy analysis, pp. B-81-82, B-115. ECONorthwest, 
June 2010; City of Springfield Commercial and Industrial Buildable Lands Inventory and Economic Opportunities 
Analysis (CIBL), Draft Report, p. v. ECONorthwest, September 2009 
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to locate here and for existing businesses that may want to expand, including traded 
sector companies. 

In September 2011 Business Oregon (the Oregon Business Development Department) 
released a report for the period of June 2010 through September 2011.6 This report, 
"Recruitment Site Requirements," demonstrates Oregon's need for large sites. In the 
reporting period, there were 74 recruitment opportunities that specified lot-size 
requirements. Of these 74 opportunities, 25% of them specified a lot-size need over 25 
acres. The average minimum lots sizes specified by "Recruitment Site Requirements" 
for both advanced manufacturing and wood products are well over 20 acres. 

In 2012, Leaders in the Willamette Valley should develop a cor~njrE:}hen~,ive 
regional industrial land strategy ... Industrial land constrai!J~S'~re a key factor 
holding this region back from becoming the economic poyV:erhous,e it can and 
should be for the entire state of Oregon. · .. · 

-Time to Deliver, 2011 Leadership Summit December 12-13,/2{J11, Oregon Business F:lan, 
Oregon Business Counci / :/ · \·/· 

On February 26, 2010, the cities of Eugene and Springfield, together with Lane (County, 
jointly approved a Regional Prosperity Economic Developmel')tRia,n. The Plan reflects 
collaboration on regional economic goals and actions.8 Th~ plan'i'ncludes the following 
two strategies: · · 

• Providing basic business needs: this<sfr,ategyincludes meetfng/the basic 
infrastructure and siting needs of bDsin~$~ in ord~rto encoutage development, 
expansion and job creation. It includes ~(qmoJiifg"and l;>lfflding on the region's 
transportation, distribution and logistical a(fva6tages. (<'/ 

• Strengthen key industrie&:/"this~trategy indludes identifying unique site and logistical 
needs of existing and ~1erging lp~ustries a~~tpyrsuing opportunities to expand and 
recruit these businesses. I 1 ) · 

(~ I ' 

Basic business needs include ~iti~g needs, based on both locational factors and site 
characteristics. The locationalfa;c;tors include proximity to markets and educational 
institutions, qn~-h~ccess fc>·transp6fi(3ttop and freight facilities, such as rail and major 
transportaJiq'nroutes. 9 Sife\~haracteristics are the attributes of a site necessary for a 
particular:'ind~strial or other ~t;nployment use. These include minimum acreage or site 
configuration (parcel shape, t9pography, visibility, energy infrastructure and proximity to 
a particular transportation fabflity, such as rail, or a major transportation route). 10 

//f'' ,' 

/' / 

/ . 
6 

Business Oregon, Recruitm~~t Site Requirements, September 2011 (amended 11/23/11, G. Van Juffel. 
7 

Policy Playbook, Time to Deliver, 2011 Leadership Summit December 12-13, 2011, Oregon Business Plan, page 3-
4, 11, 22-23. 
8 

Regional Prosperity Economic Development Plan; Eugene, Springfield, Lane County; Approved by the Joint 
Elected Officials on February 26, 2012. 
9 

See OAR 660-009-0005(4) 
10 

See OAR 660-009-0005(11) 
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In early 2011, facing a still struggling economy, County leaders embarked on an update 
to the County Strategic Plan. During several work sessions involving the public and 
private sectors, they determined that goals would be SMART- specific, measurable, 
aggressive yet achievable, relevant, and timely. 

Participants at these meetings noted that the rural, unincorporated community of 
Goshen offers a rare but achievable opportunity to contribute to significant and lasting 
regional economic revitalization, based on unique site characteristics. When the Board 
of County Commissioners adopted five new goals, one of them concerned Goshen: 

By 2017, Lane County will transform the existing industrial land in Gpshen to 
support increased levels of development resulting in jobs that pay no less 
than 150% of the median wage. / · · 

Lane County Board Order 11-12-7-6, December 7, 2011 

While the goal is bold, it is grounded in reality. State and losal governments are limited 
in what they can do to promote economic development. Qnly businesses can cre~te 
jobs and wealth, but state and local governments can i.ncrease re~ional competjtiveness 
by offering the most attractive environment they can .for busin~ss. 1 Government can 
play a central role by providing suitable, buildable employmenfland, adequate 
infrastructure, and by removing regulatory barriers. / 

The rural, unincorporated community of Gpshen can be a majorpa,rt.of the powerhouse 
economy envisioned by the Oregon Bu$i6ess Plan. Goshen has'ia rare combination of 
attributes that give it a distinct, competltiv~\?~vantage for indusf~ial development. With 
over 300 acres of largely contiguous industri~l.lansJ;;ithas lnt~rstate 5 and Highway 99 
frontage and access to the north and south, a~·well as Highway 58 access to the east. 
Highway 58 is a designated fr~ightre>ute, whic~ ~onnects to Hwy 97 south to California. 
Goshen also has the Central Orego~ ·~ Pacific fia.iiJ()ad running north and south through 
the community, next to ffighway 99./ A main Bori,neville Power Administration substation 
is less than a half mile away at the nbrthern edge of the community. It has a healthy 
water supply and established water district, access to fiber optics infrastructure and a 
natural gas mail) .line. Located just a few miles from the Eugene-Springfield 
metropolitan p(ea, with the city of Creswell to the south, and several nearby 
unincorporpted rural comrnuQities, there is good proximity to major labor markets. Lane 
Community College is appro~imately two miles distant and the University of Oregon in 
Eugene is withill easy reach.) : 

/' 
I 

Given its economic potential, it is clear that the reason Goshen industrial sites were not 
redeveloped, even during the years of rapid economic growth prior to the recession, 
was the presence of regulatory barriers and inadequate sewer infrastructure. The 
primary objective of the proposed Goal14 exception is to lift the "small scale" and rural 

11 
Oregon Competitiveness: Creating a State Economic Strategy, March 28, 2012, p. 4. Prof. M.E. Porter, Harvard 

Business School. 
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limitations of the industrial uses allowed in Goshen to permit better utilization of its 
unique characteristics. 

The Oregon Business Plan lists ten items in its "Agenda for 2012 and Beyond, Job 
Creation Agenda." Among them are "Make industrial land ready to support creation of 
high wage jobs."12 The County's GREAT Plan is structured to attain this goal for 
Goshen. Work towards the goal has been under way for nearly two years. 

Context: The Need to Remove Regulatory Barriers 

As discussed in the Background section above, state land use laws limit~/ne.w and 
expanded industrial uses in unincorporated communities to "small sca~e;/16w irnpact 
uses" and "new uses that will not exceed the capacity of water and se)N$r service 

/' ! ', ', 

available to the site on the effective date of this rule ... " OAR 660-'022-0030. Under 
OAR 660-022-0030(3)(f), it is possible to establish more intensiv~ ~ses thah\.r11ould 
otherwise be allowed, but these are still limited to serving o~l{the corhmunity>the 
surrounding rural area, or persons traveling through the aJE:fa. 13 These restrictions, (and 
some others) explain why Goshen's economic potentiaJ ·has gone unrealized forqver 

/ /' ( '/ 

twenty years. // · c .. 
;: 

,/ .. :; ' 

By recognizing the importance of a regional approach, thep~gon Business Plan 
emphasizes the limitations imposed on industrial developmen!'i;>Y staJ~, land use law. 

'< /,~~~: 

"Economies are regional in natur~~~~fin rnost regions q~r/~urrent land use 
system uses cities as the primacy>l.m'i~.~o determine if!~u'strialland needs. The 
population and growth projections of~n indiVidual s:itY may have little to do 
with region-wide opportunities to site i~Cfl.!~frial fa6ilities ... " 14 

' ' 

\ '. 

This refers to the fact that/u6d'er Ore~on's land u'~e.?,ystem, cities must analyze their 
twenty year industrial (an8 other) larld needs ba~ed'upon city, not regional, population 
and growth projections;/Or~gon'~clty:.focused !~hd use system could be one reason 
that the state is facing a shcirt(lg~ 6f developable industrial sites. 

While Lane <;o.G.nty's GR~AT Pl~hJorJ~oshen does not address this systemic, 
statewide p(oblem, it offers pway tQ'?ddress the regulatory barrier involving a key 
industrial/areain the southeh1 Will~rhette Valley. By completing the Goal14 reasons 
exception process, Lane Co~u)ty will end the application of rules limiting industrial 
development in G(:)~hen. // 

//'' 

12 
Time to Deliver, 2011 Leadership Summit December 12-13, 2011, Oregon Business Plan, page 22. 

13 
Oregon Shores Cons Coalition v. Tillamook County, See 48 Or LUBA 423 (2005) 

14 
Time to Deliver, 2011 Leadership Summit December 12-13, 2011, Oregon Business Plan, page 22. 
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Since 2008, Lane County has lost more than 16,000 jobs. 15 The U.S. economy is in the 
midst of its deepest recession since World War II, and Oregon's unemployment rate 
continues to rank high, 1 ih in the nation. 16 Lane County's and Oregon's seasonally 
adjusted unemployment rates in November 2012 were 8.3% and 8.4%. Lane County's 
per capita income is 8% lower than that of the state as a whole, and 17% below that of 
the nation. Lane County ranks 16th among Oregon's 36 counties in per capita income. 
Accordin~ to a March 2012 report, Oregon scored 45th among the fifty states in job 
creation. 7 Although the economy is slowly improving after the Great Recession that 
began in 2008, some state economists are calling it a "jobless" recovery. Job growth is 
sluggish, even as the production of goods and services begins to increase.18 

The Great Recession decimated the RV manufacturing industry in Oregon, with Lane 
County hardest hit by the job losses because 53% of state RV manllf~during jobs were 
in Lane County when the industry was at its peak in March 2005. /1:\ccording to the Lane 
County Labor Trends, Workforce and Economic Research Division, Oregon 
Employment Department (www.qualityinfo.org): · 

"For the next three years following the peak, the.industry was relatively ./ 
stable, staying between 6,000 and 7,000 jobs./During tt1e following severe 
national recession that lasted from late 2007'to late 2009, RV 
manufacturing was hit hard as credit dried up, investment returns 
declined, and jobs were lost. The result was a drop in deman<;l for many 
products including RVs. RV manuf~cturing employment iQ Oregon 
dropped to 1,610 by April 2009, ,a'Jo,ss of 79 percent from its peak." 

/!' ,'' \' \ 

These losses are reflected in the overalllo~~·of jobs.ln theJr~nsportation equipment 
manufacturing sector in Lane County, where the/average ·employment dropped from 
3,005 jobs in 2008 to 826 jogs in 2011. 19 

\\. 

,( /; ') -~ \ <' /' 
Job losses at Lane Coynty's once l~rgest RV m9nufacturer, Monaco Coach, continue 
today. After hiring back400 of 2,900 laid.,off workers in August 2009, Navistar 
International laid off 450 workers'at its Monaco RV manufacturing plant in Lane County 
during the second half of 2011 . .It then announced in March 2012 that it would cease 
production i~ Lane County altogether, which resulted in an additional loss of 255 jobs.20 

. . 

Loh~ Term Poverty\ 
I 

15 
Lane County Labor Tr~nds, July 2068 and July 2012 Publication Reports, www.qualityinfo.org, Oregon 

Employment Department. • / 
~ . 

The Eugene Register-Guard,July 18, 2012 
17 

Oregon Competitiveness: Creating a State Economic Strategy, March 28, 2012, p. 29. Prof. M.E. Porter, Harvard 
Business School. 
18 

City of Eugene Comprehensive Lands Assessment (ECLA), pre-policy analysis, p. B-22. ECONorthwest, June 2010. 
19 

Oregon Labor Market Information System, Recreational Vehicle Manufacturing Workers- Where are They 
Now?, pg. 4 of 5, published June 15, 2012, by Brian Rooney. 
www.qualityinfo.org/olmisj/ArticleReader?itemid=00008243 
20 

Oregon Employment Department, Workforce Analysis, Lane County Labor Trends, March 2012. 
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TABLE 1: 
All Ages in Poverty for Lane County and Oregon 
(Source: U.S. Census Bureau) 

1990 (1989) 2010 
Lane County 15.0% 19.1% 
Oregon 12.5% 15.8% 

L ong- erm J b D t . t" 0 e enora ton 
TABLE 2: 
Lane County Unemployment Rate (Source: U.S. Census Bure~!J) 

/1990 /2010 /~< 
Lane County /7.1% /11.0% /<// 

·· .. , 

,// '•, 

There is a clearly identified lack of large shovel-ready industrial sit~~ in and:around the 
Eugene-Springfield Metro area. Prior to the current economiccdownturn, Lane County 
Was unable to accommodate businesses searching for indl!Sfrial areas upon whiph to· 
build 50,000 square foot and larger buildings on sites thqtfncludei:J 20+ acres. Several 
of those businesses eventually located in other areas p(the state or out of stat~( 

Project Benefits 

This project offers a real hope of revitalizing the county's econQmY b~tcreating new jobs 
to offset some of the recently lost jobs. Th~ GR. EAT Plan's goal.ts·!o/ create jobs that 
pay no less than 150% of the median yvbrk~f wage .. It is estimated that between 2,000 
and 3,000 industrial jobs will be created in ~qshen,/b,asedorJ pn average job density of 
roughly 1 0 jobs per acre at full build-out. Thl~\~~~i~ate re;Ji~s on an employment density 
of 16 employees per net acre (EPA) in the light iJldustrialfz6ne and 8 EPA (net) in the 
heavy industrial zone. The~erEuige~are deriv~~. from an evaluation of comparable 
industrial areas in the City.6(Eugene,1 as assessed in' the Eugene Comprehensive 
Lands Assessment (EQgf:\) pre-pol[dyanalysis d~ci.Jment, dated June 2012. In the 
ECLA, Eugene's heavyindu~triat.JcSb density w'a's estimated at 8 employees per net 
acre, or 5 employees per gross acre. Light industrial zoned property was estimated at 
16 employees pernetacre.21 ·· .... · 

// -

Lane Count~'workers, man/of whqrhf~st higher wage jobs in the RV manufacturing 
industry,22 an9who now are 1t..lnemployed or earning far less than before, stand to 
benefit from the ~REAT Pla~t; Reaching the job creation goal will improve the County's 
standard of living, i[lcreas~ property tax revenues and contribute to the regional and 
statewide economy> / · 

As the Oregon Busin~ss Plan states: 

21 City of Eugene Comprehensive Lands Assessment (ECLA), pre-policy analysis, pp. B-99 & G-12. ECONorthwest, 
June 2010 
22 

Oregon Labor Market Information System, Recreational Vehicle Manufacturing Workers- Where are They 
Now?, published June 15, 2012, by Brian Rooney. www.qualityinfo.org/olmisj/ArticleReader?itemid=00008243 
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"If we want to exploit our advantage as a good place for international trade and 
manufacturing, we must address three key issues: land supply, 
regulatory/permitting barriers, and infrastructure." 

States compete for market share by creating an attractive environment for business. 
This is achieved through common actions, including infrastructure investments in basic 
services like water and sewer treatment. If land use regulations prevent the marketing 
of shovel-ready sites, they will impede business. They should be applied in a way that 
permits development where it is appropriate. Rezoning Goshen will remove, some of 
the obstacles to doing business. · 

New research shows that strong industrial clusters drive regional p~rf6r~ance and 
Oregon's economy. Traded sector clusters supply 30% of all job9;jNhile local clusters 
supply 70% of jobs.23 

· .. 

A Larger Strategy 

The GREAT Plan is an identified priority in Lane Col,lnly's adopted Strategic PIJn 2012-
2017, which shows the level of local commitment to its success. The County's adopted 
Strategic Plan's #2 Priority Economic Development Goalis: · · 

By 2017, Lane County will transfonJ7 the existing indusific:H.fw1d in Goshen to 
supporl increased levels of deve)opfrient resulting in jobs.tlp::Jt pay no less than 
150% of the median wage.24 t' ·· \,\\ / ·. 

/,/ 

Collaboration and the active involvement of ~~~me}6us pa,6.~ers has been and will 
continue to be crucial to ach~eving th.is goal, inqluding, but not limited to, Goshen 
property owners, Lane Co.u6ty's Lan

1
d! Managem~ntDivision, Community and Economic 

Development Department;· and lntergovernmenta,I.Relations Program; the state 
Departments of Land Gonservatio.n1and Development, and of Environmental Qualify; 
Lane Metro Partnership; the City.of Springfield; the City of Eugene, Lane Livability 
Consortium, Bu?iness Oregon and the Governor's Regional Solutions Team. 

Leadership from Lane County, Eugel)e and Springfield have met and discussed 
coordination and partnering bn the <GREAT plan, and these efforts will continue. 

' , . 
I I 

The Cities of Eug~ne and ~pringfield, and Lane County jointly approved the Regional 
Prosperity Economic Deyelopment Plan in February 2010.25 The Plan reflects 

23 Oregon Competitiveness: Creating a State Economic Strategy, March 28, 2012. Prof. M.E. Porter, Harvard 
Business School, pp. 17, 20,30 
24 Board of County Commissioners of Lane County, Oregon, Resolution/Order 11-12-7-6, dated December 7, 2011. 
25 Regional Prosperity Economic Development Plan; Eugene, Springfield, Lane County; Approved by the Joint 
Elected Officials on February 26, 2012. 
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collaboration on regional economic goals and actions. The Plan includes the following 
two strategies: 

• Addressing basic business needs: this strategy includes meeting the basic 
infrastructure and siting needs of business in order to encourage development, 
expansion and job creation. It includes promoting and building on the region's 
transportation, distribution and logistical advantages. 

• Strengthen key industries: this strategy includes identifying unique site and logistical 
needs of existing and emerging industries and pursuing opportunities to expand and 
recruit these businesses. 

/ 
/,./· __ ,'~/ '· ' ' 

The GREAT plan is working toward achieving these coordinated regiop~Vgoals,'l 
/ '· 

The City of Eugene is undertaking a comprehensive evaluation of.th~ir 2o.,year land 
need for residential, commercial, and industrial land supplies. ThisEnvision,~ugene 
project includes Seven Pillars, or major objectives, that hav~ be,em pufJin place to 
ensure that Eugene's growth will be in line with community/values. The first Pillar:for 
this effort is "Provide ample economic opportunities fo~,allcommunity membersl' One 
of the specific strategies under this pillar is to "Support Lane G()unty's efforts in· 
establishing an employment center in Goshen."26 

( , • . // · 
<:c. >/ 

Lane County's ultimate goal is to create at least 2,000-3,000 joqs in <:;ashen that pay no 
less than 150% of the median wage. This is based upon an assumed 
industrial/manufacturing job density ofJUf·~verage of roughly1 0 Jdb~ per acre, and the 
total industrial acres in Goshen of 316~51 aqres. Lane County is pro-actively readying 

' \ ,/ ·:/ . / j 

those lands for redevelopment by 2017. WHile Lan'eCounty'and partner agencies will 
take action to ready large tracts of the relativ~tY/fl~i, industrial lands in Goshen for 
redevelopment, the jobs mu))tJiltim~t~ly be cre~t\ed by private sector partners. The 
GREAT Strategy and Ac!!ofiPian iny91ves the fo).lqvying seven major steps: 

~ I i ) 

1. Goal14 Exception •. ·.. / / ( .· 
This component is the subjeqtof this application and involves addressing the 
existing limitations on the rl.Jra,l rature, scale, and types of industrial uses now 
allowed il)·~6shen, reql)ired u'hder·$late land use law to maintain individual, on-site 
septic ~y~tems. The outppme, r~pected to be complete by March 2013, will be a 
change·fr6f11 restrictive, rV~allana use regulation to adoption of a more flexible, 
urban level of. industrial zpJling in Goshen. This will allow for urban levels of 
industrial and limited, prjlnary industrial use related, secondary, small-scale 
commercial develpprpE{nt with larger building footprints, and industry with modern 
sewer system infr~strlicture needs. 

2. Regionally Significant Industrial Area (RSIA) Designation 
With the passage of SB 766 (now ORS 197.723) in 2011, the Oregon Legislative 
Assembly took a major step to overcome the barriers to industrial development 

26 
Envision Eugene, A community Vision for 2032; March 14, 2012. 
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posed by existing land use regulations. The bill created the Economic Recovery 
Review Council (ERRC) to administer two distinct programs. The council is made 
up of agency directors from five state agencies: Business Oregon, Environmental 
Quality, Land Conservation and Development, State Lands and Transportation. The 
council also must include a representative from an affected local government if 
requested. 

One of the two programs is the designation of Regionally Significant Industrial Areas 
(RSIA), defined by ORS 197.722(2) as (1) containing vacant sites suitable for the 
location or expansion of industrial uses, (2) having site characteristics that give the 
area "significant competitive advantages that are difficult or impossibiE3to replicate in 
the region," and (3) having superior access to transportation and frE;light 
infrastructure and being located close to major labor markets. · · 

After meeting for several months with the Governor's Regiona:l SolutionsTeam and 
at the urging of the Governor's office, Lane County subm,itf~d its nomination of 
Goshen to be one of these areas. The ERRC designgted Gbshen as a RSIA on 
September 28, 2012. As a result of designation, a nevJor expanded industrial dse in 
Goshen is eligible for expedited industrial land u9epermitting under ORS 197.724, 
so long as the new or expanded use does not n3quire a chang~ to the acknowledged 
comprehensive plan or land use regulations. Furtherrhor~, under ORS 197. 723(8), 
the Oregon Infrastructure Finance Authority and the Oregon Tran9eortation 
Commission may consider the designgtipn of an area as a 'regipl)ally significant 
industrial area in prioritizing fundingJS)r,lransportation and otperpublic infrastructure. 

/ \\ ' 
\ ', / 

The passage of SB 766 indicates the stro,ng d~sjre on ~he part of the governor and 
the legislature to promote industrial developn}ent at carefully chosen locations 
throughout the state. The, designation of Gqshen as a RSIA is a clear policy choice 
at the highest levels o(,sfate gov~~nment to p,~gnit development that is not possible 
under OAR 660-022"0030, which implements,Goal14. The term "regionally 
significant industrial area" clea,rly means an Mea that is not limited by OAR 660-022-
001 0(7) to uses that serve only "the community, the surrounding rural area, or ... 
persons trav~ling through the e1rea." In order to make possible the industrial 
developm,e6tand job cre,ationthaLQRS 197.722 to ORS 197.728 contemplate, an 
exceptip6fo Goal14 is e,ssentiC!It.The necessary comprehensive plan and zoning 
amendments must be ad9pted before the development contemplated by the RSIA 
designatioh.can begin. ) : 

' l. 

Lane County continuesto work on grant proposals to fund a feasibility study that 
addresses sewer n.e6ds, so that Goshen will be prepared to accept state (or other) 
infrastructure financing. The feasibility study will also provide information about the 
level of industrial development possible in Goshen to businesses that are 
contemplating investment there. 

3. Enterprise Zone Expansion 
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Given the built-in tax advantage that low tax rates give Goshen over Eugene and 
Springfield, Goshen may not need an enterprise zone to entice business to locate 
there. However, Lane County is evaluating the potential to expand or create an 
Enterprise Zone or Urban Renewal District in the future, if necessary to facilitate 
desired economic 

4. Infrastructure Planning/Extensions- sewer and transportation 
A sewer feasibility study is anticipated as part of the "Infrastructure , ... 
Planning/Extensions (Sewer & Transportation)" activity in the GRE~~;strategy and 
Plan. The feasibility study will examine existing soil, topographic;,t~n:dother 
conditions, and carefully weigh the pros and cons of alternative~:Sewagetreatment 
solutions. A sewer feasibility study can help to identify what I~V~Lof indU~trial 
development is possible in the study area. The recently oompleted Gosheh 
Wastewater Feasibility Study (January 28, 2015) estaplf~he~Hhree feasible 
wastewater discharge and treatment alternatives that':are capable of being 
implemented if on-existing ore proposed site systefl{are nQt.adequate. 

!' /~ ', ~, ) 

Goshen's transportation infrastructure is one of its bigges(assets. It has Interstate 5 
and Highway 99 access to the north and south as well as ljighway58 access to the 
east, a designated freight route providing access to Hwy 97·sol)tti to California, with 
Central Oregon & Pacific Railroad r!Jrfn)Qg north and south t~r9Ligh the community 
next to Highway 99. Needed improvements, such as safety kind/or capacity 
improvements to Highway 99, will be ideh,tifieqc;fhd func;li69 pursued through the 
Statewide Transportation Improvement Program and other avenues as applicable. 

\ 
' \ 

5. Phase 1 Assessments ~'brownfield and Wetland delineations 
Brownfield assessm~hts will inV~I):tory, chara~t~rfze, assess, and conduct planning 
and community involvem~nt r~lc~ted to the qoshen industrial sites, to determine 
whether and to what degh~e~~ny sites are contaminated by hazardous substances, 
pollutants, or.oontaminants .. ·Performing a "Phase 1 Environmental Assessment" is a 
significanJmilestone on the pi:lt~tq"'shovel readiness." 

/' \ <' 

Wetland d~lineations wili\inventory regulated wetlands. The National Wetland 
Inventory sho'f/S some w$tlands on the Goshen industrial properties in the study 
area and provides sufficient preliminary information. A site specific inventory 

required to increase investment certainty and identify needed mitigation options. 
/ 

6. Property visioning 
Some property visioning will occur as part of the industrial property owner outreach 
process. 

7. Shovel-ready status 
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Business Oregon has a program that is recognized as one of the most 
comprehensive shovel-ready programs in the country. It is a rigorous program that 
is trusted by the market and has been a factor in many of the state's largest 
employment successes. As a step toward reaching the Industrial Site Certification, 
the state has implemented the Decision Ready Site designation program. This 
designation tool is a fast track tool that allows site owners and communities to 
quickly assess and achieve readiness of their industrial sites by adhering to the 
program's primary tenants of certification. The decision ready designation offers 
greater certainty and therefore reduced risk for potential employers or developers, 
while also helping communities and the state make policy and investme~t decisions. 

The County has met and will continue to meet and coordinate with th~/Governor's 
Regional Solutions Team, which includes the regional represent9-tiv~Jrom Business 
Oregon, as well as Michael Williams, Industrial Lands Specialjsfwith Business 
Oregon. Their goal is to obtain the Decision Ready Site desighc;ition and ultimately 
the Industrial Site Certification for the industrial lands in (3o~hen. Once the Goal14 
exception is in place, the County will also work with propefrty owners and partn¢r 
agencies to obtain the designation and certification"~// 
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Proposal Summary 

The County's Goal 14 exception proposal is one of the first steps toward realizing the 
BCC's Strategic Plan Goal of transforming Goshen. The proposal includes the following 
elements. 

A. A Goal 14 reasons exception to allow urban levels of industrial.=:..:.:=-=~= 
on rural 

land at levels not otherwise authorized by Goal 14 and the implementing 
administrative rule (Goal14 Rules) in OAR 660. 

/; 
B. An amendment to the text of the RCP to establish policy languag6 .. in sUpport of 

the urban level of development in Goshen. Only minor RCP t~x(cbanges are 
necessary to support the proposed amendment. Those c~c:(nges ar~.shown in 
the attached Exhibit A. · · 

. . 

C. Amendments to the Lane Code (LC) Chapter 16 tq~stabHsh new zoning cqde. 
provisions to regulate new urban-level developrl)enf in Goshen. The proposed 
new code language is attached as Exhibit B . . / · c.. · 

0 '-,.:( ·, ', / .. /.~,· ',, 

D. Zomng map amendments to reflect the new propose~,zones for the Goshen 
Industrial land. The proposed zoning map changes a're ~howl) em Exhibit C-1. 

The proposa I also includes findings of p<:j~~isten cy with Goal 1 ; 10';insportation) and 
OAR 660-012-0060, the Transportation PlaiJIJing Rul~ (TPR)J and OAR 660-022-
0030(7). \\\ // J .' 

The findings in this report sypport t~~ proposecr~xception and associated amendments 
above. The findings inclu .. de·referen~¢s to attachegthaterials and documents in the 

•• j r ·, \ .. 
record that relate to these<findings. /./ ; 

t:~ ' j t J 

State law and the Lane County code require that the Lane County Planning 
Commission (LCPC) hold a public hearing on this proposal, followed by a 
recommend9tiOrifor adoption (or 'adoption with modifications) to the BCC. The BCC is 
required to ~hold a second p~l(lic heating and adopt an ordinance to adopt the proposal 

/ . . (. 

and related'amendments. Once adopted by the County, the BCC's action will be 
forwarded to th~ State of Or~gon Department of Land Conservation and Development 
(DLCD). /; 

Background Studies and/§ource Documents 
( 

The findings set forth in Sections Ill through IX of this report are based on and 
supported by a number of background studies, reference materials, and source 
documents that are incorporated by reference and accessible as part of the record. 
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These studies include: 

1. The City of Eugene Comprehensive Lands Assessment (ECLA), pre-policy 
analysis, dated June 2010, prepared by ECONorthwest; 

2. The City of Springfield Commercial and Industrial Buildable Lands Inventory and 
Economic Opportunities Analysis (CIBL), draft report dated September 2009, 
prepared by ECONorthwest; and 

3. The Regional Prosperity Economic Development Plan, Eugene, Springfield, Lane 
County, approved by the Joint Elected Officials on February 26, 2010. 

4. The Lane County Strategic Plan. 
5. "Time to Deliver, Policy Playbook" from the 2011 Leadership Summit, 2011 

Oregon Business Plan; Oregon Competitiveness: Creating a St9t~Ec6nomic 
Strategy, 2012 Harvard Business School; // • 

6. Oregon Labor Market Information System for Lane County,"QregonEmployment 
Department; Lane County Labor Trends, Publication Repolis,.Oregon 
Employment Department; and the U.S. Census Bure(lU,2010American 
Community Survey. 
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SECTION Ill Overview of Planning Process 

The most successful planning initiatives are not those which are merely vetted by the 
community they impact. Nor are they necessarily projects that enjoy a high level of 
support from affected interests. Rather, truly successful planning initiatives evolve 
organically from an engaged and empowered community. 

The potential of Goshen has been recognized in the region since the early settlers of 
the area in the mid-1800s. In fact, the significance of the location of the Goshen area 
as a prime area for commerce based on the numerous location advantages, dates back 
to when Goshen was first selected as the location for a stage coach stop./Sjn~e that 
time, Goshen continued to develop as a significant location in the sou~hE{rn Will.~mette 
Valley as evidenced by the decisions to locate the Oregon Coastal ry'JiJit(ilry Road 
(modern day Highway 99), the railroad (existing CORP/Rail Ame~jca line),a post office, 
and lumber mills in Goshen. · 

/ ',_ ·,, I 

More recently, the idea to explore options for expanding yses in Goshen dates back to 
2009. For years the County has diligently engaged th~.cofnmunity in discussion~(about 
the future of the community. The County takes seriqusly the cpmmitment to Or~gon 
Statewide Planning Goal 1 for Citizen Involvement, rto e~swe ,J~at citizens have the 
opportunity to be involved in all phases of the planning proce:s§. As described below, 
the County has engaged in significant dialogue with the comfnw1ity aJld other potentially 
affected parties who are interested in or 'J)CiY pe impacted by the~projed. The County 
intends to continue facilitating this robu?tdi~logu~throughout this project's 
implementation, so that the continued:{ndushial development o(Goshen remains 

\ '\ .F , /' ' r ' 

consistent with the aspirations and values of(t~e c9thfnunity)he County, and the State. 
\\'~\/j/ ,' (<:>",' 

In 2011 the County conducted thre13 open hou~.e. events in the Goshen community, in 
order to gather input from J~~citizens; of Gosheh\{!Jl9·the surrounding area on the 
general project concep~,//rhis step W,as undertals~nto involve the community at the 
outset of the project, tofasceJiain tlie' level of ac~eptance by the community of the 
concept, and gather ideas and desired outcomes for inclusion in the drafting of the initial 
plans as they W!3re developed. · 

/<'-' 

The County'h.~s discuss~d ·the proj~ctWith key stakeholders, including the Lane County 
Board of COf1:1111issioners, th~\Lane' County Planning Commission, the City of Eugene, 
the City of Spril')gfield, the City of Creswell, Land Watch Lane County, Goal1 Coalition, 

', .-, I, 

large industrial I arid owner~ h1 Goshen, DLCD staff, the Lane Metro Partnership and the 
Oregon Economic &Corpmunity Development Department. 

' / 

,' 

Apart from the guidance provided by the BCC's direction to pursue an increased level of 
employment uses to develop in Goshen, staff did not have preconceived plans or ideas 
about how the GREAT plan would take shape. The community meetings were intended 
to encourage a "grass roots" effort, wherein the County engaged the community to help 
form the plan and encouraged the community to become invested in it. 
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After the initial public open house in April 2011, staff took the information and input 
provided by the public and developed some concepts that would allow an increased 
level of employment uses to develop within the community. The second open house in 
June 2011 was a report back to the community to present the initial concepts and ideas, 
based on the feedback the County had received at the first open house. Staff sought 
detailed feedback with more specific results to help refine the ideas, including what 
specific uses should or should not be allowed, how mitigation measures could be put in 
place to address concerns, and ways of enhancing the existing community. At the third 
open house in November of 2011, there was a presentation of a draft code for 
consideration and an opportunity for community members to review the draft code 
language, ask questions, and provide comments. .. 

To begin the official public hearings process, the County sent notic~.ofth~ proposed 
amendments and exception to DLCD. The County has conducted .. a public hearings 
process with the Lane County Planning Commission and the Board of County 
Commissioners. 

Proposed Exception Area 

The boundary of the area proposed for the amendrriellts and th:e Goal 14 exception, 
which would allow for urban levels of industrial and limitea, related small-scale 
commercial development, follows the existing boundary of the Rural l.ndustrial 
designated lands within the unincorporated community of Goshen, West of 1-5. A map is 
attached as Exhibit D-1 to show the bo!Jrjdary. Exhibit D-2 lists the/properties proposed 
for the exception, amendments, and z6ne changes. / ' 

\ \ / 
'\\, /,<,/:'_,_,' ,': 

The entire existing Rural Industrial (RI) zoned .. area in Goshen that is being proposed to 
be amended is 316.54 acres: /(The two Rl-zori~d parcels on the east side of 1-5 are not 
proposed for change.) This/breaks down as foliovvsn The area west of Hwy 99 is 
approximately 233 acre~(/fhe area/6:ast of Hwy:99 is approximately 83 acres. The two 
mill sites (north of HaniptonRoad):lnd west ofHWy 99) are approximately 188 acres, 
with the north mill site (six tax lots)being approximately 73 acres, and the southern mill 
site (one tax lot) being approximately 115 acres. Note: there are three tax lots zoned 
industrialloc?ted north -northwest of/Hampton Road, west of Hwy 99, which are not 
considered part of the southern milL site. The "triangular" area south of Hampton Road, 
west of HWy 99 is approxima,tely 38 acres. 

f 
' 

The County has identified t~~ .. following described area as the "surrounding area" or the 
potential impact area: those properties west and southwest of the Interstate 5 freeway 
to the east; south of a~Jd including the USA and City of Eugene owned property to the 
north and northwest; ~ast of the east line and the northern and southern extension of 
the east line of the RR5-NRES zoned property to the west; and north of Dillard Road to 
the south. A map of the surrounding area/potential impact area is attached as Exhibit E. 
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The findings that follow begin with the proposed Goal 14 exception and the 
Transportation Planning Rule. They then address amendments to the County's 
comprehensive plan, plan map, zoning ordinance and zoning map. 
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SECTION IV Goal 2, Exception Process 

OAR 660-004-0000 

Purpose 

(1) The purpose of this division is to interpret the requirements of Goal 2 and ORS 
197.732 regarding exceptions. This division explains the three types of 
exceptions set forth in Goal 2 "Land Use Planning, Part II, Exceptions." Rules 
in other divisions of OAR 660 provide substantive standards for some specific 
types of goal exceptions. Where this is the case, the specific su!>stantive 
standards in the other divisions control over the more general/standards of 
this division. However, the definitions, notice, and planning and zoning 
requirements of this division apply to all types of excepti9rjs. The types of 
exceptions that are subject to specific standards in other divisions are: 

(a) Standards for a demonstration of reasons for saoitary sewer service tp 
rural lands are provided in OAR 660-011-0069(9); / · .· 

(b) Standards for a demonstration of reasonsforurbantransportation ' 
improvements on rural land are provided 'in bAR 660~012-0070; 

(c) Standards to determine irrevocably committed exceptions pertaining to 
urban development on rural land are provided in OAR 660,014-0030, and 
standards for demonstration of ~easons for urban deve~opment on rural 
land are provided in OAR 660-9~4~0040. 

/,' ,' \~ \ 

FINDINGS: The proposed reasons ~xceptioh~to Goa( 14 is being sought under 
\ /·.~ .// 

the provisions in OAR 660-004-0018(4). The provisions of this section are 
discussed below. ' · 

\\ 
/ l ; \ /' c 

The standards required to bel addressed f.or the proposed reasons exception to 
Goal 14, as specified in O,A,R 660-004-09'18(4), to allow urban levels of tt+H-I:thlHi::H 

development on rural land~ are provided for and discussed below in section OAR 
660-014:0040 as specifiecj in (c) above. 

(2) An exc,eption is a dech;;ion to .exclude certain land from the requirements of 
one or more applicable\,~tatevl.tide goals in accordance with the process 

' ·. ' ' t ~ 

specified in: Goal 2, Part II, Exceptions. The documentation for an exception 
must be set forth in a Ideal government's comprehensive plan. Such 
documentation must ~up port a conclusion that the standards for an exception 
have been met. rhe conclusion shall be based on findings of fact supported 
by substantial evidence in the record of the local proceeding and by a 
statement of reasons that explains why the proposed use not allowed by the 
applicable goal, or a use authorized by a statewide planning goal that cannot 
comply with the approval standards for that type of use, should be provided 
for. The exceptions process is not to be used to indicate that a jurisdiction 
disagrees with a goal. 
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FINDINGS: The RCP specifies in Goal2, Policy 9 that exceptions to LCDC 
Goals shall be in accordance with OAR 660-004-0000 (the Goal 2 Exception 
Process) and shall only be taken at times of plan adoption or amendment. The 
County is proposing the contemplated changes as part of an amendment to the 
RCP. 

The use proposed to be allowed under this exception is urban levels of industrial 

development on rural land at levels not otherwise authorized by GoaL 14 and the 
implementing administrative rule (Goal14 Rules) in OAR 660. Th~J>(gposed 
reasons exception is to Goal14, Urbanization, which is the appiJc~ble 'Gb,al as 
contemplated by this criterion. This Goal is contained in OA1346P::P15-0000(14). 
This Goal is further implemented and clarified through OA~~60-01~-pooo, and 
interpretation of this Goal is provided in OAR 660-022-00ob; This Go~t.. as 
implemented through the above rules, allows new urban development on 
undeveloped rural lands through an exception, uncjer OAR,660-014-0040, \(Vlleh 
a County shows compliance with OAR 660-014-9040(2) & (3). As allowed/under 
this rule, the County is proposing to allow nevyur~an le~els of industrial ~nd 
limited, primary industrial use related, secontlary,.small ... scia!e commercial 
development on undeveloped rural land in the unincp(porated community of 
Goshen. ·· 

More specifically, the proposed ~se:is to allow new urba11\~vels of rail-dependent 
and rail-related industrial and limited\'primarylndustrial u~e related, secondary, 

exceedir)g the,fufal comMunity limitations on 
serving only the community, the surrou~diflg rural ,cirea, or to those persons 
traveling through the c;~rea; tile "small scal:e" 40,000 square foot size limitation as 
specified in the Unipgdrporat~q Commu~ity c'Rple of OAR 660-022-0030; and 
possibly exceeding the limitation of current ~water and sewer service capacity. 

/' <"', / -l ( 

The policies and the esseptial characteristics of the proposed exception area that 
justify t~~.reasons exceptl0n include: 

f ,/ 

, ::~~signatio~a~\a ReQ~:~~Iy Significant Industrial Area (RSIA) by the State 
( of Oregon under ORS.197.723. 

' ' t' 

• EXisting Industrial zoning and Comprehensive Plan designation. 
• Existjng impa,,cfs from industrial development (Industrial Character). 
• Presehce 9f an existing rail line that serves the community. 
• Existing,;rail-spur-served industrial properties. 
• Existing Highway interchange providing access to 1-5 and Hwy 58. 
• Highway 99, which runs through the community. 
• Community water system in place. 
• Natural Gas main line running through the community. 
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• Location within the Emerald People's Utility District (EPUD) service area, 
providing electrical power. 

• Access to fiber optic infrastructure. 
• Close proximity to the second largest metropolitan area in the state. 
• Close proximity to the University of Oregon, Lane Community College, 

and Willamette Christian University. 
• Community served by Lane Transit District (L TO). 
• County identified as "distressed" by Business Oregon.27 

Without an exception, Goal14 does not allow urban levels of industrial 
development. To achieve the objectives of the RSIA designation, At Goal 14 
exception is required. The reasons that explain why the propo?Eid use hot 
allowed by the goal, without a Goal 14 exception, should be alfow~d are stated 
below in Section V, under ORS 197.732. These findings arerincorporC\ted by 
reference herein. , ·· 

/ 

The proposed urban level of industrial uses exce~d? the limits in OAR 660~022-
0030(3), which applies to unincorporated communities. This rule permits·~ 
county to authorize: ·· 

(e) New uses that will not exceed the capacity of wat~f and sewer service 
available to the site on the effective date of this rule, or, if such services are 
not available to the site, the cap~city of the site itself toprovide water and 
absorb sewage; // · \•. . :/ 

(f) New uses more intensive tHan thq~e affOI(Yfld unde,r.subsection (a) through (e) 
of this section, provided an analysls\se(toith in the comprehensive plan 
demonstrates, and land use regulatiohiensure: 
(A) That such use.s/are ne,qessary to\p(ovide employment that does not 
exceed the totEJI"pfojectedi vyork force 'Witliln the community and the 
surrounding rural area; 1 

' / 

(B) That such uses WOt.Jid not rely updn a work force employed by uses within 
urban growth boundaries; and 
(C) That the determination of the work force of the community and 
sw!Ounding ruralarea considers the total industrial and commercial 
.employment in thcit pommurflty and is coordinated with employment 

. projections for nearby urban growth boundaries.; 
(g) lndusfri?l uses, im)/Ltding accessory uses subordinate to industrial 

development, as ~provided under either paragraph (A) or (B) of this 
subsection: • .. · .. ·· 
(A) lndustrir;ildevelopments sited on an abandoned or diminished industrial 
mill site, as defined in ORS 197. 719 that was engaged in the processing or 

27 
Distressed Areas in Oregon. Produced monthly by Business Oregon based on current data from the Oregon 

Employment Department. Posted September 27, 2012. http:/ /www.oregon4biz.com/Publications/Oregon
Economic-Data/Distressed-Areas-in-Oregon/ 
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manufacturing of wood products, provided the uses will be located only on the 
porlion of the mill site that is zoned for industrial uses. 

The County finds, based on the following findings, that the proposed use cannot 
comply with the rule. 

OAR 660-022-0030(e)- New uses that will not exceed the capacity of water and 
sewer service available 

The proposed use is for urban levels of industrial development on rural land. The 
existing industrially zoned lands are served by an existing commupi!Y,y,(ater 
system and individual onsite septic systems. The proposed urb,an leveL:of 
industrial and limited, primary industrial use related, secondar:{t/small-scale 

exceed the capacity of the existing~:Water~qd sewer 
service available. Therefore, the limitations proposed by thi$ standard Gannot be 
met. / 

/' 

/ 

OAR 660-022-0030(f) - New uses more intensive than those allowed (woridorce 
' / ( 

provision) ./' · z · 

In developing the GREAT plan, County staff performe6~n evaluation of OAR 
660-022-0030(f), the workforce provision. The CountY:;tinds th/at utilizing this 
provision would not accomplish thE~/goals of the GREATplcm:fo allow urban 
levels of industrial development./}11~ primar-y reason thi~A?r6vision does not 
work for the GREAT plan and the urtia,n level~ ofindustriaf use proposed is that 
the more intensive uses contemplated"unde(this st~nBard are within the context 

\ \ /, "" /' 

of a Rural Unincorporated Community'anchwould, (therefore, still have to comply 
with the "Rural Commpl)ity" ~E(finition c6pfained in OAR 660-022-001 0(7). Under 
this provision the IT}e>fe intensi'{e uses co't.llp/ofliY provide industrial uses that 
serve the comml,lriity, the sur,r¢unding rur~j:area, or persons traveling through the 
area. This is incohsistent V,Vith the designation of Goshen as a Regionally 
Significant Industrial Area;~allowing urban levels of industrial development that 
will provipejobs, goods, qn~ services to areas outside the surrounding rural area. 
OAR 96J)::.Q22-0019(7) doesnpJallow the urban levels of industrial uses to be 
dev/etoped as propos~d. 

( ·· .... ; \\ 
Regard I~~~ of the abqye argument, the County has also evaluated the 
informationtbat 1 OOQ 1

Friends of Oregon has submitted into the record for the 
Goal 14 exceptiorJtpmake the case that the workforce provision contained in 
OAR 660-022-Q030(f) can accomplish everything the county desires. Its 
September 26/2012 submittal includes a five-page letter, together with 45 pages 
of exhibits. The County has thoroughly examined the proposed testimony and 
finds that it does not justify the urban level of development sought by the Goal14 
exception. 
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The argument of 1000 Friends is based on imprecise data. The 1000 Friends 
submission includes two exhibits, Band E, which the County examined. These 
exhibits were produced through the use of a complex spreadsheet, included as 
an exhibit, which 1000 Friends delivered to the County. Using the same source 
data and spreadsheet for calculating the numbers proposed by 1000 Friends, the 
County finds that instead of the 4,014 expected increase in rural jobs by 2032, 
there will only be an increase of 2,059 jobs. 

Following the same logic used in the proposal and using the updated job-creation 
number of 2,059, the County also calculated that 60% of these jobs could be 
assumed to be industrial (see Exhibit F submitted with the 1000 F~i~nds 
proposal). In its own calculations, the County used the actual n"ur)1berlrom 
Exhibit F, which is 59.7%. Using either number, the numberl)tilld!Jstrial jobs 
expected is considerably less than the number calculated by"1 000 Friends. If 
59.7% is used, there will be 1,229 jobs; if 60% is used, there will be 11235 jobs. 
Subtracting the 675 industrial jobs that 1000 Friends pontends can be located on 
other rural industrial lands in the study area (see Exhibit G submitted by 1000 
Friends), 554 new industrial jobs can be expect~d:in Goshen. · 

The 2,059 job number calculated by the County, as co~par~d to the 4,014 
expected rural jobs proposed by 1000 Friends, was ~alculated utilizing three 
slightly different numbers in the 1000 Friends spreadst"leet. Tl)e first of these is 
the forecasted 2010-2020 average .annual growth rate (AARG) for Lane County, 
as provided in the Oregon Emp190tJ~ntDepartment (OEQ). >This forecast is 
provided on page 2 of Exhibit Fof the 1000 Friends submittal. As calculated on 

\ ' ,/ ' ' ,, ' _,_~,-, 

the bottom of that forecast page proviQed qy 1000 FJiends, the AARG is 1.7%. 
However in checking the calculation, th~ .County finds 1.66% to be more 
accurate. The County/uses this 1.66% number rather than the 1.7% rounded 

F , ' \ \ '_ 

number in cell E7 oHhe spre~~sheet. Thi$ ;:;mall change results in a 950 job 
difference in ceii/Gf)of the spr~adsheet. ) " 

/ 

The second difference in ril.Jmber used is in regard to the projected job growth for 
Eugene. Using the Envision Eugene numbers for job growth out to 2031, the job 
numb~ris projected for one additional year, to 2032, in cell 825 of the 
spr~adsheet. On pages 8-9 of Exhibit B submitted by 1000 Friends (pp. 4-21 
and4-22 of the Envisi,op Eugene Land for Industrial Jobs technical summary), 
the job growth rate is ~iscussed. The job growth rate of 1.0% is used for the 
years after2023. Tt"lis/is slightly higher than Eugene's projected 0.9% population 
growth rate>·ln th~·proposal by 1000 Friends, a 0.9% job growth rate was used 
to arrive at the ?0.32 job projection number rather than 1.0%. When the one-year 
extended rate is changed from 0.9 to 1.0%, the job number changes from 
148,930 jobs (using 0.9%), to 149,078 jobs (using 1.0%). This results in a 
difference of 148 jobs. 

The third number that is looked at is the variable 2020-2032 study area job 
growth number. The value of 1.15% is used in cell L 1 in the spreadsheet 
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provided by 1000 Friends. This number is based on an overall pre-recession job 
growth rate of 1.4%, based on the temporary high forecasted job growth rate of 
1.7% (as discussed previously the County utilizes 1.66% as calculated from the 
OED data). The 1.4% overall job growth number is calculated from the OED 
2006-2016 pre-recession job forecast data (see page 1 Exhibit E of 1000 Friends 
proposal). This number calculates out to 1.39% based on this data. Using the 
1.39 and 1.66% calculated numbers; the County calculated 1.12% as the 2020-
2032 study area job growth number in order to achieve an overall 1.4% (1.39%) 
job growth number for 2010-2030. Using this 1.12% instead of 1.15% in cell L 1, 
the result is 860 jobs less in cell G1 0. 

With the changes in these three numbers, the result is a total diff~r~n6~Jn 1955 
jobs as specified in cell G1 0 of the spreadsheet. Even thoug~·fh~&e are minor 
shifts and rounding changes in these numbers, the County)),elleves it is evident 
that the number of resulting jobs that can be utilized using this provisiqndoes not 
justify the level of urban levels of industrial developm~nt a,s contemplated by the 
GREAT plan as proposed in the Goal 14 exception./ · 

# of Rural Jobs 
(cell G10) 
60% Ind. Jobs 
(ceiiG11) 
Less 675 Ind. 
Jobs on other 
rural lands 
Total jobs 
needed in 
Goshen 

/ . 

1000 Friends 
proposal 

4014 

2408 

-675 

\·\ 
\ i (,, 

)/ 

County .. /• 
Revision 

2059 

1236 

/··.···· 

/'~/· 

// 

Difference 

i •• /. / 1955 
... 

I·· , 
./ .. 

•117?// 
~. : . 

( / 1172 

The County understa.nds t~at many arguments could be made about the data 
used for these calculalic?ns, and that more or fewer jobs could potentially be 
justifiedJhrough other minor changes in the numbers. However, the key point is 
that t~evision for Goshen is losfih utilizing the above referenced provisions. The 
go9l to preserve exfstlng larg~·lot rail served industrial land that is in close 
proximity to 1-5 as we'ICas Highways 58 and 99, that also have a resource of 
industrial land for smciller supportive industrial uses in close proximity in the 
same com'munity is ah/ opportunity that cannot be realized through utilization of 
these provisloQs. The above provision does not require limiting the uses, 
density, servic~s. and activities to only those that are justified, as is required with 
the proposed Goal14 exception. The qualities or reasons that make Goshen 
unique and justifiable under the Goal14 exception are qualities that could be lost 
through utilization of the workforce provision. As an example there would be no 
need to create a minimum lot size through utilization of the workforce provision, 
as is proposed with the Goal 14 exception to protect the existing large sites, 
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since the employment that could arguably be justified under the workforce 
provision would not necessitate large sites. 

Similarly, if the workforce argument were feasible, the provisions could be utilized 
on other sites or properties throughout the County. This would negate 
recognition of any of the unique site characteristics or strategic locational 
advantages that make Goshen desirable for more intense development to begin 
with. 

OAR 660-022-0030(g)(A) -Abandoned or diminished industrial mill site 
provisions 

The subject properties do not qualify as abandoned or dimini?ned industrial mill 
sites. / 

ORS 197.719 defines abandon or diminished mill.site as a mill, plant or other 
facility engaged in the processing of manufacturing of wood products, 
including sawmills and facilities for the produptfon of plywood, veneer,/ 
hardboard, panel products, pulp and paper/t~at: < · 

(a) Is located outside of urban growth 1bou~darif!.S,' 
(b) Was closed after January 1, 1980, or has peen operating at Jess than 

25 percent of capacity since January 1, 2003; and .. · 
(c) Contains or contained pe,rmanent buildings usedin'tne projection of 

manufacturing wood prqq&,cts. 

The subject properties are located o~l~.ide pf~rban .groWth boundaries. 
However, the sites that have a mill, plaJ;lt.or other facility engaged in processing 
of manufactured woog.products are nof9losed, and have not been operating at 
less than 25 percen,tof capacity since Ja)J\LJ9ry 1, 2003. As part of the record, the 

/ ' ~ f j \ '',--" / 

County has receiveq a letter frpm the largest mill site property owner, Goshen 
Forest Products~ LLC, stating that theyarecurrently operating, and that they 
have not been operating a,t less than 25% of capacity since January 1, 2003. 
Similarly, .the Cone Lumber Company site is currently operation. In discussions 
with r~pfesentativesfrom thi~f~gility, it is apparent that they too would not be 
operating if they were.Jess t~an25% of their capacity. 

(3) The intent Qf the excep~i~ns process is to permit necessary flexibility in the 
application o(the Stat~Wide Planning Goals. The procedural and substantive 
objectives of the exs:eptions process are to: 

(a) Assure that citizens and governmental units have an opportunity to 
participate in resolving plan conflicts while the exception is being 
developed and reviewed; and 

(b) Assure that findings of fact and a statement of reasons supported by 
substantial evidence justify an exception to a statewide goal. 
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FINDINGS: Lane County is seeking to utilize the exceptions process to allow 
flexibility in the application of Goal 14, Urbanization, and specifically the Rural 
Community Rule implementing Goal14 that is embodied in ORS 660-022-0030. 

This process has and will continue to provide for citizen and government 
participation to resolve any plan conflicts; and as presented in this proposal, 
assures that the proposed findings of fact and statements of reason are 
supported by substantial evidence. 

(4) When taking an exception, a local government may rely on information and 
documentation prepared by other groups or agencies for the purp9~e of the 
exception or for other purposes, as substantial evidence to support its 
findings of fact. Such information must be either included ~(Pf()perly 
incorporated by reference into the record of the local exc~~tions pr:oceeding. 
Information included by reference must be made available t,o interested 
persons for their review prior to the last evidentiary .~e~u:ing on the ex·c~pti().n~ 

/ ~ - '. / //)• > / 
FINDINGS: Lane County is seeking a Goal14 xx.Ception to allow urban )e,yels of 
industrial development on rural land. Specifically the County is proposing to 

/ ,.-'"' ' ' 

allow urban industrial and limited, primary industl'ial use~re,lated, secondary, 
small-scale commercial development on 316.51 acre$'6f existing industrial 

'' h designated land in the Unincorporated Community ofQqshen./.Jhe standards for 
demonstration of reasons to allow wban levels of induslri€lland'limited, primary 
industrial use related, secondary/:Small;.scale commerciatgevelopment on rural 
land as specified in (1)(c) aboveare\cpntalnec;:fin .OAR 660-014-0040 and are 

\ '\_ .(' '_/ 

addressed below. \\ ./>' 

\, '/ 

The County is relying 91} sUbs.tantial eviq~nce that has been prepared by other 
groups or agencies)6supporfthe finding~\o.Hacts and reasons demonstrating 
justification for t~e/requestedl~xception. The/substantial evidence includes: 
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1. The City of Eug$ne. Comprehensive Lands Assessment (ECLA), pre-
p~licy analysis, dat~c:J June 2010, prepared by ECONorthwest; 

2. Xhe City of~pringfie19 G.otnmercial and Industrial Buildable Lands 
Inventory and Econorpip Opportunities Analysis (CIBL), draft report dated 
September 2oq~, prepared by ECONorthwest; and 

3. Tl:le Regional Rrosperity Economic Development Plan, Eugene, 
Springfield, L9oe County, approved by the Joint Elected Officials on 
Febrllaty 29;~201 0. 

4. The Lan~ G6unty Strategic Plan. 
5. "Time t6 Deliver, Policy Playbook" from the 2011 Leadership Summit, 

2011 Oregon Business Plan; Oregon Competitiveness: Creating a State 
Economic Strategy, 2012 Harvard Business School; 

6. Oregon Labor Market Information System for Lane County, Oregon 
Employment Department; Lane County Labor Trends, Publication 
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Reports, Oregon Employment Department; and the U.S. Census Bureau, 
2010 American Community Survey. 

These documents are incorporated into the record by reference herein. Both of the 
ECLA and CIBL documents include an Economic Opportunities Analysis (EOA) that 
include regional information28

, an inventory of buildable Industrial/Employment land, and 
the documented need for additional Industrial/Employment lands in the region. 

28 City of Eugene Comprehensive Lands Assessment (ECLA), pre-policy analysis,. ECONorthwest, June 2010 
Appendix B- Economic Opportunities Analysis / .. • ·· .. 

p. B-19, A regional economic system is complex and is difficult to model, much less to predict without the 
benefits of models, on the basis of intuition alone. Nonetheless, that ithow the large majority of .. 
economic development policies get adopted. In light of that reality;tlle purf)ose of this section ah.d the 
following figures is to provide a framework for thinking about saGses and effects that will make t6e 
intuitions more informed. ' ' 
p. B-22, Eugene exists as part of the larger economy of the southern Wil!arn.ette Valley and is strongly 
influenced by regional economic conditions. For many factors, such as·(abor, Eugene does not differ 
significantly from the broader region. For other factors, such as incdm~, it does. Thus, Eugene benefits 
from being a part of the larger regional economy and plays a specific roiE:!ir) the regional economy. 
p. B-53, Some industries in the region's emp!oimentbase have volatile ernployfuent cycles. These 
industries typically have boom and bust cycfes,\yhich result in cycles of hi~ir\gand layoffs. The lumber 
and wood products industry is tied to naftonal hpvsing mar]<et cycles, \hjith decreased productivity and 
employment in slow housing markets. The RV m'anufacturlng industry is tied to broader national 
economic trends and energy price changes. Finally, theregion's l)igh-tech companies are subject to 
market trends in the high-tec!J industry, including cnar)ges in production methods and consumer 
purchasing patterns. ./ \\ \:, . 
p. B-87, Eugene does nothave an existJrlg employmen'Uo(etast. OAR 660-024-0040 (8) (a) (A) allows the 
City to determine erl)pl~yrnent land ~~dds based on~'The'county or regional job growth rate provided in 
the most recent forecast published by the Oregon Employment Department." Eugene is part of Region 5, 
which includes all of Lane CoUnty: 1able B-14 shows the Oregon Employment Department's forecast for 
employment growth by industry for Lane County over the 2006 to 2016 period. 

City of Springfield CommerciaUmd Industrial Bu.ildable Lands Inventory and Economic Opportunities Analysis, 
ECONorthwesf,6raft Report, Septe.mber 20Q9: 

p. 29.' For many factors, su~p as labo'r,Springfield does not differ significantly from the broader region. 
For other factors, such as in tome, it does. Thus, Springfield benefits from being a part of the larger 

, I , 
regional ecoqbmy and plays,a/specific role in the regional economy. 
p. 37, One way to determin~ bpportunities for economic development is to determine the sectors with 
the greatest expected grbwth in the region (based on the Oregon Employment Department's forecast for 
employment growth in Lane County between 2006 and 2016) and the greatest concentration of existing 
employment in the :.community (based on a comparison of employment data in Springfield and the State 
in 2006). 
p. 45, economic opportunities in Springfield are a function of regional historical trends and future 
economic shifts 
p. 46, Historical employment trends show a substantial shift in the Region's economy that mirrored shifts 
in the State and national economies, specifically the substantial growth in Services and decline of 
Manufacturing. 
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OAR 660-004-001 0 

Application of the Goal 2 Exception Process to Certain Goals 

(1) The exceptions process is not applicable to Statewide Goal1 "Citizen 
Involvement" and Goal 2 "Land Use Planning." The exceptions process is 
generally applicable to all or part of those statewide goals that prescribe or 
restrict certain uses of resource land, restrict urban uses on rural land, or limit 
the provision of certain public facilities and services. These statewide goals 
include but are not limited to: 

.~<'/, '·~ 
(d) Goal14 "Urbanization" as provided for in the applicable paragraph (l)(c)(A), 

/ ,j ' I 

(B), (C) or (D) of this rule: · 

(D) For an exception to Goal14 to allow urban development on rural lands, 
a local government must follow the applicablex~quirelllents ofbAR 
660-014-0030 or 660-014-0040, in conjunctio!JWith ~pplicable 
requirements of this division; ./: · • 

FINDINGS: Lane County is proposing an ex6epiion to/Goal 14 to allow urban 
levels of industrial and limited, primary industrial use rell3ted, secondary, small
scale commercial development on rural lands. The applicable s~ctions of OAR 
660-014-0040 are addressed belo"Y• f\dditionally, the ap~liqctble requirements of 
this division are addressed thro~~~~~t these findings wh~H1 required. 

(::.~. / \ \ ~ ' 

OAR 660-004-0018 \ \ "/ 
\'\ 

Planning and Zoning for E~~~pti~~ Areas \\\ 
':<<}> \;.\ \;\ /'') 

(1) Purpose. This rule,elt~lains th~ requirem~~~s· for adoption of plan and zone 
/. ···, I·/ /' .,_, 

designations for exceptions .. JExceptions :to one goal or a portion of one goal 
do not relieve a jurisdict!on·from remaining goal requirements and do not 
authorize u~es, densities, pllblic facilities and services, or activities other than 
those recpgnized or,J~stified IJy J~e applicable exception. Physically 
develop~d or irrevocal>ly comJ11itted exceptions under OAR 660-004-0025 and 
660-0Q4-0028 and 660-0.14-0030 are intended to recognize and allow 
continuation of existing types of development in the exception area. Adoption 
of plan andzoning pro)Ji~ions that would allow changes in existing types of 
uses, densities, or s~rvices requires the application of the standards outlined 
in this rule. ·· / · 

(2) For "physically developed" and "irrevocably committed" exceptions to goals, 
residential plan and zone designations shall authorize a single numeric 
minimum lot size and all plan and zone designations shall limit uses, density, 
and public facilities and services to those: ... 
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(3) Uses, density, and public facilities and services not meeting section (2) of this 
rule may be approved on rural land only under provisions for a reasons 
exception as outlined in section (4) of this rule and applicable requirements of 
OAR 660-004-0020 through 660-004-0022, 660-011-0060 with regard to sewer 
service on rural lands, OAR 660-012-0070 with regard to transportation 
improvements on rural land, or OAR 660-014-0030 or 660-014-0040 with regard 
to urban development on rural land. (Emphasis added) 

FINDINGS: The proposed use for urban levels of industrial developrrent on rural 
land requires a reasons exception by rule; therefore, it does not mj3~t s13ction (2) 
of this section, for "physically developed" or "irrevocably committed" lahds. As 
specified in (3) above, the exception is being proposed as a ~eEi'sons exception 
under the applicable provisions of OAR 660-014-0040 for 1,1rban level!; of 
industrial and limited, primary industrial use related, seconaary, smaJI.,..scale 
commercial development on rural land (Goal14 exception). Additionally,the 
provision under section (4) of this rule is addressec;l below.' Any applicable 
sections of OAR 660-004-0022 are addressed as/required through applic;ation of 
the provision of 660-014-0040. ' 

(4) "Reasons" Exceptions: 
/ . 

(a) When a local government takes 9n exception underthe ~~Reasons" section 
of ORS 197.732(1)(c) and OAR6.60-004-0020 through 660~004-0022, plan 
and zone designations must limif~he uses, density, public facilities and 
services, and activities to only tho$e th~t~re ju~tified in the exception. 

\ ,, / ,' / 

FINDINGS: In accord.ance with this prdyision, the proposed reasons exception 
to Goal 14 is being t~ken und~r ORS 197,792(2)29 and OAR 660-004-0022 as 
addressed beloVI(/The propqsed zoning designations will limit the uses, density, 
and activities as justified in)he proposed ,exception. These limitations are 
discussed below in more ·detail. 

(b) When cilocal governmentch~nges the types or intensities of uses or public 
facjlitles and servlc~~ wit~)! I) an area approved as a "Reasons" exception, a 
new ~'.Reasons" exception'is required. 

l ( 
FINDINGS: The County is not proposing a change to an area approved as a 
reasons exdeptioq./The unincorporated community of Goshen was originally 
approved as a (:jeveloped and committed exception area to Statewide Planning 
goals 3 and 4, hot as a reasons exception to Goal 14. Therefore, this criterion is 
not applicable. 

29 The ORS reference of 197.732(1)(c) in this standard does not exist. The reference could more broadly be 
referring to ORS 197.732(1), or more specifically to 197.732(1)(b)(C). Most likely it is referring to 197.732(2)(c). 
Regardless, the County has addressed all of the applicable statutory sections. 
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(c) When a local government includes land within an unincorporated 
community for which an exception under the "Reasons" section of ORS 
197.732(1)(c) and OAR 660-004-0020 through 660-004-0022 was previously 
adopted, plan and zone designations must limit the uses, density, public 
facilities, and activities to only those that were justified in the exception or 
OAR 660-022-0030, whichever is more stringent. 

FINDINGS: The County is not proposing to include land within an 
unincorporated community for which an exception was previously taken. 
Therefore, this criterion is not applicable. 

OAR 660-004-0020 

Goal 2, Part II( c), Exception Requirements · 

(1) If a jurisdiction determines there are reasons con~i~tentvvith OAR 660-0Q4-
0022 to use resource lands for uses not allowed by/the applicable Goal or.tq allow 
public facilities or services not allowed by the appli6able G()al, the justification 
shall be set forth in the comprehensive plan as an e~ceptiqn. )As provided in OAR 
660-004-0000(1 ), rules in other divisions may also apply~>" 

FINDINGS: The County is not proposingJo use resource landsfo{lj'ses not allowed by 
the applicable Goal. The property subj~<jt1tothisproposal is all ;zoned Rural Industrial 
and designated Industrial on the Lane/Couhty RCP. /.Therefore the provisions of OAR 
660-004-0020 are not applicable. \'\ //. · 

OAR 660-004-0022 
o' '\ '\ 

/ [, 
Goal 2, Part II( c), Exc~ption Requirements 

i :! 

Reasons Necessary to Justify ·iui Exception under Goal 2, Part II( c) 

An exceptiopunder Goal 2, Pa~t ll(g) .may be taken for any use not allowed by the 
applicabl~ goal(s) or fora, use aythorized by a statewide planning goal that 
cannot comply with the approval standards for that type of use. The types of 
reasons thatl11ay or may n

1
b;t be used to justify certain types of uses not allowed 

on resource lands.are set.fOrth in the following sections of this rule ... 

. . . Reasons that mayju~tify the establishment of new urban development on 
undeveloped rurallcind are provided in OAR 660-014-0040. 

FINDINGS: The proposed reasons exception justifies the establishment of new 
urban levels of industrial ~~~=~.!.!.!..!.~~==~=~=:::.:::!.L-==..:.=~ 

on rural land. The applicable parts of these 
sections as applied through the Goal 14 exceptions process (OAR 660-014-
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0040) are addressed below. Goal14 authorizes the proposed exception. Goal 
14 states in applicable part that "In unincorporated communities outside urban 
growth boundaries counties may approve uses ... more intensive than allowed 
on rural lands by Goal. .. 14, either by exception to those goals, or as provided 
by commission rules ... " (Emphasis added). It is clear from this language that 
the option to use the Goal 14 exception process is up to the County. 
Additionally, that County finds that it is significant that the Goal 14 exception 
process is listed first in this language. The only uses specifically authorized by 
Goal 14 other than those allowed by the exception process or through application 
of commission rules as referenced above (which are at the option of the County), 
is the industrial development on industrial lands outside of urban wc)wth 
boundaries authorized by ORS 197.713 and 197.714, as implel)l~nted by 
additional Goal14 related administrative rules. " · 

As discussed above, the County finds that the proposed u~e is not authorized by 
a statewide planning goal except through an exception: Additionally the eounty 
finds that based on the Goal language the Goal pr9vldes the County the op~ion to 
choose if an exception will be sought or commission rules will be utilizedr/The 
proposed use of new urban levels of industriai~nd limited, primary industrial use 
related, secondary, small-scale commercial develppm~ht Qll undeveloped rural 
lands is specifically authorized in OAR 660-014-0040:' 

(1) For uses not specifically provided f9r in this division, or in()AR 660-011-0060, 
660-012-0070, 660-014-0030 or 660-0~4~0940, the reasons s~alljustify why the 
state policy embodied in the applicable 'goals should not apply. Such reasons 
include but are not limited to the following: " / 

\ 

FINDINGS: The proposed use is specifically provided for in this division as 
stated above. The~efofe, this standard iSJlOt applicable. The proposed use is 

/ / ! : \ \ / 

evaluated under OAR 660-01~-0040. 

(3) Rural Industrial Developmeht: For the siting of industrial development on 
resource land putside an urban growth boundary, appropriate reasons and facts 
may include,,,but are not limited to, Jhe following: 

//1'<', ,-

FINDIN~S: The prop,d,sed ~xception is not to site industrial development on 
resource land. The e*<peption proposes to allow new urban levels of industrial 
development on exis,tirig non-resource/exception land. Therefore, this criterion is 
not applicable. · 
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SECTIONV Findings- Goal14 Exception, REASONS 

ORS 197.732 

Goal exceptions; criteria; rules; review 

(1) As used in this section: 
(a) "Compatible" is not intended as an absolute term meaning no interference 

or adverse impacts of any type with adjacent uses. 
(b) "Exception" means a comprehensive plan provision, including ~n 

amendment to an acknowledged comprehensive plan, that: //: 
(A) Is applicable to specific properties or situations and doe~(not establish 

/ ' 

a planning or zoning policy of general applicability; />, 
(B) Does not comply with some or all goal requiremen\s.applicable to the 

subject properties or situations; and ' 
(C) Complies with standards under subsection (2} of this section. 

(2) A local government may adopt an exception to C~.·g6al if: 
/ ' 

'>, 
(c) The following standards are met: , /., 

(A) Reasons justify why the state policy embodied(in the applicable goals 
should not apply; ·, ··. / .~ 

(B) Areas that do not require a ne,w exception cannotte,C~.sOnably 
accommodate the use; /:·\ 1 ;.~ / 

(C) The long term environmental, e~ononiic, social a~d energy 
consequences resulting from th~,us~·'t the 13r6posed site with 
measures designed to reduce adver:se impC~.~ts are not significantly 
more adverse tha,nwoulc,J typicallyfesult from the same proposal being 
located in areash~quiring a goal ex¢~p~ion other than the proposed site; 
and //·> ) } \ .' • 

(D) The propos~d'us~s ar,e/dompatible\NUh other adjacent uses or will be 
so rendered through/measures designed to reduce adverse impacts. 

',"< 
FINDI!'J¢5: The applicable Gqal,; Goal 14, specifically allows, under the 
uni~~ofporated comf'\lunity ~.eading of the rule, counties to approve uses more 
intensive than those ll

1
S,es allowed on rural lands by Goal11 and 14, by an 

exceptlo11. The language specifies that the county may approve the uses either 
by exception or as Pr4\:/ided by commission rules. The Goal language does not 
give prefere'nq~to/vlihlch option the County may or must choose. For the 
reasons descrll;>~d in previous findings, the provisions of the Goal 14 Rules that 
do allow for more intensive uses focus on the community and surrounding rural 
areas. Those provisions do not allow the full extent of urban levels of industrial 

development as contemplated by the County proposal. 
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The above standards are more specifically addressed in findings and reasons 
provided below under OAR 660-014-0040. Those findings and reasons are 
incorporated by reference herein. Based on these findings and reasons the 
County concludes that the standards of this section have been met. 

(3) The commission shall adopt rules establishing: 
(a) That an exception may be adopted to allow a use authorized by a statewide 

planning goal that cannot comply with the approval standards for that type 
of use; 

FINDINGS: The rules adopted by "the commission" (the Land Cor~serv.ation and 
Development Commission - LCDC) in relation to this provision .a~e contained in 
OAR 660-022-0000 and 660-014-0000. These rules are addressed elsewhere in 
these findings and are incorporated herein by reference. Those findings 

/ / ', 

demonstrate that the proposed exception is authorized .. 

ORS 197.719(6)(a) 

(b) Under what circumstances particular reaspns may or may not be used to 
justify an exception under subsection (2)(c)(A) of t~is ~~ction; and 

(c) Which uses allowed by the applicable goal must bErfound impracticable 
under subsection (2) of this section. 

FINDINGS: The Commission (~and\Conservation and Drvelopment 
Commission- LCDC) has adopted ryl.~s und~r{b) ab()ye that authorize urban 
levels of development on n.i~a.l lal)d.> Thes~Jules are contained in OAR 
660, Division 14. The County finds thaf·nofall of tne·above provisions can apply 
simultaneously, since the commission llas adopted rules to specifically allow 
urban developmentqn rural l~t;Jd and ther~f()r~ this use has not been found to be 
impracticable, Ol)ly(b) above/is applicablE[';·. 

// 

The applicable rules are addressed below. The rules relied upon for this 
proposal1 .to allow urban l~vels of industrial development on undeveloped rural 
lands,.aie contain~d in OAR6q0-014-0040. Given that the County is proposing 
to uJil(ze provision (b) above, .the County is not also required to address (a) 
an8/or (c). Even so, tn·e Couflty provides findings above that demonstrate that 
the proposed use canJ1

1
0t be allowed through utilization of other existing rule 

provisions; 

(4) A local government approving or denying a proposed exception shall set forth 
findings of fact and a statement of reasons that demonstrate that the 
standards of subsection (2) of this section have or have not been met. 

FINDINGS: The County, throughout this document, provides the necessary 
findings and reasons that demonstrate that subsection (2) of this section have 
been met, supported by substantial evidence in the record. 
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(5) Each notice of a public hearing on a proposed exception shall specifically 
note that a goal exception is proposed and shall summarize the issues in an 
understandable manner. 

FINDINGS: The County has provided the required notice in conformance with 
this standard as evidenced in the record. 

OAR 660-014-0040 

Establishment of New Urban Development on Undeveloped Rural L~n):l~ 

(1) As used in this rule, "undeveloped rural land" includes all IC\r(d o~;~tside of 
acknowledged urban growth boundaries except for rural ~~~is committed to 
urban development. This definition includes all resource and nonres()urce 
lands outside of urban growth boundaries. It also inpli!des those lan'd~ 
subject to built and committed exceptions to Goa~~;~ or4.but not developed at 
urban density or committed to urban level deve~optnent. /< 

/ . t 
/,/ > 

FINDINGS: The proposed exception is to all~wneyv urb~n levels of industrial 
and limited, primary industrial use related, second,~ri/(sfna'if-scale commercial 
development on undeveloped rural land. In this case'th~ und~,V!31oped rural land 
is existing exception/non-resource land (zoned and deslgh~teclfor industrial use) 
located in the unincorporated CO)l(~4nity ofOoshen, out~lge/~f any Urban 
Growth Boundary. (, \\ / ..•. · 

\(\, //>/ / :· 
(2) A county can justify an exception to G6a.l14 to allg.VIf establishment of new 

urban development on ~ndeVelpped rur~,l(land. Reasons that can justify why 
the policies in Goals a;4, 11 ah(;l14 shoul~.l)qt apply can include but are not 
limited to findings t~t an urb~~ populatiqh.and urban levels of facilities and 
services are nece~sary to support an ecqtfomic activity that is dependent 
upon an adjacent or nea~b{natural resoiJrce. 

Reasons ,that justify the Goal 1~>e'xception: 
/: ,' ' ' 

/ / 

FINDi~@S: This rul~\l~ngu~ge does not impose any express constraints on the 
universe,of reasons t~* may be relied on to justify an exception to allow urban 
levels of ihqustrial apet/limited, primary industrial use related, secondary, small
scale commercial development on undeveloped rural land. It specifically states 
that: / 

"A county can justify an exception to Goal 14 to allow establishment of urban 
development on undeveloped rural/and." (Emphasis added) 
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It is clear that the rule does not intend to make proximity to a nearby natural 
resource an exclusive test for justifying an exception under this rule. There are 
several reasons that can justify an exception in this case. 

Economic activity in Goshen, and in the region as a whole, is dependent on the 
specified land in Goshen because of its unique characteristics: non-resource 
industrially zoned and designated land; strategically located near an urban 
population center and employee base (Eugene/Springfield metro area); and is 
adjacent to significant transportation and utility infrastructure. Under certain 
employment projections, and taking into consideration the ability of 
urban areas to accommodate industrial jobs, Lane County 
shortage of vacant industrial lands. The way Lane County 
this shortage is to allow urban levels of industrial =.:...:.=-.:.:.:...:..==>,.=.:~=-<-__:.:_:.;=-=::..:::...;.;= 

from allowing urban levels of industrial 
on the existing exception 

utilized for employment uses. In this 
proposing to allow urban levels of industrial development 
the County is proposing to allow urban levels of industrial 

on rural non
resource/exception land. The County needs economic development and this 
proposal would not create a loss in productive resource land while opening 
significant opportunities for additional employment growth and expansion and 
diversification of the County's traditional resource dependent economy, which 
has tended to fluctuate with time and agricultural markets. 
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There is a clear and significant comparative advantage which would benefit the 
county, regional and state economies by allowing urban levels of industrial 
development on the existing industrial designated land. The following 
advantages would be associated with developing the existing industrial lands in 
Goshen with urban levels of industrial~=-:.:.'-'-==~===-~=~= 

reducing the amount of resource land including prime farmland 
and Goal 5 Natural Resource lands such as wetlands and riparian areas in the 
region, which may be converted to employment uses; reducing the number and 
length of vehicle trips on the state, county, and local roadway systems for serving 
additional employment lands due to the area's close proximity to nJ~JQr. 
transportation networks; providing an increased tax base to the /c9t:fntyfor 
revenue; and finally, providing industrial businesses with a cgnjp~r~tive 
advantage of a significantly lower tax rate. 30 />/ · .. 
The proposed exception furthers Goal 9 of the OregonJ9tptewide Planning 
Program. Goal 9 is to provide adequate opportunities throl:lghout the state, not 
just within urban growth boundaries, for a variety/6feconomic activities. // 
Additionally as discussed above, the proposed t3oal14.e~ception advanbes the 
adopted Lane County Comprehensive Plan Goalf) go~ls iQ9luding the County's 
primary responsibility in economic development toe(lsure the necessary land 
area is available. Those findings are incorporated byr~ferenc~~herein. 

/ / 

1. Rail dependent and/or relat~~ urban industrial andtlhflited, primary 
industrial use related, secondaw\'small-scale commerCial uses on large 
sites ~:, / / / l 

\\::\ / ~l>~-~ 
\\// (y 

The County finds that)"eason~ that justify:Jhe exception include: 
/} \\ \\ //) 

• The propqst3d excepti~p area is de~.ignated as a Regionally Significant 
lndustriai'Area(RSI~jby the State of Oregon under ORS 197.723. 

<~ ' / / ,' / 

• Existing lndusttic~l ?ohing and Comprehensive Plan designation. 
• Ej<isting impacts from industrial development (Industrial Character). 
• • 8resence ofexistingTaillide that serves the community. 
• ·/Existing rail spm ser~~d industrial properties. 

'• sxisting Highw~y inte'rchange providing access to 1-5 and Hwy 58. 
• Highway 99 rurts through the community. 

.. . . .! • 

• Community yvater system in place. 
• Natural (:;as main line running through the community. 
• Location/within the EPUD service area, providing electrical power. 

30 
Part of the reason for the lower tax rate is due to not being subject to city taxing districts verses lower county 

taxing districts. However, in comparison to another rural industrial zoned property, the Goshen area industrial 
zoned land is still significantly lower. The comparisons done shows the Goshen tax rates at generally 
$9.8681/1000, compared to $15.3639/1000 for rural unincorporated industrial land north of Coburg, and 
$16.7541/1000 for industrial land within the City of Eugene, in west Eugene. 
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• Access to fiber optic infrastructure. 
• Close proximity to second largest metropolitan area in the state. 
• Close proximity to University of Oregon, Lane Community College, and 

Willamette Christian University. 
• Community served by Lane Transit District (L TO). 
• Lane County is identified as "distressed" according to Business Oregon.31 

The cumulative effects of these reasons and site characteristics are 
immeasurable and create not only regionally significant and prime industrial land 
that is impossible to replicate within the region, but also that is within the 
state. It is these factors, together with Lane County's need and t() improve 
and diversity its economy that warrant the proposed exception the urban 
level of development on the existing Industrial zoned 

2. Rail related urban industrial and limited, primary industrial" use related, 
to Sllf:iiJort th'e rail ·· 

dependent/related urban industrial and limifed, primary industrial use 
related, secondary, small-scale commerciaf.llses oh large sites · 

'" '·, ', ~/ 

FINDINGS: In order to succeed, the urban levels ofrail dependent/related 
industrial users on the large sites that are reliant on, or the existing 
rail in GoshenJ. also need supportil)g· industrial ""-'-'-""-!!.~=~,!.!.!..!:=-+---'-'-'-'=~~= 
related, secondary, small-scale e"ommercial uses. 

r • \\ 

It is for most of the same reasons tha't~ustjfy~hy t~er~il related and/or 
dependent urban industrial and limited,\,gtlmary industrial use related, secondary, 
small-scale commerciafuses qn large sit~sJ. ~::....:..:::~~"-"'-''-""--'~"'-!.!.-'-='-'-=== 
here by this reference, that aisb justify why associated rail supportive urban 
industrial and limited, primar/fndu~trial U§erelated, secondary, small-scale 
commercial use'ssfiould b~:rallowed on the smaller sites to support the rail 
dependent urban i nd usttial =-=.=-:.:c.:..:..:.:..=-="-"'-.:...:.:..:...='"'-'---'-'-==:.::::;;.:_=.:::_:_=.::..::::..:::'-'-"'=:::..:..:..:=..LL 

small-scale commercial uses on large sites. These reasons include: 

• /The proposed .exception area is designated as a Regionally Significant 
\ '\ \ 

Industrial Area\(RSIA) by the State of Oregon under ORS 197.723. 
• Existing lndusttial zoning and Comprehensive Plan designation. 
• Existing imp(;lcts from industrial development (Industrial Character). 
• Presenc~ of existing rail line that serves the community. 
• Existing Highway interchange providing access to 1-5 and Hwy 58. 
• Highway 99 runs through the community. 

31 
Distressed Areas in Oregon. Produced monthly by Business Oregon based on current data from the Oregon 

Employment Department. Posted September 27, 2012. http:/ /www.oregon4biz.com/Publications/Oregon
Economic-Data/Distressed-Areas-in-Oregon/ 
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• Community water system in place. 
• Natural Gas main line running through the community. 
• Location within the EPUD service area, providing electrical power. 
• Access to fiber optic infrastructure. 
• Close proximity to second largest metropolitan area in the state. 
• Close proximity to University of Oregon, Lane Community College, and 

Willamette Christian University. 
• Community served by Lane Transit District (L TO). 
• Lane County is identified as "distressed" according to Business Oregon.32 

/ 

These supporting industrial and limited, primary industrial use rel~tea; secondary, 
on nearby smaller sites are nec~ssc(ry to ~e'rve the 

larger rail depend~nt or :elated uses in ord_er t? reduce vehJP!~ trip. numbers ~nd 
length (VMT- veh1cle m1les traveled), mak1ng 1t more econgm1cal for.eQmpames 
to conduct business in Goshen. An anecdotal example of this type ofdynamic is 
when the Sony Corporation located in Springfield, nJCirlY spin off industries .· 
located in close proximity. These spin off industr~e~ included a box 
manufacturing company to provide necessary r:n~terial~ for the Sony 
Corporations operations. ,·/ ' (·. 

To determine if urban levels of rail related industrial an~ limited, primary industrial 
USe related, secondary, small-scale commercial USeS clSSQCiqt~a with the urban 
level of rail dependent industrial uses/sites should be alloVI(e~ to located within 
the community of Goshen it is iJ11~6rfC~nftoidentify the benefit from being located 
in close physically proximity to tt1e u~b'c;tn lev~J~ of rail qependent and/or rail 
supportive industrial use on the large~'~lt~s:; Additio9a]ly it is important to identify 
the practicality of the raiJ rel~ted uses 8~jhg locatetl near the rail dependent uses: 
would the absence oJ1;he railrelated use,cause significant adverse impact to the 
development or t~/t~e/larger d:9mmunity/regi6n. 

· · · I; ' · 
t'' '',,, !/:' ' /' ,c 

For some of the related uses, a location at or near the rail dependent uses is 
necessary. For other su6huses, a location at or near the rail dependent uses 
may no}be neces$ary bUt.rnay l:?er practicable, desirable, and important for other 
reasqrts: For these u.ses the ~yestion was asked: "Does a location outside of the 
comfn\mity create a~ .k1conv~nience or adverse impacts so significant that it 
w~rrahts the location lr1, the community?" Still other uses do not re~uire a 
location\.r.Jitt1in the co~fnunity and should instead be located inside an urban 
growth boundary or.qri other rural industrial land. 

',,"'. / ., 

Providing land t9r related industrial .::=.!.=-:.!"-'-'-"=~::_:_:_:_~;;._;.:_==.:.=:..=:::::.....c_=~ 
will help attract companies that 

can complement the rail dependent uses. Uses of this nature may not be 

32 
Distressed Areas in Oregon. Produced monthly by Business Oregon based on current data from the Oregon 

Employment Department. Posted September 27, 2012. http:/ /www.oregon4biz.com/Publications/Oregon
Economic-Data/Distressed-Areas-in-Oregon/ 
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feasible until the larger rail dependent uses are successfully operating. It would 
benefit the larger region, community and the uses by locating in close proximity 
to the rail dependent uses by reducing trips and shipping cost, as well as other 
efficiencies. 

Proximity to competitors, a skilled workforce, specialized suppliers, and a shared 
base of sophisticated knowledge about their industry are reasons that are critical 
for allowing the supportive rail related uses. 

A qoal11 exception'~~ not n,ec~sary or contemplated with this proposal. The 
County currently is no.fproposing to extend sewer to the Community of Goshen 
with this application. However, if and/or when a sewer extension to the 
Community of Gosheh'is contemplated, the County finds that the extension of the 
sewer would not reqUire a Goal 11 exception as allowed in OAR 660-011-
0060(3), which permits extension of sewer from inside a UGB to seNe lands 
inside a nearby unincorporated community. This issue will be addressed at a 
later time when and if such extension is further contemplated. 
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The County finds that a new Goal 3 or 4 reasons exception is also not required 
due to the original developed and committed exception to Goals 3 or 4 which was 
applied to the land on the basis of its preexisting industrial development. 

(3) To approve an exception under section (2) of this rule, a county must also 
show: 

(a) That Goal 2, Part II (c)(1) and (c)(2) are met by showing that the proposed 
urban development cannot be reasonably accommodated in or through 
expansion of existing urban growth boundaries or by intensification of 
development in existing rural communities; // 

,' 
// 

FINDINGS: The proposed urban levels of industrial and limit§d,,,primary , 
industrial use related, secondary, small-scale commercial 9~vt31opn1ent is being 
sought to allow intensification of development on existing industrially zbned and 
designated land within a rural community in conform9nC;e with this criterion: The 
proposed urban levels of industrial and limited, primary il1dustrial use related~/ 
secondary, small-scale commercial developmer-J,t/6annot be reasonably // 
accommodated in an existing UGB in the regipfy(Eugene,or Springfield) ~s 

/-; c . " 

evidenced by the results of the ECLA and CIBL repcxt~,;>Th}ese reports find that 
neither of the City jurisdictions have adequate indListri(:il land capacity within their 
existing UGB's to meet their or the regions employmen! 11eed~, ;Specifically 
identified is a need for large lot ind~~trial sites. Additioriajly,"the County finds that 
there is a need for large lot induyt(i~l,sites that are strategi9ally located in close 
proximity to the Interstate freeway sy~tem asyvell as n!3aHo and/or served by a 
rail line. Together with the need for large sit$s as dtscussed in the findings 
above, siting supportive urban levels dfjn~Listrial and limited, primary industrial 
use related, secondary,/small,.scale corrnuercial development in close proximity 
to the large rail serye$fsites f&'? significa'r)t. ~ornpetitive advantage that cannot be 

/ /' j·'·1 \ ., ,, 

provided on site~ ih:Side a U<jB. (~~ 

Due to the significantcpmparative advantages of the Goshen area, specifically 
the supe~ior access to highway and rail, the proposed urban level of industrial 
and limited, prima'cy:.industriakqs~ related, secondary, small-scale commercial 
dev7lopment canndt.be rea~ppably accommodated in or through expansion of an 
existing urban growth\boundary. 

' ' 1 j 
f; 

The County finds th9(it is not reasonable to accommodate the proposed urban 
industrial andlimitetkprimary industrial use related, secondary, small-scale 
commercial deyelopment through an expansion of an existing UGB in the region. 
There are no sites that have been identified by either city jurisdiction that could 
provide for superior highway and rail access. These findings are further 
supported when considering the significant comparative advantages of the 
Goshen community as discussed above. 
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Additionally, as contemplated under this criterion, Goal 2, Part II (c)(1) and (c)(2) 
states: 

A local government may adopt an exception to a goal when: 

(c) The following standards are met: 

(1) Reasons justify why the state policy embodied in the applicable goals 
should not apply. 

FINDINGS: The facts and assumptions used as the basis for the proposed 
exception include that the existing industrial zoned land within tbe unincorporated 
community of Goshen totals 316.51 acres. The entirety of th~ ~xisting industrial 
zoned lands (except the two Rural Industrial zoned parcel within the gommunity 
boundary that is located on the east side of the 1-5 freeway) within Goshen is 
proposed for the Goal exception. · 

The proposed urban industrial and limited, primacylndustrial use related,/, 
secondary, small-scale commercial developmehtdoes not require location on 
resource land. The County is proposing to utilize existing ~xception land in a 
rural community and to allow urban levels of industria(and limited, primary 
industrial use related, secondary, small-scale commercial dev~k>pment on the 
existing exception land. '·· · //· 

// \\ // 
The proposed use cannot be reason~~ly acc9mmoda~~d through expansion of 
existing urban growth boundaries for ·~\run,Jbet of r~asons. First, there is no 
urban growth boundary around the unincorporated community of Goshen. In 
addition, the existing IJrban grpwth bou~daries of the cities of Eugene and 
Springfield have boJii'.separate.ly been d~termined to not contain adequate 
industrial land capaCity within 1their existing UGB's to meet the needs of large 
scale industries':34 

// ' : 

In a mell)O to Governor John Kitzhaber from the Oregon Business Plan Steering 
Comll)itfee dated January 1 0,.?011, it is stated that: 

"three main pfqblemlprevent Oregon from having an adequate supply of 
shovel ready i~qustrial sites to support large employers with high wage 
jobs": The nu,mber one listed reason is: "Oregon's land use laws make it 
vety diffiqu[t to get enough land, and to make that land ready for 
employir]ent uses. Oregon cities face years of expensive processes and 
appeals' to make relatively modest amounts of land available for 
employment." 

34 
See Eugene Comprehensive Lands Assessment (ECLA) June 2010, and the City of Springfield Commercial and 

Industrial Buildable Lands Inventory and Economic Opportunities Analysis (CIBL) September 2009. 
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To alleviate these problems the Governor recommended that changes in policy, 
practice and attitude in order to increase: the supply of shovel-ready, large-lot, 
industrially zone land; infrastructure funding; and the speed of the permitting 
process. 

Goal 9 of the Oregon Land Use Program, contained in OAR 660-009-0000 
defines "Prime Industrial Land" (OAR 660-009-0005(8)) as "land suited for 
traded-sector industries as well as other industrial uses providing support to 
traded-sector industries. Prime industria/lands possess site characteristics that 
are difficult or impossible to replicate in the planning area or region. Prime 
industria/lands have necessary access to transportation and freight<~ 
infrastructure, including, but not limited to, rail, marine ports ang~~lrpoits; , 
multimodal freight or transshipment facilities, and major transpbrta(ion routes. 
Traded-sector has the meaning provided in ORS 2858.280.;(/ ~~ ~ 

The term "Traded sector" is defined in ORS 285B.280~as " ... industries in which 
member firms sell their goods or services into marl)ets for which national or / 
international competition exists." · / (/ 

Manufacturing is a traded sector industry, wtli~hbring~/rev~nue into Oregon and 
Lane County from outside the State. The following manufacturing industries 
accounted for two-thirds ($19.4 billion) of revenue frohl export§ in Oregon in 
2008: Computer & Electronic Produ9tion, Machinery Mall~f~cfl:{rers, and 
Transportation Equipment. These:industries are all prese~t ill Lane County, 
accounting for 40% of manufaotu'rin9,E?mployl)1ent in the County.35 

\-\_ ,///' 

\ !. / . ,• .. · 

Employment in traded-sectors in the region is concentrated in Government 
(including the Universjty ofOregon), He'aJfh Care, Manufacturing and 
Professional Serviqe$; Oppdrh,mities for\g~q\'j'th of traded-sector employment 
include: manufagt9rillg of "gr~en" product,s,.specialty food processing; high tech; 
traded-sector servic~s; anq·fo'restprodu9ts. 

The County findsthat the region as contemplated here includes all of Lane 
County;>The existtng Rural tnqustrial land in Goshen is prime industrial land that 
is SJJite8 for traded..:s~<;:tor in94stries. This land is difficult or impossible to 
replicate in the regiori;\\The state policy embodied in the applicable goals should 
not apply due to the ekjsting industrially designated lands within the Community 
of Goshell.naving sighificant comparative advantages which make it impossible 
to replicate lnJhe region. 

These advantages include: 

• existing industrial/non-resource designation; 
• large parcels; 

35 
Eugene Comprehensive Lands Assessment (ECLA) June 2010, page B-60. 
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• proximity of supporting smaller parcels to the large parcels; 
• adjacency, close proximity, anc.i direct access to the State Highway 

system including 1-5, Highway 58, and Highway 99; 
• adjacency and access to rail; 
• service by transit via Lane Transit District; 
• proximity to the urban population centers of Eugene and Springfield for 

providing an educated and/or skilled workforce; 
• proximity to and the presence of the University of Oregon and Lane 

Community College; 
• access to natural resources; 
• proximity and access to utility infrastructure including natural gas, 

electrical power, and water; · ' 
• limited natural resource conflicts (wetlands, floodpl~in, rip(;lrian, etc.); 

and 
• relatively level topography (no steep slopes). 

The reasons also include the benefit to the county economy by creating a!l 
environment to stimulate job growth. Additionally, the rEt would be no loss· to 
productive resource lands due to the land already having a non-resource 
designation. · 

It is for all of these reasons that the .l3tate policy embodiedwiJhin Goal 14 (Rural 
Unincorporated Community Rule)/llrniting the developmel)t on the subject Rural 
Industrial lands, should not apply: to\~he properties in Goshen as requested in this 

\ 

proposal. \ 
;\ 

(2) Areas that do not r~quire a new ~Xc~ption dannot reasonably 
accommodate tbe.use. , \ 

' l ~ \ ' 
// I \ 

FINDINGS: A rnap is incluq~d as ExhibWD-1 that shows the area proposed for 
the exception (Goshen). ,Afl additional map, Exhibit D-3 shows "other areas" that 
would not r~quire a new exception. There are two such areas identified by the 
County that would r:1ot require al) 13xception (the American Flakeboard site in 
west Eugene and theCoburg,site-see map). These two properties are discussed 
in n)qfe detail below.\~owever, the County has not considered either site as 
equally C:lYailable for u'rban levels of industrial .:=..:.=-:.:.:...:..=='-"'-'..:.::..:..:.;=-.z...=.:..;=;;.;:.;_::.;:=-:::= 

related, secondary, sdtall-scale commercial development because of the 
significant comparative advantages presented by the Goshen property. 

A recent academic project by Masters students at Portland State University 
(PSU) studied Lane County for determining Re~ionally Significant Industrial 
Areas (RSIA) as provided for in ORS 197.723.3 Based on the specific factors for 

36 
Lane County, Oregon, An Analysis of Regionally Significant Industrial Areas (RSIA), Ryan Farncomb, Wonkang Lee, 

and Beth Otto, March 191
h, 2012, USP 531: GIS for Planners, report and associated PowerPoint presentation in 

record. 
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determining a RSIA contained in ORS 197.723, the Community of Goshen's 
existing Industrial designated land was included in the recommendation for 
designating as a RSIA by the group, second only to a redevelopment site 
(American Flakeboard) in west Eugene of approximately 60 acres. 

American Flakeboard wood product mill 

The other site identified in the PSU study, owned by American Flakeboard wood 
product mill (TRS 17-04-28-00 00400), does not meet the essential 
characteristics below. The primary limitation of the American Flakeboard mill site 
is its distance from the major state freight routes of 1-5 and Highw9y'S8, as well 
as its potential environmental sensitivity issues. / · · 

Coburg site 

The Coburg site identified by the County is comprised of existing industrial land 
located along 1-5. These properties are already de,v{316ped,with a motor ... · 
home/motor coach manufacturing facility and ot"be"rlndustrial uses. The ~){~sting 
developed nature of this property contributes}()jt not bejng a site for ' 
consideration in this evaluation. Additionally; this propyrty i$ not proximate to or 
does not have access to rail facilities. · · · · 

The American Flakeboard and Co~urg sites are not viabl~ (;llt(§rnatives, and 
regardless the County does not/h~~~ jurisdiction to seek 9)) exception on these 
sites. Any other potential area ~hat copld rea~bnably accommodate the proposed 

\ ', / _/ ' '""l 

use would also require a new exceptiQfl. qenerally5.qtner areas that would also 
require an exception include resource 'l~ngs outsiq{3 of the existing Urban Growth 
Boundaries of the citi~s of Eugene and Springfield. 

// 'j\ \\./.) 
There are no resou'r6e lands id the vicinity/that are irrevocably committed to non-

,/ ,,., ' " / ,, ( / 

resource uses. 'hi conformahce with the ... above standard, the proposed use can 
be reasonably accon1mod~ted by increasing the density of uses on committed 
lands. TI:Jis is exactly wh~tjs being proposed by the County with this application. 
lncre~,siflgdensity.of uses on ppmmitted lands in an existing unincorporated 
cornn:ltfnity to avoid ~~ving r,¢source lands converted. 

J \ '\ ' 

In ,co~ducting a broad]ieview of alternative areas the County identified 
characteristics neede81to offer a significant comparative advantage, in order to 
promote econprni9 d~velopment, to determine similar types of areas that could 
reasonably acc9r)lmodate the proposed uses. The essential characteristics 
identified for the anticipated industrial -""-'-'-""-!!~=~!.!!..!.=-'--'-'-=~=-'-=""--'-'=-"= 

• Existing industrial/non-resource zoned land. 
• Can provide significant additional employment 

o Minimum redevelopable acreage size of 50-1 00+ acres. 
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• Has superior access to transportation and freight infrastructure 
o Close proximity (within 1 mile) and access to major transportation 

route, including 1-5. 
o Access to (within Y4 mile) Rail. 

• Located in close proximity to major labor markets 
o Close proximity (within 5 miles) of the Eugene/Springfield metro 

area. 
• Has site characteristics that are difficult or impossible to replicate in the region 

o Serviced by transit via Lane Transit District; 
o Close proximity (within 5 miles) of higher education facilities 

(University of Oregon and Lane Community College): 
o Direct access (within Y4 mile) to electricity. · 
o Direct access (within Y4 mile) to a natural gas pjpeline~ 
o Limited natural resource conflicts (wetlands, floodplain, etc). 
o Relatively level topography (no steep slopes). 

These characteristics are justified as necessary to "deflneprime industrial land 
and a Regionally Significant Industrial Area. Prill)~· industrial land is diffic:;(jlt or 
impossible to replicate in the planning regiondqe to essential characteristics 
including access to transportation, freight infrc:isfructure,"major transportation 
routes etc. The more specific essential characteristics identified above build on 
the necessary components of prime industrial land and hE:)IP igentify those lands 
with superior access to transporta~ion infrastructure and significant comparative 
advantages including location apctah:cess to utility infrastructure. 

r· ,'' \..· ·. . , 

In making this broad evaluation the d((4nty·~;s deftned the term "the vicinity" for 
use in evaluating similar types of areas\' Other areas in "the vicinity" of, or in the 
same region as, the community of GosHen include the areas within or tangential 
to the Central LanE?·Metropolh~n Planning'Qrganization (MPO) planning area. 
The MPO planning·area cove

1
rs the area Within the urban growth boundaries of ,/ / ', ' / -,". . 1<. 

Eugene, Springfield, and Gdburg, and a·small area of rural Lane County adjacent 
to these urban areas. The MPO boundary extends down to Goshen, however it 
does not include the entire community of Goshen. Regardless, given that 
Gosherj is tangenti?l to theMPO and due to the unique characteristics and 
pro/ximity of the entir~ c::omll)Unity of Goshen to the rest of the MPO area, the 
Countyfinds it reasonable to include the entire community of Goshen and to 
identify'!the vicinity" a~~Jthe MPO. 

) 

The proposed new urban level of industrial =.:...:..::::....:.o.::...:...:.:.:=='-"'-'...:.:..:...:.=:_;.._.:.:_:_=.:::...::.:..:..:=-:::= 

related, secondary, small-scale commercial use cannot be reasonably 
accommodated on non-resource land that would not require an exception. 
Primarily the significant comparative advantages including access, rail, 
infrastructure etc. make Goshen prime industrial land that cannot be replicated in 
the region. Additionally, any other non-resource designated land in the vicinity 
would have a similar limitation on allowing urban levels of development. 
Therefore, an exception would be required on any other non-resource land. 
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The proposed use cannot be reasonably accommodated inside an urban growth 
boundary. Both of the cities of Eugene and Springfield have found that they do 
not have a sufficient supply of industrial land within their UGB's to meet their 
projected needs. Any new areas for industrial growth considered by the cities will 
require expansion of their respective UGB's onto resource land. Specifically in 
regard to this proposal, none of the potential expansion areas for employment 
land being studied in Eugene or Springfield are proposed to have access to rail, 
as well as being large properties in close proximity to 1-5. 

The proposed use can be reasonably accommodated without the. prpyi~ion of a 
proposed public facility or service. No, public facilities are required to re9;sonably 
accommodate the use(s), to get the level of development net?,o~C{tp justify 
upzoning. There is an existing water system in the Comm~nity of'Goshen 
operated by Willamette Water Company. This existing water·systerrr tjas the 
capacity to serve the additional growth anticipated in J3dshenas demons~ratec;l 
by a letter in the record from Willamette Water Company .• There is no existjng 
community or municipal waste water system in S36shen. However, the Courity 
finds that the existing industrial uses have op~rated fondecades on indivfdual 
waste water treatment systems. In some cases such ~s'o'Q}he mill sites, 
hundreds of employees worked at these locations at different times. The County 
finds that water and sewer can reasonably be accomiri()dated through the 
existing water system and individuc;il w9stewater treatment~~~tems. There are 
many examples of large facilitie7 QH~rating,without connf1d}ion to a municipal 
wastewater system. Three local>examples include the Lane Community College 

\ '· £<': _., , r' 

facility, the new Eugene Water and El~ctriq/£:ldard (I;VYEB) facility in west 
Eugene, and the large industrial develbprrfent in the City of Coburg that 
previously housed th~fy10nac~ Coach m~nufacturing facility . 

.. ·.. \ j \\ / 

// ri \'./· .. 
However, the Cquhty also re99gnizes thafltor ultimate build out of all of the 
industrial lands ·in Goshen 9fan urban leyel, a sewer treatment system will be 
needed. As discussed.above, the County is pursuing this through grant 
opportu~jties to study the'feasibility of developing such a system. 

//l ,~/ ) 

Ba~~d on the above ,~ssenti~l,factors, the County has determined that there are 
no other areas in the Yicinity of Goshen that could reasonably accommodate the 
proposeq·new urban l~yel of industrial ::::!.!..!.~~=~'-'-'-!-~L-!.!..===-=~==
secondaryismall-sc§ll~· commercial development. The proposed use will provide 
market choice>iD tbe region/vicinity (MPO) for industrial land in terms of range of 
site sizes and l9datfon. 

( 

(b) That Goal 2, Part II (c)(3) is met by showing that the long-term 
environmental, economic, social and energy consequences resulting from 
urban development at the proposed site with measures designed to reduce 
adverse impacts are not significantly more adverse than would typically 
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result from the same proposal being located on other undeveloped rural 
lands, considering: 

(A) Whether the amount of land included within the boundaries of the 
proposed urban development is appropriate, and 

FINDINGS: The boundary of the proposed urban levels of industrial 
development follows the existing boundary of the industrial designated lands 
within the unincorporated community of Goshen, west of 1-5. Attached as Exhibit 
D-1, is a map showing the proposed exception boundary. This includes following 
the boundary of the community boundary itself along the majority 9fJheperimeter 
of the existing industrial designated land. The amount of industrialaesigl)ated 
land within the existing community boundary is finite, at 316.q(acres, and is 
based on the historical and pre-existing uses that were pr~s6nt when the 
community boundary was established and formally recognlz(3d. Theamount of 
land within the boundary is appropriate given the long standing pattern of 
development in relation to the surrounding properti}3s ana area. 

(B) Whether urban development is limited by/the air, water, energy ~nd land 
resources at or available to the proposed site, and ~hether urban 
development at the proposed site will advers~ly affect the air, water, 
energy and land resources of the surrounding area. 

FINDINGS: The standards in(}\) an<;l (B) above and the flndfngs that address 
these standards are primarily foc6seq.on the ~nvironmedtal and energy 
consequences (air, water, energy, an\cf~lanq resourc~s)resulting from the 
proposed use. However (b) above alsqcontemplates economic and social 
consequences from tl'}e proposed urban]evels of industrial development. These 
consequences are addressed below. \ 

// ,, ),} \\ 

The contemplat~d ''ESEE 9d~sequenceslunder (b) above include the positive 
and negative consequences that could result from allowing or prohibiting the 
proposeg use. The common context for analyzing alternatives of allowing or 
prohibjting the propqsed use isthe existing allowed uses on the subject site and 
surrounding area (thE?,statusqu6-discussed below). 

(, \ 
The Cdu(ltY finds that)tre potential conflicting uses to the surrounding rural 
residential uses, and/farm uses in the area are the proposed urban level 
industrial andJimitecl,primary industrial use related, secondary, small-scale 
commercial USE?s:as specified in the draft Goshen Industrial zones code (included 
as Exhibit B). This code includes provisions for reducing the potential adverse 
impacts from the exception area. These provisions include buffering, setbacks, 
height transitions, landscaping, lighting standards, noise provisions, etc. 
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For the purposes of this criterion the County has idenJifl~c;l the following 
described area as the "surrounding area" or the poJentlal impact area to iiic)uae 
those properties west and southwest of the 1-5 fr,e~way to the east; south ,oH:md 
including the USA and City of Eugene owned)frqperty t9 the north and ( · 
northwest; east of the east line and the nortnern'qnd s9L.ithe,rn extension of the 
east line of the RR5-NRES zoned property to the w~st;/~:md north of Dillard Road 
to the south. A map of the surrounding area/potential irnpact ~re,a is attached as 
Exhibit E. / · " 

,/)\\ ·. . (/·· 
Areas of other undeveloped rural land\ that mightbe considered for urban level 
development that could be considere~'for 9n"~xceptil:)n) include: 

{00090898; 1} 
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1. Other resource .a(eas including f~ri:n and fo~~st lands. For example, the 
Cities of Eu~e.lie and St?ringfield ~\e, 9yrrently considering UGB expansion 
options foradditional ~mployment !C:lJ1d needs that cannot be met within 
their respeeti\(e existing UGB1s. J:he areas being considered for 
expansion for new urban level industrial development include primarily 
f~rm land. . 

2. ~Other exception areas include rural industrial, rural commercial, and rural 
/ residential. Tbt::)se are,Cismay or may not be within an unincorporated 

( community. Th~re arEimany exception lands outside of unincorporated 
cqmmunities t~1rpughout the County. The more likely exception areas to 
be ·cpf1template.d for urban levels of development would be located within 
an unirieprporated community, similar to Goshen. There are two other 
unincorp.ofated communities close to the Eugene/Springfield Metropolitan 
area, Pleasant Hill and Jasper, which could be considered for new urban 
level of development. Pleasant Hill does not contain any Rural Industrial 
land, and contains one node of Rural Commercial land. The rest of the 
community is Rural Residential. The community of Jasper contains Rural 
Industrial land. However, the existing/historic industrial use on those 
lands is considerably smaller than that of Goshen. 
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Urban levels of industrial ~=-'-'~=~'-"'-'-'=-c..i'--'-'-'=~="'-=~==:..t..====-JW. 
small-scale commercial development as proposed for Goshen on other 
undeveloped rural lands would have more adverse impact than would the 
proposed urban level development in Goshen due to the unique set of status quo 
conditions that exist in Goshen; conditions that are not present in other areas that 
could be considered. 

The existing development pattern (the status quo) includes long 
established/historical lumber mill sites together with other associated industrial 
and commercial uses. One of the existing mills has been located in'th€l 
community since the 1920's. The existence of the mills and oth,ef assoCiated 
industrial uses in the area has had long established impacts tothe community. 
These impacts include noise, traffic, lights, air emissions, ~tc. 

In addition to the impacts from the existing mills, the 9rea has existing impactS, 
from the 1-5 freeway, Hwy 99, Hwy 58, and the rail road. These facilities prpduce 
noise, light, air impacts, and some vibrations. The existence of the major / · 
transportation route through this community ~as been in existence since 'the 
Oregon Coastal Military Road (modern day 14Wy 99) WC,l~~established in the 
1860's. The rail road has run through the community since the 1870's. The 1-5 
facility was built through the community in the 1950's. Allotherexisting impact on 
the area today is the existence of tbe U.S. Department ()f Energy (DOE) Alvey 
Substation that is owned and op~r,at~d by the Bonneville Power Administration 
(BPA). The infrastructure asso6iate~with thi9 facility is large and visually 
impressive in the surrounding landscape. / 

\ 

Considering the existipg useS, .allowed 6n;Jhe indu~trial designated land in 
Goshen today (the ~~afus qu~)\as comp8'r,egto the uses allowed under the new 
proposed zoning,code.L incluqing provisio~st6 mitigate impacts and other state or 
federal agency review of pr0bosed develdpments impacting wetlands, there will 
not be an adverse impacH)n the surrounding 
Goshen area subject to the Goal 14 exception. though similar 
provisiohscould be instituted for new urban levels of industrial development on 
othf?(exceptions lancls, give0'the nature of the existing combination of impacts 
that are unique in Community of Goshen today, the impacts =-=:..:..>_:_:_::='--'---"'"-'-=-::...;;;w:_ 

and landresources a~d the long-term environmental, economic, social and 
energy cdnsequence~Jesulting from urban development at the Goshen site will 
be less corripared)66ther exception areas and not significantly more adverse 
than would typiGaily result from the same proposal being located on other 
undeveloped r6ral lands. 

Whether urban development is limited by the air, water, energy and land 
resources at or available to the proposed site. 
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Exhibit D-1 shows the area proposed for the exception, the proposed site. The 
proposed urban levels of industrial ~"'-..!.!.~=~~="-~===-=~=~ 

that will be allowed through this 
exception, as specified in the draft Goshen Industrial zones code, will not be 
limited by the available air, water, energy, and land resources. 

Air Resources 

The air resource available to the proposed site is not limited, but any new urban 
levels of industrial ~.::::!....!.!~=->-='-'-'-'-:.:::::.:_~===-=:::::..-!..==::.L...::::==-'-'~..U.....:"-'-'-'-~ 
scale commercial development will have to comply with the 
regulations. · 

Water Resources 
•. 

Water resources are available to the proposed site vi? ~n co~mur~ity 
water system as defined in OAR 660-022-0010(3) .. 'Tiiissystem can reasol)ably 
supply the necessary water to meet any increas~sJ need based on the pr9posed 
industrial uses as evidenced by the letter from·the Willam~tte Water Company, 

/·.··· ·.. . . 
who operates the existing community water syste(ll. / ' 

Energy Resources 

Energy resources at the propos~~t~it~ are provided throughthe existing 
infrastructure. Even though thett{is\(he existing DOEI.S,PA Alvey electrical 
substation in the immediate vicinity, th~ BPA1s ari e)1$rgy producer that sells 
energy to utility providers for resell to theit<custom{:{rs. Emerald People's Utility 
District (EPUD) is the /eh;~ctrical utility prqvJder to the community of Goshen. 
According to EPUq(there is q~pacity of at·111a.st 1 aMW (average Mega Watt) of 
power. As of October 2011, ,EPUD's BPA\:tllocation was capped at 53.2 aMW 
per year. They 'currently h;;nfe about 2 ,a[)/1\/v of head room before all their 
allocation is used. Additional load could. potentially have to pay market rates. 
BPA restricts access to their Tier 1 energy to loads below 10 aMW. Industries 
that u7e/large loads, 1 0-56 •aMyv,;would need to work with the utility to secure a 
long·tefm contract. • . . 

'· \ \ 
Given thE( above ~indi?gs, the Co.unty conclud~s that there is not a limited 
resource ofelectncaVenergy avarlable to the srte. 

·. ./.· 
' .-- / 

Additionally, th~ rnain Willamette Valley NW Natural Gas line is located in 
Goshen. An aviilable pressure determination is assessed on a case-by-case 
basis with the NW Gas Company for possible service. 

There are no known energy resources generated on the site itself. 

Land Resources 
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The land resources in Goshen are limited by the confined unincorporated 
community boundary. The existing industrial designated land of the proposed 
site is finite and limited to 316.51 acres. The proposed code for the Goshen 
Industrial zones limits the types of uses and level of development to those that 
will not exceed the carrying capacity of the soil or existing water supply 
resources. This limitation will allow development that can provide for the sanitary 
sewer disposal through an onsite system or through the creation or extension of 
a community system --'-'-'-=--'-==.:..::.:.;L-=.;:;;:.:..:..:.~::..:..:::;_='--=-.:::.:::.:...:.::::..:...:.._:_:===-=-==:.::::..:.....:......::;;.==c::..L 

Based on these findings, the County concludes that the 

industrial ~~!.!..!.!.!=~~~l-.!.!.1=~~=~==->-.::::::.=:::.:..;..::~~~~== 
are not water, at 

or available to the proposed site. The County finds that the lancl resource is 
limited by the existing community boundary and wiJI serve to restrict the urb.an 
levels of industrial and limited, primary industriaLtfse related, secondary, small
scale commercial development from spreading/oilto lands not contemplated by 
this exception. ( · / 

Whether urban development at the proposed site will aclvers~ly affect the air, 
water, energy and land resources of~he surrounding area. / · 

Exhibit E shows the area surroUndi~g\area as,defined abbve. The proposed 
urban level of development will have ~~gligiofe if any fiaverse impacts on the air, 
water, energy and resources of the sur~ounding area. 

"( '\ 
I. 

Impacts to Air Resoufces 1 , 

J 
\ 

/ . ) 

The air resourcesofthe suJ(QLmding are~ Will not be adversely affected by the 
proposed urban levels ()f,industrial and limited, primary industrial use related, 
secondary, small-scale Commercial development, as distinct from the status quo. 
The e)):i~tH1g air resource i~ impacted by the existing uses in and around the 
community as descripf3d abqve. These existing uses include the high level of 
traffic utilizing the 1-5 'cbrriddr, rail road traffic, existing industrial uses, etc. The 

\ \ 

allowances in the propcj>sed code for the urban levels of industrial ~"'-'.!.!~=..!. 
primary irrdustrial usd related, secondary, small-scale commercial development 
will not appreciably increase impacts to the air resource. Any new urban use that 
includes air emissions will be regulated by the same standards that are in place 
for new uses thfft would be allowed today under the existing zoning. 

Impacts to Water Resources 

Impacts to water resources from surface water runoff from the new urban levels 
of industrial 

~~~==~~~~====~==~====~==~==~~~==== 
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commercial development will be required to be managed on site through 
provisions applied through the new proposed code. This will be a marked 
improvement from the status quo, which do not include any local regulations that 
regulated onsite stormwater management. This increased level of protection will 
reduce the potential for impacts to the water resources in the surrounding area. 

The surrounding area outside of the community of Goshen is not served by the 
existing community water system. The surrounding area outside of Goshen is 
served primarily by individual wells. Since the proposed new development within 
Goshen will be served by the existing community water system, will not be 
an impact to the wells in the surrounding area. 

Impacts to Energy Resources ( 

As discussed above the energy resources at the prop6sed site is provided 
through existing infrastructure from EPUD. The majdri\y of th~.~urrounding area 
is also served by EPUD. Based Ol)·th.e limited growth pot.entiiil in the 
surrounding area outside of the 9Q~'r:nunity qf Goshen, it js,reasonable to 
conclude that there will not be any s'ig(lificanfpdditional demand for electrical 
energy in the surrounding area. Even \Nithttle devejo'pment of urban level of 

\, ' ' ',' ' ' 

uses in Goshen, the electrical demand\Yviii;Continu.~to be met for the surrounding 
area. Given the above:findings, the County concludes that there is not a limited 
resource of electriC,JlL~nergy ~yailable to\\h,~/~Jte. 

,// ;1 ) 
~/ ;/ /,~, 

Additionally, themainWilla.niette Valley•NW Natural Gas line is located in 
Goshen. An available t:>re:ssure determination is assessed on a case-by-case 
basis wit!J the NW Gas t>ompany for possible service. 

Th~r~ are no knowrq~rergy J8s6urces generated in the surrounding area. 
( \\ ' 

•, ·. 11 
lmpacts;to Land Resources 

Ji 
Land resources inthe surrounding area are limited in quantity and use. The 
majority of the lp6d in the surrounding area outside of the community of Goshen 
is zoned for Eiclusive Farm Use (EFU) and Forestry (F). Other zoning 
designations include Rural Residential (RR), Public Facilities (PF), and Marginal 
Lands (ML). The use of the land in the surrounding area closely matches the 
zoning designations. The proposed urban levels of industrial.:::::.::_:_:::::._:_:_:...:...:.:.::=~..:.:...:...:_~ 

do not 
remove any resource land (EFU, F, or ML) from productive resource use. 
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Additionally, as discussed in detail throughout this report any new or additional 
adverse impacts from the proposed urban use will be mitigated through code 
provisions designed to create better compatibility between uses compared to the 
status 

Economic consequences: Allowing the subject site to be developed with urban 
level of development will have both positive short term and long term<economic 
impacts. Approval will allow construction of new development t~at will create 
construction activity during the build out. This construction a9ti\/itywill provide for 
economic stimulus to the community and jobs. Long term 7 ~~11owing the urban 
level of industrial and limited, primary industrial use related>secondarv, small
scale commercial development will increase propertyNl[due, add long term jobs, 
stimulate the community, and have attendant impa/ots on tax revenues. . 
Additional positive long term economic impacts include reduced infrastructure 
costs associated with being adjacent to the 1-p/cQrridor,tas well as utilizing an 
area that has an existing municipal water system. The.f:iroposed use will also 
allow for a reduction of vehicle miles traveled from outlying communities such as 
Creswell, Cottage Grove, Oakridge, and Pleasant Hill·to the eiJlployment lands, 
as well as due to the close proximity to the metropolitan/'areaofEugene
Springfield. This will have the pQsltjve impact of providing the opportunity to 
reduce the amount of income s~end ~~m travejcosts. 

\,\ c' 

Additional infrastructure and facilities ~re~ih/place ir'ltfuding the existence of the 
Goshen Fire Departm~qt, the .domestic water infrastructure serving Goshen, 
road, gas line, etc. /Utilizing a,ri, area alre~~.y.s~rved with these facilities will 
minimize the expense of providing/extendjng these facilities to other new 
employment areas, therebylealizing a po'sltive economic consequence. 

P roh i biting the urban leVel of industrial ='-'-=-:_.:;:_;_;.;_::.::;_;;;;;~.:..;.::..:..=:.;_~:..:::..;:;;=::.=.:_-==-;;;;_;_=~ 
secondc:fry, small.:.scale commercial development could have negative economic 
cons~cfuences, as di~tinct frQrrdhe status quo. There is the potential for there to 
be'furth~r decline in t'~Eil fore/st products industry which has been the primary use 
of the industrial land in ,the community. Having an increased decline in this key 
industry Without providi'ng for reuse of the properties for a different industry will 
likely furtherdeclil)e/the economic conditions in the community and County. 
Another · impact from prohibiting the urban levels of industrial 

development could be that trip lengths for similar alternative development will be 
longer from the primary freight routes, thereby increasing costs to industry. 
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subject site will provide for a wider spectrum of uses that fit with the ever 
changing economy. The state recognizes five key industries in which we hold 
global competitive advantages. These five industries include: 

1. Advanced Manufacturing including everything from high-tech and health 
care to steel fabrication and trucking. This sector includes food 
processing which has been a key component to the regions manufacturing 
employment base. 

2. Clean Technology which includes everything from research and 
development to manufacturing of renewable energy; .. 

3. Forestry and Wood products. While this industry has been jr(decline, 
Oregon is the largest lumber producer in the U.S. And eyefnlhou~lh 
Goshen's existing industrial lands are focused on this jnCiustry, opening up 
the opportunity for other industry sectors to establis,h 'jnGostjen will 
provide flexibility in a dynamic economy. . . 

4. High Technology includes the semiconductor, Bioscience, and Software/IT 
disciplines. · · · 

5. Outdoor Gear and Apparel. 

Additionally, the Regional Prosperity Econorr1i6 Develop.fn$Qt Plan for Eugene, 
Springfield, and Lane County identifies that job cn3ati6n' growth will be from 
existing businesses that focus on the regions traditional strengths. These 
industries include Transportation/~an~facturing, Wood Mal}u(acturing, Health 
Care, and Construction. The pl9n/ql~o identifies emerging'ppportunities within 
our regional economy for job groWth\fq the Cl~anTechjR~hewable Energy, 
Health/Well ness, Advanced Manufach.t~ing {technols>gically rich, innovative 
manufacturing), Software, and Biomedioal:industri~s: 

\ 
,/~ \ \ 

/ . /" ' \ ' 

La.ne County exist~~s~part ot1tre.larger e~~p9my ~f Oregon an~ the so.u.thern 
W1llamette Valley·a(ld 1s stro(lgly mfluencec! by reg1onal economic cond1t1ons. 
For many factors; suct:J as Jabor, Lane County does not differ significantly from 
the state as a whole. F'or'other factors, such as income, it does. Thus, Lane 
County benefits from being a part of the larger regional economy and plays a 
Specif~C role in therE!gional eC0)19my. 

/ / ··. . . . 

/// '-\\ \_\ ·<'/' 'J/ 

As/Or(3gon has transitic;>ned <away from natural resource-based industries, the 
composition of Oregoh:s employment has shifted from natural resource-based 

• . I . 

manufacturing and oJher industries to service industries. The share of Oregon's 
total employment in·"service industries increased from its 1970s average of nearly 
20% to about 4p0)o in 2008 while employment in Manufacturing declined from an 
average of 18% in the 1970s to an average of 12% in 2008. 

While the transition from Lumber and Wood Products manufacturing to high-tech 
manufacturing has increased the diversity of employment within Oregon, it has 
not significantly improved Oregon's diversity relative to the national economy. 
Oregon's relative diversity has historically ranked low among states. Oregon 
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ranked 35th in diversity (1st= most diversified) based on Gross State Product 
data for 1963-1986, and 32nd based on data for the 1977-1996 period.37 A 
recent analysis, based on 2007 data, ranked Oregon 31st.38 These rankings 
suggest that Oregon is still heavily dependent on a limited number of industries. 
Relatively low economic diversity increases the risk of economic volatility as 
measured by changes in output or employment.39 

The changing composition of employment has not affected all regions of Oregon 
evenly. Growth in high-tech and services employment has been concentrated in 
urban areas of the Willamette Valley and Southern Oregon, particul~rly in 
Washington, Benton, and Josephine Counties. The brunt of the d~cline in 
Lumber & Wood Products employment was felt in rural Oregon, ,vVhere these jobs 
represented a larger share of total employment and an even !atgershare of high-
paying jobs than in urban areas. .· · 

Lane County has an opportunity to expand our economic base in many key ./ 
industries. However, in order to expand in key ind!,Jstries we must prepareJofthe 
industries. Part of the social impact from allowir)~{the urban level of development 
is being ready and adaptable to changes in ir]dustry. This readiness and 
flexibility will result in creating and providing jobs to me,mbe,rs of the community 
as a whole. 

The level of education in a commur:tity may determine a· community's economic 
success in the future, with higher"(a~e,sof education being'[elated to higher rates 
of income, growth of well paying jobs;\and other social. benefits such as lower 
crime and higher property values. OpportunitiE3s for)t/o'rkforce training and post
secondary education for residents in Lahe/Ccounty,arid especially those residents 
near the Eugene-Spril)gfield area include,:. the University of Oregon, Lane 
Community College,(Pacific ~~iversity, a·nq "Northwest Christian College . 

. / .. J! \·· .. 

Even though theEUgene-$prihgfield metroarea has great access to post
secondary education, the percentage ofthe population over 25 years of age that 
has a ba9helor's de~ree dr higher is still lower than that of the State of Oregon 
and N?tionallevels. 0 The lac~ of jobs in the region could contribute to the 
reg!orls struggle to retain the.highly educated workforce coming out of the local 
college system. \\. c 

' \ i 
, I j 

Providing more oppqrtunity for urban level industries to locate in the region will 
have an added sopialbenefit of retaining the highly educated and/or skilled labor 
force that is ed1,.1cated within the community. 

( 

37 LeBre, Jon. 1999. "Diversification and the Oregon Economy: An Update." Oregon Labor Trends. February. 
38 CFED, 2007, The Development Report Card for the States, http://www.cfed.org. 
39 Eugene Comprehensive Lands Assessment (ECLA) June 2010, page B-35. 
40 2010 American Fact Finder, population 25 years and over, percent with bachelors degree or higher, US is 28.2%, 
Oregon is 28.8%, Lane County is 27.9%, Eugene-Springfield metro area is 27.9%, City of Eugene is 41.6%. 
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Allowing the proposed use will provide another positive social consequence by 
not creating new industrial impacts in areas that are zoned as farm and/or forest 
resource land. Goshen has a long history as an industrial home to uses that 
generate many impacts including traffic (numbers of log trucks during the 70's 
and 80's), noise, light, smell, dust, etc. Allowing the proposed uses will have 
both a positive impact in terms of providing opportunity to reduce the impacts 
from uses that are currently permissible in the area, through implementation of 
new code provisions, and by reducing the need to allow new impacts in areas 
that have not already been developed for industrial uses. 

The positive social consequences from approving the request Vo{ilt"he nlliJ:Jerous 
and systemic, as discussed above. The social consequence~·tro:rndenying the 
request as compared to the status quo could have no impgcf;butw~l11d, when 
compared with the potential positive impacts, be more likely to have hE?gative 
impacts by not providing opportunities for job creation i.rl the region. 

Based on the above findings, the County conclupe~that the long-term / 
environmental, economic, social and energy gdn~equences resulting from urban 
levels of industrial and limited, primary indusfrial'Use reltite~. secondary, small
scale commercial development at the proposed site Vllitn the proposed measures 
designed to reduce adverse impacts are not significantly more)~dverse than 
would typically result from the sam~ proposal being loc'atedPh 6ther 
undeveloped rural lands. ~, \. · 

/-(~'-//' \ ' 

( / \\,\, ',,/> / ', ,'/ 
(c) That Goal 2, Part II (c)(4) is met by showing that the' proposed urban uses 

are compatible with adjacent uses drwflrbe so rendered through measures 
designed to reduce ~dverse. impacts \~~nsidering: 

/:>/ \~ \•/<· 
(A) Whether ur~ah developA1ent at the ,.~>,roposed site detracts from the 

ability of existing citie.~'and servic~ Clistricts to provide services; and 
' ,/' ,. ' 

FINDINGS: The propos~d,urban level of industrial -==-~:...:...:.:..:=~-'-'-'-'-~--'-'-'-'=::..;:;:,.:.;= 
use re!afecl, secondary, small,seale commercial development on the existing 
ind~striallands will b~.impler:llented through a new code section in the Lane 
Code Chapter 16 creat~d speCifically for the unique characteristics of this area. 
This newc:::ode includ$~ many provisions to provide compatibility with the 
adjacent land uses. lhese measures include: buffering, setbacks, height 
transitions, landscaping, lighting standards, noise provisions, etc. Compliance 
with these me~~ures will be evaluated for each new development within the 
proposed area (at the time of development. 

ability of existing cities and service districts to provide services. The community 
of Goshen is near the cities of Eugene and Springfield. These cities are served 
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with urban level of services through a variety of service providers. These urban 
service providers will not be negatively impacted by this proposal to the extent 
that it would detract from the cities abilities to provide services. 

The community of Goshen is served with a community water system provide by 
Willamette Water Company. This service will not be negatively impacted. The 
Willamette Water Company has submitted a letter in the record indicating that 
they can reasonably provide service to meet increased needs based on the 
proposal. 

(B) Whether the potential for continued resource management~9f l~nd at 
present levels surrounding and nearby the site proposes:J for urbc;m 
development is assured. · 

FINDINGS: Similarly to the findings above under "surrounding area'', the County 
finds that for review under this criterion "land surrounding and nearby the site" 
includes the same "surrounding area" as described above and as shown orr the 
map included as Exhibit E. · 

/ 

The present level of resource management 6~ land surrounping and nearby the 
proposed urban levels of industrial development area Is relatively low. The 
surrounding properties to the south, east, and west ofthe proppsed urban levels 
of industrial development area is primarily existing Exclusive Farm Use (EFU) 
zoned properties as well as som.e .~tiral Residentially (RI}) zoned properties. 
The surrounding property to the{ nortli.of the proposed urban levels of industrial 
development area is Rural Industrial 'tRn a11g:Rural pliolic Facility (RPF) zoned 
properties. Other nearby properties inCludea mix,ofForest, Rural Industrial, and 
EFU zoned propertie~.· · 

,~ \ \ . '-

/ //~ l j \ \ 
The majority of t~e surrounding EFU prop.erties do not appear to be actively 
managed for agricultural Pl,lrPOSes or resource use. These lands appear to be 
either vacant or developed with rural residential uses. Some of the rural 
residentic;ll uses may contain small hobby farm type operations such as raising 
horse~·or other animals, and/o(.rpising of crops such as nursery stock, etc. The 
exc~ption is the larg~~t surr9Unding EFU zoned property to the south across 
Hampton Road wher~ there'is an approximately 141 acre property that appears 
to be mahaged for pa~ture/hay production. Other nearby EFU zoned properties 
also appear to be m<;u1aged for pasture/hay production type uses. 

The County findsthat assurances for the continued resource management of 
land at presen( levels surrounding and nearby the site are in place. The 
surrounding area is outside of any Urban Growth Boundary. The existing 
unincorporated community boundary is defined and well established. The 
presence of existing industrial zoning and historic industrial uses has been in 
place and coexisted with the surrounding resource uses for decades. 
Additionally, as discussed above and throughout this report, the compatibility 
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provisions proposed in the new code for Goshen will help assure that conflicts 
will not prevent continued resource management of land at present levels 
surrounding and nearby the site. 

(d) That an appropriate level of public facilities and services are likely to be 
provided in a timely and efficient manner; and 

FINDINGS: The community is currently served with a community water system 
by Willamette Water Company. A letter in the record from Willamette Water 
Company indicates that they can reasonably serve the increased need based on 
the proposal. /' 

,/ < / 

Sanitary sewage disposal in the community is currently provige{cLG¥ individual on
site systems. The proposed code provisions for the GoshE?rf~ihdustri(;ll zones 
requires proposed uses and development to not exceed the.c;arryingcapacity of 
the soil or existing water supply resources. To this requirement,factl.Jal 
information will be required to be provided about existing or proposed sewer 
or water systems for the site and the site's on-site sewage 
disposal and water supply if a community is not aVailable. 

with the Goshen Rural Fire Protection 
District, the district that are able to provide fire protection 
service t9meet the needs of the community based on the proposal. 

(e) Tha,t~~tablishm;rtt~f anLp'b.an growth boundary for a newly incorporated 
city or establishmeilf\of new urban development on undeveloped rural land 
is coordinated with ~9mprehensive plans of affected jurisdictions and 
consistent with planls' that control the area proposed for new urban 
development / 

FINDINGS: T~i~s proposal does not consider or impact the establishment of an 
urban growth boundary for a newly incorporated city, therefore the first portion of 
this criterion is not applicable. 

The comprehensive plan that controls the area proposed for the exception (the 
existing Industrial zoned property within the unincorporated community of 
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Goshen) that will allow new urban levels of industrial ~~~=~~~ 
is the 

Lane County Rural Comprehensive Plan (RCP). The area proposed for the new 
urban levels of industrial ~:::!.-!!~=~~=.:-!.-!!..=~~=~=='"'-""=~=-:...u. 
small-scale commercial development is not located within the Eugene-Springfield 
Metropolitan area General Plan (Metro Plan). Therefore, the City of Eugene 
and/or City of Springfield are not affected jurisdictions. Regardless, Lane County 
has coordinated with those jurisdictions on the proposed zone change and finds 
that the proposal is consistent with the plans for Eugene and Springfield. 

Coordination of the new urban levels of industrial and limited, primatvJndustrial 
proposed for the 

undeveloped rural land in Goshen has been done through th~ Ci{y of Eugene 
"Envision Eugene" (EE) process. The EE process has estaolished a strategy to 
work with Lane County to determine the feasibility of establishing an'employment 
center in Goshen. The City of Eugene, Envision Eug~ne draft proposal includes 
seven pillars. The first of these seven pillars is to "Pfovide1ample economiq 
opportunities for all community members." As one of the six strategies U!lder this 
pillar, the City states "Support the developmeJ1t or redev!3lopment of industrial 
sites that are and will remain outside the UGB as part ofaregional strategy." 
Discussion under this strategy states: "Work with Lane County and the City of 
Springfield to determine the feasibility of establishing'an employment center in 
Goshen." ·· 

> //' -"\ \ ,'' 

Additionally, the County has been working with the City ofSpringfield on their 
Commercial and Industrial Buildable L~ndS,.H1ventory ~hd Economic 
Opportunities Analysis (CIBL) process\.'This coordination has taken place both 
on the staff level and Joint EleGted Offidi§ils level. This ongoing coordination is 
also demonstrated ,by the jointly approve(1·Hegional Prosperity Economic 
Development Pl~nfor Eugen.~J Springfiel~, and Lane County. 

' / 
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SECTION VI 

OAR 660-022-0000 
Purpose 

Findings - Unincorporated Communities Rule 

(1) The purpose of this division is to establish a statewide policy for the planning 
and zoning of unincorporated communities that recognizes the importance of 
communities in rural Oregon. It is intended to expedite the planning process for 
counties by reducing their need to take exceptions to statewide planning goals 
when planning and zoning unincorporated communities. 

/"/ 

(2) This division interprets Goals 11 and 14 concerning urban and.A'ural 
development outside urban growth boundaries and applies only to( 
unincorporated communities defined in OAR 660-022-0010. /.:: · · 

OAR 660-022-0010 
Definitions 

,. _, 

For purposes of this division, the definitions contained in:ORS 197.015 an
1
dthe 

statewide planning goals (OAR Chapter 660, Division 15) ,apply. In addition, the 
following definitions apply: · < < / · 
(1) "Commercial Use" means the use of land primarily forth~ r~tail sale of 

products or services, including oJf~ce~. It dqes not incl4~e factories, 
warehouses, freight terminals, or·Whol~sale distribution centers. 

(2) "Community Sewer System" means a\~~w~gij/disp9$,al system which has 
service connections to at least 15 perm~n~rft dwelling units, including 
manufactured homes, within th.e unincorporated community. 

(3) "Community Water Sy~tem" n\~ans a sys\~IJlJhat distributes potable water 
through pipes to al.least 15 permanent dwelling units, including manufactured 
homes within the (unincorpora'ted comm.._hity. 

(4) "Industrial Use" means·ttte/use of land primarily for the manufacture, 
processing, storage, or whplesale distribution of products, goods, or 
materials. 1taoes not include commercial uses. 

(5) "Permari~nt residential\dwellirigs1' includes manufactured homes, but does 
/' ', \ l, .f ,' 

not include dwellings primarily intended for a caretaker of an industrial use, 
commercia' use, recreati'onal vehicle park or campground. 

(6) "Resort Community" i~{an unincorporated community that was established 
primarily for and ~optlnues to be used primarily for recreation or resort 
purposes: and .~· / 
(a) Includes residential and commercial uses; and 
(b) Provides for both temporary and permanent residential occupancy, 

including overnight lodging and accommodations. 
(7) "Rural Community" is an unincorporated community which consists primarily 

of permanent residential dwellings but also has at least two other land uses 
that provide commercial, industrial, or public uses (including but not limited to 
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schools, churches, grange halls, post offices) to the community, the 
surrounding rural area, or to persons traveling through the area. 

(8) "Rural Service Center" is an unincorporated community consisting primarily 
of commercial or industrial uses providing goods and services to the 
surrounding rural area or to persons traveling through the area, but which 
also includes some permanent residential dwellings. 

(9) "Urban Unincorporated Community" is an unincorporated community which 
has the following characteristics: 
(a) Include at least 150 permanent residential dwellings units; 
(b) Contains a mixture of land uses, including three or more public, 

commercial or industrial land uses; · 
(c) Includes areas served by a community sewer system; and 
(d) Includes areas served by a community water system. 

(1 0) "Unincorporated Community" means a settlement with ~~~of thefpllowing 
characteristics: 
(a) It is made up primarily of lands subject to an exception to Statewide 

Planning Goal 3, Goal 4 or both; 
(b) It was either identified in a county's acknowl~dged comprehensive plan as 

a "rural community", "service center", "ruralcenter", "resort comm(unity", 
or similar term before this division was adopted (Octot>~r 28, 1994), or it is 
listed in the Department of Land Conservation and· Development's January 
30, 1997 "Survey of Oregon's Unincorporated Comrnuniti~s"; 

(c) It lies outside the urban growth boundary of any city; / 
(d) It is not incorporated as a city;·~ri~ . 1 / 

(e) It met the definition of one ortlle fp,..r types of unincorporated communities 
in sections (6) through (9) of this rh)~, al)c{ included the uses described in 
those definitions, prior to the adoptlon·of this diVision (October 28, 1994). 

\ ;-
/ 

FINDINGS: The Upihcorporat~d Comm~nity 9f Goshen is identified in the Lane 
County acknowledged RCP ~~~,a "Rural Qomfnunity". The community lies 
outside of any l:JGB area and is hot an iJ1cbrporated city itself. Additionally 
Goshen is identified on the Department of Land Conservation and Development's 
January 30, 1997 "Surveyqf Oregon's Unincorporated Communities". Goshen 
met th.e .definition for unincbrppre1ted community prior to October 28, 1994 and 
wa§ justified as suchtnrougtr1he RCP acknowledgement process. 

( \ ~ 
\ 

OAR 660-022~0030 \ 
I i 

Planning and Zor:-ting of Unincorporated Communities 
/ 

/ 

(1) For rural communities, resort communities and urban unincorporated 
communities, counties shall adopt individual plan and zone designations 
reflecting the projected use for each property (e.g., residential, 
commercial, industrial, public) for all land in each community. Changes 
in plan or zone designation shall follow the requirements to the applicable 
post-acknowledgment provisions of ORS 197.610 through 197.625. 
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(2) County plans and land use regulations may authorize any residential use 
and density in unincorporated communities, subject to the requirements 
of this division. 

(3) County plans and land use regulations may authorize only the following 
new or expanded industrial uses in unincorporated communities: 

(a) Uses authorized under Goals 3 and 4; 
(b) Expansion of a use existing on the date of this rule; 
(c) Small-scale, low impact uses; .. 
(d) Uses that require proximity to rural resource, as defined Jt{()j:\.R 660-

004-0022(3)(a); ./'/ 
(e) New uses that will not exceed the capacity of water ~u)dsewer service 

available to the site on the effective date of this rL!le(or, if.~~ch 
services are not available to the site, the capacity' ofthe sifejt~elf to 
provide water and absorb sewage; " ' ' 

(f) New uses more intensive than those allowed under subsection (a) 
through (e) of this section, provided an ~rlalysis set forth in the' 

/ > . ( / 

comprehensive plan demonstrates, apd,fand u~e.regulations ensure: 
(A) That such uses are necessary to provide eJliptqyment that does not 
exceed the total projected work force withirtthe community and the 
surrounding rural area; ' .. . .. ·.· 
(B) That such uses would n9t rely upon a work"forc:e employed by 
uses within urban growthJf~~lldaries; and ) ... . ·· 

/•/ . " ·.· ".· 

(C) That the determination of\~he wor~fprc:e of the community and 
surrounding rural area consid~~s tl)(t6tali!)ifustrial and commercial 
employment in the community ~·ncps coordinated with employment 
projections for pearby urban growth boundaries.; 

(g) Industrial uses; including accessbty .. uses subordinate to industrial 
/ " ) I \ "" " 

developm~nt, as provi
1
d,ed under ~ither paragraph (A) or (B) of this 

subsection: 1 
· " 

(A) Industrial develc:)pments sited on an abandoned or diminished 
indljstrial mill site;,as defined in ORS 197.719 that was engaged in the 
~rocessing ormam.l'f~ctlj~ing of wood products, provided the uses will 

/,be located ori:Jy.on the portion of the mill site that is zoned for 
· inc:Justrial uses;.br c .· 

(B) Industrial d~'{elopment, and accessory uses subordinate to the 
industr!al dev~l9pment, in buildings of any size and type, in an area 
plannedancti.ohed for industrial use on January 1, 2004, subject to the 
territorial·lhnits and other requirements of ORS 197.713 and 197.714. 

! 

(4) County plans and land use regulations may authorize only the following 
new commercial uses in unincorporated communities: 

(a) Uses authorized under Goals 3 and 4; 
(b) Small-scale, low impact uses; 
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(c) Uses intended to serve the community and surrounding rural area or 
the travel needs of people passing through the area. 

(5) County plans and land use regulations may authorize hotels and motels 
in unincorporated communities only if served by a community sewer 
system and only as provided in subsections (a) through (c) of this 
section: 

(a) Any number of new motel and hotel units may be allowed in resort 
communities; 

(b) New motels and hotels up to 35 units may be allowed in an urban 
unincorporated community, rural service center, or ru~afcorrnn!Jnity if 
the unincorporated community is at least 10 miles f~o~m the urban 
growth boundary of any city adjacent to lnterstat~cfiighway.5, 
regardless of its proximity to any other UGB; · ·. 

(c) New motels and hotels up to 100 units may be allowed in any urban . 
unincorporated community that is at least .1 0 mile,from any urban 
growth boundary. · · 

(6) County plans and land use regulations shall e11sure that new or expanded 
uses authorized within unincorporated communities do not adversely 
affect agricultural or forestry uses. ·. · 

. 
(7) County plans and land use r~glliatiohs shall allow qnlythose uses which 

are consistent with the iden'tified·functi611, capacity'and level of service of 
transportation facilities serving the community, pursuant to OAR 660-012-
0060(1)(a) through (c). \\ / · 

(8) Zoning applied ~91inds w
1
i,hin unind~fporated communities shall ensure 

that the cumujative develppment: ) 
/ / I, 

(A) Will not result In public health hazards or adverse environmental 
impact~ that violate state or federal water quality regulations; and 
(B) Will not exc~ed the carrying capacity of the soil or of existing water 
Sllp.ply resources a.nd se)IV~r services. 
/' ·,, \ ' :; ' 

(9) ~ourity plans and ;:~nd use regulations for lands within unincorporated 
communities shalf be consistent with acknowledged metropolitan 
regional goals arid objectives, applicable regional functional plans and 
regional frameWork plan components of metropolitan service districts. 

! 

(1 0) For purposes of subsection (b) of section (4) of this rule, a small-scale, 
low impact commercial use is one which takes place in an urban 
unincorporated community in a building or building not exceeding 8,000 
square feet of floor space, or in any other type of unincorporated 
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community in a building or buildings not exceeding 4, 000 square feet of 
floor space. 

(11) For purposes of subsection (c) of section (3) of this rule, a small-scale, 
low impact industrial use is one which takes place in an urban 
unincorporated community in a building or buildings not exceeding 
60,000 square feet of floor space, or in any other type of unincorporated 
community in a building or buildings not exceeding 40,000 square feet of 
floor space. 

FINDINGS: The proposed exception is specifically to allow exceptions from the 
provision of this section of the OAR which regulates developmeDDri the,:, 
unincorporated community of Goshen. The limitations on sm"aU'sc~le, low impact 
use, on new uses that will not exceed the capacity of water/~nd seVI{er service 
available to the site on the effective date of this rule, uses intended to~erve the 
community and surrounding rural area or the travel neeqs of people passing 
through the area, etc. are the types of provisions uDder this rule that are 
proposed to be removed from being applied to tpe"lndustriallands in Gosheri. 
The reasons in these findings demonstrate whythe proposed exception ~hould 

/" ,~ ', ,' "-, \', 

be allowed. Findings above, incorporated by refer~nct?'bet§lin, demonstrate that 
the existing provisions cannot provide for the propos~ed/urban level of industrial 
and limited, primary industrial use related, secondarj,,small-scaJe commercial 
development as contemplated by tpeproposal. The anaiysJs'pfovided by 1000 
Friends of Oregon that attempts tqdemonstrate the OARJ360-022-0030(f) can 
~c~o~plish everythin~ that the 16ol.uit¥seek8Jodo., do_§l

1
S hot consider the 

hm1tat1on of only serv1ng the commumtY\, the ,$Orroul)dJng rural area, or persons 
traveling through the area. Given thesE?\Iin1itations;',ttie proposed urban level of 
industrial.and limited,/~~irtlaf:¥::!ndustrial\~,se related, ~econdar,v .. small-scale 
commercial developf)'lent canpet be allow~~~)?Y the c1ted prov1s1on. 

£( / ! ,f \ 

OAR 660-022-0050 ,c' / ,' r 
Community Public Facility Plan~' 

(1) In coord~n~tlon with.special d!~tri9ts, counties shall adopt public facility plans 
meetil)g the requirements of 9AR 660, division 11, and include them in the 
compreh~f1sive plan fo'~'pnincorporated communities over 2,500 in population. 
A community public faqifity plan addressing sewer and water is required if the 
unincorporat~d comm,urlity is designated as an urban unincorporated 
community und~r 0AR'660-022-001 0 and 660-022-0020. For all communities, a 
sewer and water y<;)irimunity public facility plan is required if: 

(a) Existing sewer or water facilities are insufficient for current needs, or are 
projected to become insufficient due to physical conditions, financial 
circumstances or changing state or federal standards; or 

(b) The plan for the unincorporated community provides for an amount, type 
or density of additional growth or infill that cannot be adequately served 
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with individual water or sanitary systems or by existing community 
facilities and services; or 

FINDINGS: The existing plan for the Goshen Community, the RCP, provides for 
an amount, type and density of growth that can only be served by individual 
water or sanitary systems, or by existing community facilities and services. This 
existing plan policy in the RCP, Goal11, policy 1 states that: "Lane County shall 
provide an orderly and efficient arrangement for the provision of public facilities, 
services and utilities. Designation of land into any given use category either 
initially or by subsequent plan amendment, shall be consistent with the minimum 
level of services established for that category." The minimum leveJ ·6f'service 
established in the plan under policy 6 of Goal11 is: "Service Levei:'Schoo/s, on
site sewage disposal, individual water supply system, electriqa(service, 
telephone service, rural/eve/ fire and police protection, re~sbnable access to 
solid waste disposal facility." 

Additionally, the proposed code standards for impl~mentation of the zoning)n' 
Goshen require that "The proposed use shall no}fesult in public health hpiards 
or adverse environmental impacts that violate state or federal water quality 
regulations." And that "The proposed use and diwetopmen( shall not exceed the 
carrying capacity of the soil or existing water supplyresources. To address this 
requirement, factual information shall be provided about any existing or proposed 
sewer or water systems for the the site's abilitY'topro\ide on-site 
sewage disposal and water community water 9rsewer system is not 
available." These provisions the sewer or water facilities are 
sufficient for current needs, and that grovvth,or infill can be adequately 
served with individual water or or by existing community 
facilities and 

Based on these findings, and previous findings discussing the level of service 
above, incorporated by referenpe,herein, staff concludes that these criteria are 
satil)fied. . 

( \ \ 

(c) The cdfl'1munity relie1s on groundwater and is within a groundwater limited 
or ground'{Vater critibal area as identified by the Oregon Department of 
Water Resources; .or 

(d) Land in the community has been declared a health hazard or has a history 
of failing septic systems or wells. 

FINDINGS: The community of Goshen is not within a groundwater limited or 
groundwater critical area. Additionally, land in the community has not been 
declared a health hazard. Therefore, these criteria are not applicable. 
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OAR 660-022-0060 
Coordination and Citizen Involvement 

(1) Counties shall ensure that residents of unincorporated communities have 
adequate opportunities to participate in all phases of the planning process. 
Counties shall provide such opportunities in accordance with their 
acknowledged citizen involvement programs. 

(2) When a county proposes to designate an unincorporated community or to 
amend plan provisions or land use regulations that apply to such a 
community, the county shall specify the following: // 

""/ ~ 

(a) How residents of the community and surrounding are;a:)/l,itl be informed 
about the proposal; ,/ ·· 

(b) How far in advance of the final decision residents of~the community and 
the surrounding area will be informed about tl1e/proposal; 

(c) Which citizen advisory committees will be n.otified of the proposal.) 
/, / 

(3) The information on these three points shaii4J~ included in the appr6priate 
plan amendment proposals or periodic reVieW vvor~fas~. 

(4) When a county proposes to designate an urban unjncorpor;ated 
community, the county shall adqpt;a citizen involvemeotprogram for that 
community in accordance wi~~Jh\~, provisions of Goa11~ {Citizen 
Involvement. t / \\ . · 

\ '\ ~ 

\\ .// / .. ·· 
(5) Proposals to designate, plan, or zori~·Lt'nincorpofated communities shall be 

coordinated with aii)~J)eciaJ.districts,\~etropolitan service districts, and 
cities likely to be . .flffected llyi such acti~~JS~J For any unincorporated 
community, su9hcoordina.t~on shall in,cJLide a minimum of 45-day mailed 
notice to all citit~sand spe'(:ial distric~s '(including metropolitan service 
districts) located withjn'tne distance described in OAR 660-022-0040(2). 

FIND~f\JGS: Coordination ofthe~new urban levels of industrial =-:..;~~= 
primarv industrial use'related(secondary, small-scale commercial development 
pr6pose9 for the und~veloped rural land in Goshen has been done through the 
City of ElJgene "Envisipn Eugene" (EE) process. The EE process has 
established a. strateg~·to work with Lane County to determine the feasibility of 
establishing an er)11516yment center in Goshen. The City of Eugene, Envision 
Eugene draft proposal includes seven pillars. The first of these seven pillars is to 
"Provide ample economic opportunities for all community members." As one of 
the six strategies under this pillar, the City states "Support the development or 
redevelopment of industrial sites that are and will remain outside the UGB as part 
of a regional strategy." Discussion under this strategy states: "Work with Lane 
County and the City of Springfield to determine the feasibility of establishing an 
employment center in Goshen." 
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Additionally, the County has been working with the City of Springfield on their 
Commercial and Industrial Buildable Lands Inventory and Economic 
Opportunities Analysis (CIBL) process. This coordination has taken place both 
on the staff level and Joint Elected Officials level. This ongoing coordination is 
also demonstrated by the jointly approved Regional Prosperity Economic 
Development Plan for Eugene, Springfield, and Lane County. 

OAR 660-022-0070 
Applicability 

For each unincorporated community in the county, by January 1, 1998, or a date 
specified in a periodic review work program, all counties shall: 

(1) Plan for unincorporated communities under the requir~ments of this 
division; or / 

•' ' 

(2) Demonstrate that all uses authorized by ack~c)wledged comprehen~ive 
plans and land use regulations for unincorporated communities are rural, 
in compliance with statewide planning Gbals 11 a"'d 14; or 

(3) Amend acknowledged comprehensive plans and la,nd use,.regulations to 
limit uses to those which are rurjll in compliance with ~tatewide planning 
Goals 11 and 14; or // ' / 

/ 

(4) Adopt exceptions to statewide pla~lling Goal14, and Goal11 if necessary, 
to allow urban uses on rural land. \,, ./. ·· 

\ 
\ ' 

' \ ' 

FINDINGS: The UIJirltorporated commuhity.of Goshen was adopted as part of 
the County RCP)n1984. As/provided in subsection (4) of this rule, the County is 
now applying for·an exceptidn to Goal 14'to allow urban uses on the rural 
industrial land in Goshen:/ 
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SECTION VII Findings - Statewide Planning Goals 

Goal 1 - Citizen Involvement: To develop a citizen involvement program that 
insures the opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning 
process. 

FINDINGS: The County takes seriously the commitment to the Oregon Statewide 
Planning Goal 1 for Citizen Involvement, to insure that citizens have the opportunity to 
be involved in all phases of the planning process. As described throughout this findings 
document, the County has engaged in significant dialogue with the community and 
other potentially affected parties that are interested in or may be impacted 'by the 
project. The County intends to continue facilitating this robust dialoguE? throughout this 
project's implementation so that the trajectory of Goshen's industriaJ,sor~remains on a 
track that is consistent with the aspirations and values of the compiuhity, toe County, 
and the State. 

Goal 1 is a process goal. This proposal complies with 
processed as a legislative application through the 
process for plan amendments and zone changes. 
hearings before the Planning Commission and the 

/ < 
/> ,:\, ';_ 

1 because it will be 
acknowledged public;/'· 

includes public( , 

/" /~ \ ·\ 

Goal 2- Land Use Planning: To estalllish\a land u~e .,, process and policy 
framework as a basis for all decisions an\~\f\Ct!ons rela,ed to use of land and to 
assure an adequate factual base for such ttecJsions a6cl actions. 

\ 
\'\, 

FINDINGS: Part I of GoaLt requin:is',local gove'rnments to establish processes and 
policies for land use deyis}6ns. Th~fJ)rocess is ih'pface. Part II of Goal2 authorizes 
exceptions to the goals- land us~·tfeeisionsth§ltare not in compliance with the goals 
under certain circumstances.· Stat~tes also describe when exceptions are authorized. 
Detailed finding? are made above and incorporated by reference herein addressing the 
applicable P~9ytsions of Goal 2. ·· ·· 

'c' '. /)' 
,/ ~·. \ '" { 

Goal 3 -cAg.-icultural Land1i·~ To preserve and maintain agricultural lands. 
Agricultural la11~s shall be )preserved and maintained for farm use, consistent 
with existing andJ~ture n,eeds for agricultural products, forest and open space 
and with the state's ~g~ic£ulturalland use policy expressed in ORS 215.243 and 
215.700. .. c 

FINDINGS: No Goal 3 resource lands are included in this proposal. Therefore, this 
Goal is not applicable and the proposed amendments will not affect the RCP 
compliance with this Goal. 
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Goal 4- Forest Land: To conserve forest lands by maintaining the forest land 
base and to protect the state's forest economy by making possible economically 
efficient forest practices that assure the continuous growing and harvesting of 
forest tree species as the leading use on forest land consistent with sound 
management of soil, air, water, and fish and wildlife resources and to provide for 
recreational opportunities and agriculture. 

FINDINGS: No Goal 4 resource lands are included in this proposal. Therefore, this 
Goal is not applicable and the proposed amendments will not affect the RCP 
compliance with this Goal. 

Goal 5- Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic and Natural Resources: To conserve 
open space and protect natural and scenic resources. / 

FINDINGS: No sensitive wildlife habitat area or any other Goal 5 resources have been 
inventoried or identified on the subject property. A portion of the community of Goshen 
is mapped as a Peripheral Big Game Range habitat area: However, as specified in 'the 
RCP, Goal5, Policy 10, "Lands with an acknowledge ~xtx:/ption as "built upon or~· 
committed" will be treated as Impacted Big Game Rgmge, as identified in the 1982 Lane 
County Working Paper on Flora and Fauna and as revised af1d updated in 1983." Both 
the 1982 and 1983 working papers support this policy for Gosnen. The entire 
community of Goshen is acknowledged as a built. and comrl1itted exc~ption area. 
Therefore the entire community is treatedas an Impacted Big Garne:Range area. 
Based on these findings, there are no gonflipts from the propos~d use with the Goal 5 
resource. r .·· \.... \ 

\ \, 

\ \ •' \ 

There are no other inventoried or mapped Go~l5 resourc~son the subject properties. 
The proposed amendments yvill not affect the RCP compliance with this Goal. 

/ ~ ' 
\ \ 

Goal 6- Air, Water and bind Res~.~rce Quality: To maintain and improve the 
quality of the air, water and lan9 !resources 9f the state. 

All waste and process discharges from future development, when combined with 
such dischanjes from existing ch~vE}IOpments shall not threaten to violate, or 
violate applicable state or.federaJ ~nvironmental quality statutes, rules and 
standards. With respect to'the air, water and land resources of the applicable air 

··. I• 
sheds and river basins described or included in state environmental quality 
statutes, rules, stapdards/~nd implementation plans, such discharges shall not 
(1) exceed the carryiQg.capacity of such resources, considering long range 
needs; (2) degrade SJJCti resources; or (3) threaten the availability of such 
resources. 

( 

FINDINGS: Goal 6 protects the quality of land, air and water resources. The focus is 
on discharges from future development in combination with discharges from existing 
development. State and federal environmental standards are the benchmark for 
protection. Where there are state or federal standards for quality in air sheds or river 
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basins, then the carrying capacity, nondegradation, and continued availability of the 
resources are standards. 

A precondition to any urban level of industrial use allowed under the proposed zoning 
will be that any new urban level of use or development not exceed the carrying capacity 
of the soil or existing water supply resources. To address this requirement, factual 
information will be required to be provided about any existing or proposed sewer or 
water systems for the site and the site's ability to provide on-site sewage disposal and 
water supply if a community water or sewer system is not available. 

The proposed amendments will not affect the RCP compliance with 

Goal 7- Areas Subject to Natural Disasters or Hazards: To 
property from natural disasters and hazards. · 

''" ., 

Developments subject to damage or that could res~lt'in loss of life shall nqt'be 
planned nor located in known areas of natural disasters and hazards with&ut 
appropriate safeguards. Plans shall be based o·n/ah:inveJ1toty of known areas of 
natural disaster and hazards. · / 

''<~- :.,,"-, /'; 

FINDINGS: The phrase "areas of natura(disasters and hazaros'' fJI~ahs "areas that are 
subject to natural events that are know!) jo

1
Y;eslilt in death or encjap{Jer the works of 

man, such as stream flooding, ocean fldodirig, ground water, erosion and deposition, 
lan~slides, earth~uakes, weak foundation s'oq~ a~.q~bfher~/az~rds unique to local or 
regional areas. "4 There are no such areas knoWen on the·subject property. Therefore, 
this Goal is not applicable al)d the prpposed a~~ndments will not affect the RCP 
compliance with this Goa1.:1 / \ l \\ /) 

/~ ( j/ ) .. · 
Goal 8- Recreationa(Needs: T9~~atisfy the r~creational needs of the citizens of 
the state and visitors and, where appropriate, to provide for the siting of 
necessary recr~ational facili.ti~s including destination resorts. 

/ "' /'' '; 

FINDING~:<rhe overriding,purpos~ ofGoal 8 is to address all recreational needs, but 
its primar~dobljs is on siting"find developing destination resorts, defined in Goal 8 as 
"self-containecldevelopment[~J providing visitor-oriented accommodations and 
developed recreational faci~ities in a setting with high natural amenities." 

,, ' 

Goal 8 is not directly applicable to this proposal and the proposed amendments will not 
affect the RCP compliance with this Goal. No destination resort is proposed. 
Furthermore, the subject property is not used for public recreational purposes and is not 
designated on any county plan as intended for that purpose in the long run. 

41 OAR 660-15-000 
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Goal 9- Economy of the State: To provide adequate opportunities throughout the 
state for a variety of economic activities vital to the health, welfare, and 
prosperity of Oregon's citizens. 

FINDINGS: As discussed throughout this report, the proposed amendments are 
intended to provide adequate opportunities for a variety of economic activities in the 
Goshen community and the larger Lane County region which are vital to the health, 
welfare, and prosperity of Oregon's citizens. Those findings above are incorporated by 
reference herein. The proposed amendments are in conformance with Goal 9 and are 
directly intended to advance this Goal. 

Goal 11 -Public Facilities and Services: To plan and develop a tirn61y, or(terly 
and efficient arrangement of public facilities and services to serve as a framework 
for urban and rural development. / 

Urban and rural development shall be guided and supported by types arid leve~s. 
of urban and rural public facilities and services apprqp'riate for, but limited t9;'the 
needs and requirements of the urban, urbanizable, ai1d rural areas to be s~nred. 
A provision for key facilities shall be included in.each plaQ•. Cities or counties 
shall develop and adopt a public facility plan for areas wi,t~il1 ~n urban growth 
boundary containing a population greater than 2,500 persons. To meet current 
and long-range needs, a provision for solid waste disposal sites, including sites 
for inert waste, shall be included in eaC,hplan. In accordance .vvitn ORS 197.180 
and Goal 2, state agencies that provJd~\fundingfor transport!ltion, water supply, 
sewage and solid waste facilities shall itl~ntify in/their coordination programs 
how they will coordinate that funding with.\~th9r'S'tate ~gehcies and with the 
public facility plans of cities and counties.\\/ ( 

FINDINGS: Goal 11 addr~~;es facll,i~ies and s~~~i9es in urban and rural areas. The 
subject property is "rural'' land and \',Jill remain rufal·after this approval, in all respects 
except as allowed by the amendme'nts. ' 

"Public facilities .and services" ls.defined in the Statewide Planning Goals to include: 
"[p]rojects, aGtivities and facilities Whiqh the planning agency determines to be 
necessary}¢r'the public he~lth, sa~13ty and welfare." The Goal11 Rule defines a "public 
facility." ',~A public facility inclqdes water, sewer, and transportation facilities, but does 
not include buildings, structuh:bs or equipment incidental to the direct operation of those 
facilities." OAR 660-11- oop(5). 

The existing plan for t~e/Goshen Community, the RCP, provides for an amount, type 
and density of growthcthat can only be served by individual water or sanitary systems, or 
by existing community facilities and services. This existing plan policy in the RCP, Goal 
11, Policy 1 states that: "Lane County shall provide an orderly and efficient arrangement 
for the provision of public facilities, services and utilities. Designation of land into any 
given use category either initially or by subsequent plan amendment, shall be consistent 
with the minimum level of services established for that category." The minimum level of 
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service established in the plan under policy 6 of Goal 11 is: "SeJVice Level: Schools, on
site sewage disposal, individual water supply system, electrical seJVice, telephone 
seJVice, rural/eve/ fire and police protection, reasonable access to solid waste disposal 
facility." 

Additionally, the proposed code standards for implementation of the zoning in Goshen 
require that "The proposed use shall not result in public health hazards or adverse 
environmental impacts that violate state or federal water quality regulations." And that 
"The proposed use and development shall not exceed the carrying capacity of the soil 
or existing water supply resources. To address this requirement, factual 
shall be provided about any existing or proposed sewer or water 
and the site's ability to provide on-site sewage disposal and water 
water or sewer system is not available." These provisions ensure 
sewer or water facilities are sufficient for current needs, and that 
infill can be adequately served with individual water or 
community facilities and 

The services now available to the subject property include: 

Service 

Fire 

Police 

Schools 

Access 

Transit //:'~ ·· 

Electric (./. 
'.·. 

Gas · .. 

Telephone and 
Internet 
Solid Waste 

Sewer 

Water 
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Table: Exi~tiJ1g,Public .Facilities 
( '-' \\ 

\ 
\ ' / 

Goshe~/RFPD, \\/ 

Springfield S9hool District j 9 
'·· ·.· .·' 

Interstate 5, State highways 99 and 58, Hampton Road. 

Lan~ Transit D,istrict (LTD) route 92 

EPUD \:_ Emerald People's Utility District and Pacific Power 
\ ' 

NW Nat4ral Gas 
J j 

·· ... Coms;ast 
•, 

Private 

On-site Septic Systems 

Community water system operated by Willamette Water Company 
and Individual wells 
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Goal12- Transportation: To provide and encourage a safe, convenient and 
economic transportation system. 

FINDINGS: Detailed findings in demonstrating compliance with Goal 12 are included 
below. Those findings are incorporated by reference herein. 

Goal13 --Energy Conservation: To conserve energy. 

Land and uses developed on the land shall be managed and controlled so as to 
maximize the conservation of all forms of energy, based on sound economic 
principles. 

FINDINGS: The County has evaluated the energy consequences a~b6ve in detailed 
findings. Those findings demonstrate conformance with Goal 13 P6d ar€Hncorporated 
by reference herein. 

Goal14- Urbanization: To provide for an orderly and.efficient transition from 
rural to urban land use. / · 

FINDINGS: The County is proposing amendments'thal inclugean exception to Goal 
14. Detailed findings are made above and incorporated by reference herein that 
demonstrates compliance with Goal 14. 

Goals 15 to 19 - Willamette Greenwaya.nd Coastal Goals 
/ 

FINDINGS: These five goals are not applic~ple as fhey dea! with resources that are not 
present on the subject property and the proposed. amendments will not affect the RCP 
compliance with these Goals. 
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SECTION VIII Findings -Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) 

OAR 660-012-0060 

Plan and Land Use Regulation Amendments 

(1) If an amendment to a functional plan, an acknowledged comprehensive plan, 
or a land use regulation (including a zoning map) would significantly affect an 
existing or planned transportation facility, then the local government must put in 
place measures as provided in section (2) of this rule, unless the amendment is 
allowed under section (3), (9) or (1 0) of this rule... // 

Analysis of Section (1) 

FINDINGS: In working with the State (DLCD and ODOT) in rega~d:,;o this pmposal, it 
became clear that both agencies believe based on the analys~~ provided that th!3 
proposal demonstrates that there will not be any significaofaffebf'as allowed undex 
Section (1). • · 

/ (. 
//' (,", 

The information below includes a review of the ackr'ldWI~dgegLan~ County 
Transportation System Plan adopted in 2004 and quantifie~ th·e reasonable worst case 
trip generation scenario under the existing and proposed zohlng. 

The Unincorporated Community of Goshehi, 
(/ .. \\\ .. > .. • 

The Unincorporated Community of Goshen h~\!oc~t¢d app~pximately two miles from the 
Eugene-Springfield Urban Gmwth Boundary ~~-tljefinterc!iahge of 1-5 and Highway 58. 
The community is primarily s~ryed by Highway.99, a state facility that traverses the 

j .· .. ·. \ . 

area. A railroad line runs p~rallel to\ptighway 99\~9q"also serves the existing industrial 
area. The location of tlje transportation facilities)p~fether with the historical use has 
influenced the land use patterns il) ttl is area. TrMfollowing table summarizes the 
existing land use zones in ttlecofnfnunity. 

Table 1: Existing land us~-pattern·< /.! 

Zone /< Parcel Numo~rs // Total 
. <1.0 acre 115 acres 5-15 acres >15 acres Zoned 
(sfnall) (Moderate) (Large) (very large) Area 

Rl 7 < A. a 8 3 325.90 
RC 7 ·•··. ·· . . f< 5 -- -- 17.57 
RR1 16 _) ___ /' 7 -- -- 26.32 
RR2 22 7 -- -- 27.16 
RR5 -- 9 -- -- 36.27 
RPF 2 1 -- -- 10.28 
Total Goshen Community area land 443.50 
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Table 1 shows that the majority of lands (76%) within the community of Goshen are 
zoned Rural industrial (RI). The primary objective of the Goshen project is to expand 
the size of allowed land uses for the existing Rl zoned industrial lands west of 1-5 within 
the community of Goshen, 316.51 42 acres. 

The County TSP 

Lane County has an acknowledged TSP, adopted in 2004. Through the TSP adoption 
process, trip generation for individual County roads and their improvement needs were 
examined. The adopted TSP indicates that extensive consideration was given to the 
potential for trips from developed and committed areas including Goshen,(analysis 
included the existing exception areas including the 35 unincorporated s;olnmunitjes). 
On pages 60-61 of the TSP, it is noted that the TSP update work "involved re-examining 

/ / ·. 
the data for each developed and committed area as to zoning, thf:) fuimberof built upon 
and vacant parcels, estimating the number of parcels that could be re-divided, and 
estimating the number of parcels that could be rezoned to hjgher dehsity." Later it 
states that "based upon building permit activity, it was est[matedthat approximately 300 
additional parcels had been developed since the 1996 .analysis, resulting in · 
approximately 1, 500 vacant parcels remaining in developed and committed areas that 
could be developed outside of urban growth boundti'rk7s." Ad9itiQ!lally it is noted that, 
"while a more extensive time consuming analysis could 6e~done for a small number of 
areas, it would not be expected to result in significant change$ in the,estimates for 
purposes of this analysis ... ". · ·· · 

. ' ~ 

' \\ 
As indicated above, the TSP includes<cons'ideration ofthe land use trends and 
scenarios for the existing Industrial zoned lci'Qqs ii').Goshen) 'With the specific attention 
given to unincorporated communities, the TSR·d6es not identify any traffic issues nor 
needed improvements in the ~Goshen area. · 

,/·. ,·' · .. \ \ ,, 
/ ' ' 0 \\ •• \. /:'. \.I 

} ; \ ' 

Trip Generation Manual Review 1 • 

The Rural Industrial designaticm in the Unincorporated Community of Goshen exists 
primarily as a result of the timberrelated industries long established in this community. 
While' some properties are.still operating with timber related uses, other properties have 
evolved to different allowed ir~dustrtaluses. During the previous decades of vibrant 
timber harvesting activity in ~~me County and surrounding area, the Goshen Community 
hosted several ti111ber related pompanies and activities. In a statewide effort to permit 
continued industrial use of these types of rural industrial properties the Oregon 
Legislature adopted a Statute, ORS 197.719(3), which allows "any level of industrial 
use" on abandoned or d(minished mill sites. This provision is codified in Lane Code 
Chapter 16.292(o) as listed below, and is applicable to the Rl zone in Goshen 
(emphasis added). 

42 
The total Rl zoned land in Goshen is roughly 325.90 acres. There are two tax lots east of 1-5 that are zoned Rl 

that are not included in the proposal. These two tax lots are 9.39 acres in size. This leaves the remaining acreage 
west of 1-5 as 316.51 acres. 
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As a basis for estimating the level of traffic included in the adopted TSP, the trip 
generation rates for various land uses allowed in the Rural Industrial zone are reviewed 
below. The ITE Trip Generation Manual 81

h Edition is used and several categories of 
land use trip generation are included that are relevant for the existing and proposed 
zoning. These specific categories are briefly described in the endnote sectioni. 

Table 2· Lane Code permitted uses 
Lane Code Code Description Examples ITE Trip Rate 

Code 
AM '. PM 

16.292(3)(a) 1. Primary processing of Quarry, 140 9.30/acre ·· .. 921/acre 
/ 

forest or farm products Logging / .. · 

16.292(3)(b) 2. Small-scale, low Small 130 8:29/aCre 8.67/acre 
impact manufacturing, businesses 

/ .. ·. 
··. 

assembling, processing, 
and packaging storage, Finished 1?0 6.41/acre 4:22/acre 
wholesale distribution, Goods 

/ 

testing repairing (up to / 

150 ( 40,000 sq ft) Warehouse/ .. .8.34/acre 8.77/acre 
16.292(3)( d) 3. Lumber Yards Lumber Store· 812 /< 4.16/1000 5.56/1000* 
16.292(3)( c) 4. Forest or farm Small scale X X X 

equipment storage yards, .. 
·•. . .• sales, rentals or repair / 

16.292(3)(e) 5. Associated sale and ,./)ll,cluded in X /'.··X X 
administrative offices i ,/ · \1\or 2 

16.292(3)(0) 6. Any level of industrial Mill, Ric,mt etC: 140/ \ 9.30/acre 9.21/acre 
/ 

uses on abandon or \ / ( \ 
diminished mill sites. \ 

\ 
/ '-' \ \ / 

// \ ,_, \_ /'') 

The trip rates shown ab9'1i.eare mo~tty based on )an acreage parameter. For a planning 
level analysis like this ,tan acreage parameter4~is/appropriate for trip estimation. Where 
an acreage parameter is nolavailable, a floor area parameter is used with an assumed 
built-up area44

. for simplicity, tile most intense trip rate (in bold) is used regardless of 
type of parall)efer. 

Under the~'~urrent Rl zoning\'there i~ no minimum property size requirement. In theory, 
the property caf1 be as small)~s 1 acre, or less. However, since property size plays a 
significant role in land use qnoice, it is imperative to examine various property sizes and 
land use possibilities allow~d under the existing zoning to arrive at a reasonable worst 
case scenario. Five SLjCh scenarios of property sizes and land uses are reviewed 
below. Ultimately, the{County is utilizing Scenario 4 as detailed below. 

43 Employees and Gross Floor Area are other possible parameters. Since these parameters are typically not 
available until development stage, acreage parameter is used where possible. 
*44 For the Lumber yard trip rate, that rate is per 1000 square feet of Gross Floor Area. The assumed built-up area 
is 30,000 sq. ft., of structure, in conformance with ITE code 812, on a 10 acre property, 
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s cenario 1: Various existing property sizes (1 to 114-acre) 
Area Potential Land Use (as indexed in the above table 2) 

Size Land use4
b (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) Worst 

Trip Rate 9.3 8.77 5.56/1000* -- -- 9.3 case 
Small 5.51 x46 48 X X X X 48 
Moderate 40.00 X 351 X X X 372 372 
Large 71.00 567 535 16747 X X 567 734 
Very 200.00 1860 X X X X 1860 1860 
Large 

Total 316.51 Total trips 3014 

s cenario 2: Minimum property size scenario (<1 acre) .. // 
Area Potential Land Use (as indexed in the above table 2) 

Size Land use (1) (2) (3) (4) <_:) < / (6) ·. 
Trip Rate 9.3 8.77 5.56/1000* -- I/ 9.3 

Small 316.51 X 2776 X X /K .x 
Total 316.51 ."' / 

/ .· ··· .. Total trips 
. /:· 

s cenario 3: Moderate sized properties (1-5 acre) , ( 
Area Potential Land Use (as indexed irrthe aboye table 2) 

Size Land use (1) (2) (3) (4) . /(5) (6) 
Trip Rate 9.3 8. 77 5.56/1 000* -- I' -:.- 9.3 

Moderate 316.51 X 2776 • X X X_ /2})~4 
Total 316.51 ./· r ... ·r6tal trips 

s cenario 4: Large property size (5-15(:~r~~)\ ,/)' /' ( ·.· 

Area Potential Land Use (as. tnaexed in/the above tabl~_ 
Size Land use (1) • (2) (3)\" (4) (5) (6) 

Trip Rate 9,8/' 8.717, 5.56/1 doo* -- -- 9.3 
Lan:::~e 316.51 /2.'851 26~'8.1 167 \'< / X X 2851 
Total 316.51 (I • // . · Total trips 

· .. · // . .> .•.. 

Scenario 5: Very l(;lrge property size (>15 acres) 

Size Land use 

Very 
Large 

1 
• . Trip Rate 

1··. 3.16.51 

·· ... 

PotentiaLLand Use (as indexed in the above table) 
"(1) 
9:·a\ 
294~~ 

n 
/ ,' 

/ 
/' / 

. 

(2)··._/ 
8.rl7 
2776 

(3) (4) (5) (6) 
5.56/1 000* -- -- 9.3 

X X X 2944 

1
, Worst 

1<. case 
2776 
2776.· 

Worst 
case 

.... 

2944 
2944 

Worst 
case 

3018 
3018 

Worst 
case 

2944 

·•. ·./:• 45 
Index used: 1. Quarry, logging; forest or farm related; 2. Small business, finished goods, warehouse; 3. Lumber 

yards; 4. Small scale forest r~lated sales rentals; 5. Associated sale and administrative offices; 6. Mill, Plants 
46 

An X indicates an unlikely land use, either unsuitable due to property size or business requirements. 
47

The lumber yard trips are assumed to only be developed on 10 out of the 71 acres in the Large property size 
category. This rate is added to the highest rate from the other categories, based on the remaining 61 acres to 
determine the reasonable worst case. 
*For the Lumber yard trip rate, that rate is based on 1000 square feet of Gross Floor Area. The assumed built-up 
area is 30,000 sq. ft. of structure, in conformance with ITE code 812, on a 10 acre site. 
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II Total 316.51 Total trips I 294411 
The above trip comparisons for various property sizes and land uses indicate that the 
Goshen Rural Industrial zoned lands, if used as currently allowed per Lane Code, could 
generate up to 3,018 trips during the peak hour as a reasonable worst case scenario. 

Proposed Zone Change 

The primary purpose of the proposed change in zoning is to promote regional economic 
growth and to accommodate primarily larger industrial land uses focusing on 
manufacturing, and accessory industrial service uses to serve the needs ofJhese 
primary uses. The zones are intended to buffer incompatible industrial d~velopments 
from other zones, while providing a quality environment for businesse~ ~nCJ employees. 

Two new zones are proposed, specifically a General Industrial (GI).zone and a Light 
Industrial (LI) zone. There are 316.51 acres of the existing Rural Industrial lands are 
proposed to be rezoned. The envisioned General Industrial tone will contain a number 
of urban levels of industrial uses. They are anticipated to. be characterized by primarily 
manufacturing uses. The Light Industrial zone is very;;ifnilar to the existing Ru~al 
Industrial zoning with some variations, including allo)Aiing urbali levels of industrial 
development/use. It is intended to provide for primarily inqusJrial service uses: 

/ ,'" 

It is assumed that properties on the east side of Highway 99 (\(Vhere 5!Xisting property 
sizes are generally smaller and total 83.07/acres) will be light industrial uses. The 
existing larger properties on the west offiig~way 99 (totaling 23~3A4 acres) are 
proposed for General Industrial devel6pme~twhereJ~e llliniiJlum property size is 
proposed to be 35 acres. The worst case trip\~mgly'sis for th€rproposed zoning is based 
on the 233 acres being divided into 6 propertl~s 6(35 acrE3~{ or a combination of 
properties around 35 acres ip size .. The followlr')g are possible land uses for the west 
side parcels under the G~nerallndu~trial zone.\\ 

,/ /; ) 
,.- / / 

For the General Industrial zone tvyd scenarios are analyzed. 

s . 6 G cenano en era II d t. I n us na zon~ d eve opmen t 
Land Use Land · ... Max# of .·ITE Trip Peak 

Area \properties Code Rate Hour 
( ' \ 

I • trips ·. I • 

Industrial 233.44 6 110 8.77/ac. 2047 
I 

Services ac; 
Manufacturing 233.44./ 6 140 9.3/ac. 2166 

ac. / 
Special 233.44 -- -- -- --
District facility a c. 
Maximum possible trips in this scenario 2,166 
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Scenario 7: Mixed General Industrial zone development 
Land Use Land Max.# of ITE Trip Rate Peak 

Area properties Code Hour 
trips 

Industrial 93.44 3 110 8.77/ac. 819 
Service a c. 
Manufacturing 140.0 4 140 9.3/ac. 1302 

a c. 
Maximum possible trips in this scenario 2,121 

' 
The following table lists land uses for the east side parcels under the lnqu~tri~l Light 
zone. One scenario is analyzed. · · 

s . 8 I d t . I L' ht cenano n us na lg zone /! 

Land Use Land Max.# of ITE Trip Rate Peak 
Area properties Code 

/~:· 
/Hour 
trips 

Industrial 83.07 83 110 8.771~6. 729 ( ' ~,, 

Service a c. (/ 
.. 

'"', / 

Maximum possible trips in this scenario '{ 't29 \ 

Utilizing Scenario 6 for the proposed Generc:1llndustrial zoned ~rop~rfy, together with 
Scenario 8 for the proposed Light lndustr~~~~ zonec:J property, the·.'Jl~xfmum number of 
trips anticipated from the two new zone$/i~,2,895 trips; the sum bf 2,166 trips in the 
General Industrial zone and 729 trips il1 LighJ·Jndu~tMal zone.) 

/// / 

(:/ 
Conclusion \ 

,.//_,- \ 

// \\ \\ .. 

The above analysis dernohstrates t~1~1t the existi~~ R·~ral Industrial zone could produce 
about 3,018 trips as a r6asc:mable y/drst case s~~nario. The proposed zoning has the 
potential to generate 2,895 trips ..,as a reasonable worst case scenario. The proposed 
change in zoning generates a·rE~duced intensity of traffic as contemplated by the 
adopted Coul)t{TSP, andis thereforeponsistent with the TSP. 

/ ,/~~c // '•"-<'\~. _.,' '> '~ .. '> / • 
This anal{sis is not meant to. produce exact trips or review the adequacy of the existing 
facilities, butn1erely an effo~ ~o quantify traffic volume based on existing allowable land 
uses. ! · 

. . 
In conclusion, Lane Code can allow up to 2,983 trips from the industrial zoned lands 
within the Unincorporated Community of Goshen while remaining consistent with the 
current TSP. The requirement Section (1) to not create a significant affect in the newly 
amended TPR is satisfied. 
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ALTERNATIVE FINDINGS: 

In the alternative, in addition to conformance with Section (1) above, the County finds 
conformance with the provision allowed in Section (9) as discussed below. 

The TPR, OAR 660-012-0060, requires for an amendment to a comprehensive plan or 
land use regulation (including a zoning map) a determination to be made if there will be 
a significant affect to an existing or planned transportation facility "unless the 
amendment is allowed under section (3), (9) or (1 0) of this rule." Specifically, the 
County will address section (9) of the TPR below and demonstrate that the proposed 
amendments are allowed according to this section, and therefore do not b~\le a 
significant affect. ·~ .. · 

Section (9) of the TPR states: 

(9) Notwithstanding section (1) of this rule, a loca! .goyernment may find 
that an amendment to a zoning map does not sjgnificantly affect an 
existing or planned transportation facility if all of the following 
requirements are met. . ·· 
(a) The proposed zoning is consistent with'the ~xh:~ting ,comprehensive 

plan map designation and the amendment doe~ not change the 
comprehensive plan map; ·. .. .· 

(b) The local government has anacknowledged TSP an.d ~he proposed 

zoning is co~sistent with t~~T~P; and .. ( ·~··· · 
(c) The area subJect to the zohmg'iroap amendment was not exempted from 

this rule at the time of an urban\gro~tt{·boun~ary amendment as 
permitted in OAR 660-024-0020(1)(d)~ or the area was exempted from 
this rule but the lpgal goyernmeni.has a subsequently acknowledged 
TSP amendmentthat accounted for ·urbanization of the area. 

/ . ) i \ \/ . 
/ ,! ) 

It is important to note hE3fe that in utilizing sectioh(9) of the TPR, the test required to be 
met is a consistency test. If this ~onsistency is found, then the significant affect test is 
met, without th~ need for any further analysis. 

Before addre;ssing the speCific requ,irements of this section, a brief review of the 
developni€mtof section (9) i~'provided because this is a brand new section of the rule, 
effective January 1, 2012 th~t;has not yet been applied. 

BACKGROUND 

The County has track'cl the adoption of the new TPR regulations. As part of the 
adoption process, the State of Oregon Department of Land Conservation and 
Development (DLCD) provided a memo to the Land Conservation and Development 
Commission (LCDC) dated November 30, 2011. This memo provides the following 
background: 
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"In the second half of 2010, the commission heard concerns that the combination 
of TPR 0060 and highway mobility standards contained in the Oregon Highway 
Plan (OHP) was having unintended consequences. At the same time, the 
Oregon Deparlment of Transporlation (ODOT) was working on rulemaking to 
implement House Bi/13379 (2009), which sought to give local governments 
additional options for complying with the OHP when rezoning to 
accommodate economic development projects. In recognition of the 
interrelated nature of the TPR and OHP, the commission appointed three 
members to serve on a joint-subcommittee with two commissioners from the 
0 TC. (Emphasis added) 

'"!/_f.' ' 

The joint-subcommittee held three meetings to gather informati9n~abouUhe 
issues, including three hours of public testimony, and reviewed,over 35 pieces of 
written testimony. From this testimony the joint-subcommitt'e conoll)ded that the 
TPR and OHP lead to unintended consequences as locar'governmi:mt try to 
balance multiple objectives. This was noted especialfYlntwoareas: economic 
development and compact urban development. Thf:Jjoinf--subcommittee , ·· .. · 
recommended five highest priority issues to b.e/addressed in amendmfJrils to 
both the TPR and OHP, and recommended tl]at the pro.cesses to address both 
be closely coordinated. r /] .• 

/ . 
,~/' / 

A. TPR Amendments / B. OHP Am'endm~nts 
A 1. Exempt rezonings consisteht\ 81. Exempt prqposa/s with small 

with comprehensive plan/ map increase in' traffic 
designations \ BJ.~~Use aytfrage trip generation, not 

A2. Practical mitigation for \ \ ./ reas6riable worst case 
economic developmentprojects \ •83. Streamline alternate mobility 

A3. Exempt upzoningsin ur6~11 centers\\ /standard development 
A4. Address traffi{at time o~/tirban 8~~/ Corridor or area mobility standards 

growth bouhdary(UGE:Jrexpansion '85. Standardize a policy framework for 
A5. Technical clarifications: considering measures other than 

tran~porlation systenrplan (TSP) volume to capacity ratios (vic) 
upd,ate and ml)ltiple planniog~ 

/P.efiods ·. \.\ · 
/' . \. 

"-- ! '·~ ··.,. \ ', 

(Emphasis Added) H 
The full recommendation is available online at: 
http://www. oregon.gcfv!L CD/docs/rulemaking/2009-11/TPR/Recommendation-
Final.pdf ·.. 1 

• 

The commission received the recommendation at its April 21, 2011 meeting and 
agreed to initiate rulemaking. The commission approved appointing the RAG to 
develop draft rule amendments. OTC received the recommendation at its April 
20, 2011 meeting and agreed to initiate an amendment to the OHP. 
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At the same time, concerns about TPR 0060 and OHP were being presented in 
the Oregon Legislature. After LGDG and OTG accepted the recommendations 
from the joint-subcommittee, Senate Bill 795 was enacted. This bill directed 
LGDG and OTG to address the items listed in the recommendation, and to 
complete the amendments by January 1, 2012. 

The RAG prepared proposed rule amendments that address items A 1, A2 and 
A3 from the joint-subcommittee recommendation by adding three new sections to 
TPR 0060 and making several changes in existing sections. 

The RAG discussed how transportation should be addressed in a JH3/3 
expansion (A4) and concluded that the existing rules are appropriate. Under 
current rules a city is required to complete general transportap()n aralysis as part 
of evaluating alternative expansion areas, but may choose)fyfJeferdetailed 
analysis of traffic congestion. The RAG determined that thfsflexibilitywas 
appropriate and no amendments were needed. The teChnical clarifications (A5J 
were not addressed due to the short time avai/abl~/and because they were a . 
lower priority since they are not significant policyissues. · 

/ 

While the RAG was working on amendments to TPR 0[)60, ODOT was working 
to develop amendments to the OHP in response t6 the joint-subcommittee 
recommendation. ODOT reported regularly on the OHP work Jq the RAG, and 
RAG members provided feedback .to ODOT. While the RA(>was generally 
supportive of the work on the OfjP,)t did notparticipate iiJ>}he details of drafting 
the OHP amendments and did :hot ta.ktJ forma/action on the proposed 
amendments. OTG released a pub!i6}eview draft of the OHP amendments on 
September 21, and held a hearing No~i3niber 16. lJLGD staff testified in support. 
ODOT accepted writtf}ncomments thro4!fJh November 21. A revised draft is 
anticipated in earlr,JJiJcembe(pnd the o·r:c; will consider adoption of the 
amendments Depember 21."/ · · 

As highlighted above, the issues 'of exempting rezones that are consistent with 
comprehensive plan map designations and for providing practical mitigation for 
economic deyeiopment projects were high priorities for the adoption of the new TPR 
rules. Th~DLCD memo ret~rence9 above also detailed specific concerns in regard to 
various sections. In particul~r. the portion of the memo on section (9) lays out the intent 
of the new language. The m:emo states that the new language of section (9) responds 
to concerns raised by local governments for rezones when the proposal is consistent 
with the comprehensive plari map designation and the TSP. 

The language for section (9) adopted by LCDC is the option that provides the most 
objective standards, (option 1A, with a minor exception of language added to (b) that is 
discussed below). Option 1A was intended to be a "bright line" test that does not 
require an evaluation of the specifics of an acknowledged TSP. 
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The language is stated by DLCD staff in the memo to "permit[s] a local government to 
approve a zone change if the new zone is consistent with the comprehensive plan map 
designation and that the local government has an acknowledged TSP, even if the new 
zone allows more traffic-intensive uses." It does not require anv inquirv into the 
effects of the zone change or the content of the TSP. This options (sic) was supporled 
by many members of the RAG because it is vel}' simple, relies on clear and objective 
criteria, and respects the status of an acknowledged plan map." (Emphasis added) 

A concern is expressed in the memo in the first full paragraph on page 7 that appears to 
be a concern of DLCD. It is stated that: 

/ 

/ 

" ... there are other circumstances where the acknowledged com{JrtJHensilll! plan 
and TSP would not be adequate grounds for a zone change, c:gfd1ht.JS the broad 
exemption of Option 1 could cause problems. Many local governments apply a 
variety of zones (with a range of transporlation impacts) wilhin a single 
comprehensive plan map designation. For example, gtii(lndusttial" 
comprehensive map designation could be imp/emel)ted by a heavy industria/ ione 
(low traffic generation), a light industrial zone (m9r$fraffic), a business parl{-'i.one 
(high traffic) or a hybrid industrial-commercia/ zone that ·alfows large format retail 

,.,..-: 'l" ., . ··, '· . ' 

(vel}' high traffic). Option 1 would allow rezohing.between any of these zones 
without any transportation analysis, even when the/frafiic analysis in the 
TSP was based upon the lower level of traffic generation, and the rezoning 
would allow the highest level." (~lllphasis added) · · . ... /< .. · 

f' \ 

./:~ J// \ \ /'/ 

Again, the option adopted by LCDC is/option 1A as it is laid out in the memo, with the 
minor exception of language added to (b) th'at.is d.is~ussed)>:elow. It is clear from the 
language cited above, that section (9) does rit>trequire an~inquiry into the content of the 
TSP, it respects the acknowl!;3dged plan map, ·~v1d even allows a new zone that would 
allow a higher level of tr~~ic( )) \\ 

/ .. ··. Jj t'. 
Language was added to Option 1~/in section (9)(b) by LCDC during the adoption 
process. In addition to the proposed option 1A language that stated "(b) The local 
government has,.an acknowledg~d TSP", LCDC added "the proposed zoning is 
consistent wi}h)he TSP'',. ·It is critic~ I to.note here that the language added is 
significantly (lifferent fromth~ language that was proposed as part of option 2. The 

F, ·, \ '\ ! / , 

language/ofoption 2 stated thpt "The proposed zoning is consistent with the TSP 
assumptions about develop~ent of the area of the proposed amendment." (Emphasis 
added) The adci'pted sectiqn)9)(b) language does not include the more specific 
language detailingareql)i(efnent to demonstrate consistency with the assumptions of 
theTSP. /,· 

At the LCDC adoption hearing for the revised TPR rules, and in transcribing the 
deliberations from the hearing, Lane County finds that this proposal is consistent with 
the intent of the language in section 9. It is clear that the intent of LCDC was to allow 
local governments to determine consistency with their own TSP's. As stated by 
Commissioner Jenkins during the deliberations " ... to be consistent with the TSP, local 
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jurisdictions [should] be given the flexibility to develop findings to demonstrate how the 
proposed amendment would be consistent. I think by its nature it has to be consistent 
with the TSP. What does that mean? You know, is it 20%? I think you're right, you 
make a finding that it is consistent as a part of the decision making process and we 
don't define what that consistency is. We run the risk of someone else defining what it 
is for us, but I think as long as the local jurisdiction is making a finding that it is 
consistent with the TSP, then that's the policy that we want to advocate for in our 
process." 

Additionally, Commissioner Macpherson stated at the hearing that "We exp!icitly state 
what has been previously an implicit assumption that there is a consisten,~cy . 
requirement. But we haven't tried to define what it is, we have left that.t6 futu're work, 
basically in findings that the local government adopts ... We aren't goihg to try to chart 
the course any further." // · 

DLCD staff Matt Crawl clarifies in the deliberations, that in determining consistenGY with 
the adopted TSP, if there is nothing that is specifically inconsistent, then it is deelrJed 
consistent. He stated that "I think most often when we/s§.y what does consisteqcy 
mean, we end up defining it in the negative. Not incp~sistent.clf you could show 
something in the TSP that is inconsistent with the ph::>pb~ed zpr)iri~, then that's not 
consistent... So I would propose as an example of that, ldjd,work for a small 
community for a long time. We had a TSP, but it wasn't baseo on any kind of travel 
model where we plugged into the comput~r to try to find out how IT) any people. We just 
simply said whatever our traffic levels qr~tqdaythey will probab)ygrow by about 1% per 
year. So if you came along with a rezoning,, is that sonsisten! with our TSP? Sure! 
There is nothing in there that's inconsistent. ·\~here'isnothipg in the TSP where we 
made a particular assumption about that property~or projectfons." 

\ ,~ 
\ \ 
\ 

Local governments have the necessary knowledg~/of their own comprehensive plans 
and transportation system plans. A~ .part of a lo¢ai government's comprehensive plan 
and TSP adoption, the/TSP must b~ consistentwlth all elements of the comprehensive 
plan, including the plan map designations. Acknowledgement of a local government's 
comprehensive plan and TSP, having gone through a rigorous adoption and 
acknowledge)ljent process, is the only~proof needed for a local government to exercise 
its discretiprfcmd find that tq~ proposed zone change is consistent with the 
comprehensiy~ plan and TSP, therefore not having any significant affect on any 
transportation facility. Secti~n (9) as adopted recognizes the legal status of an 
acknowledged cbrnprehen~ive plan and acknowledged TSP. A requirement to 
reanalyze any assumptions or methodology of a TSP after it has been acknowledged 
when a zone change i? proposed that is consistent with the comprehensive plan 
designation that was 6sed as the basis for the TSP in not contemplated under the 
language in (9)(b). Additionally, it is clear that a TSP does not need to include a 
detailed traffic analysis for the specific area of the amendment to be consistent with the 
proposed zoning. 
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Analysis of Section (9) 

Section (9) provides for a local government to find that there is no significant affect for 
an amendment to a zoning map if certain requirements are met. The County has 
determined that based on the findings below, the proposed zoning map amendment 
does not significantly affect an existing or planned transportation facility in conformance 
with OAR 660-012-0060(9). 

Section (9)(a) requires the County to demonstrate that: 

1. The proposed zoning is consistent with the existing comprehensiv~·plaQ map 
designation; and / . 

2. The amendment does not change the comprehensive plan m/ap.' 

The County's adopted and acknowledged Comprehensive Plan ~~p desig~ates the 
subject site as Industrial (1). The proposed zoning is General.lndusfrial (GI), and Light 
Industrial (LI). These two new proposed zoning classifications are consistent with,the 
existing Industrial comprehensive plan map designatiop:/ ( · 

/ 

The proposed amendment does not propose, or recf~lrea chsm9~·to the existing 
comprehensive plan map. The proposed Gland Ll zoning ~te'consistent with the 
Industrial designation, therefore no change is necessary. The County 90ncludes that 
subsection (9)(a) is satisfied. ·. / 

~//~~~:"\\\ 
Section (9)(b) requires the County to dem6~~trate t~at: 

1. The local government has an acknowl~.pgeqT'SP; and 
2. The proposed zoning is consistent with

1
the TSP. ( • 
\ 

/~" ,-/ \ >-_ \-\ 

The County TSP was adopted by the\Board of County Commissioners on May 5, 2004. 
The State of Oregon Department of;lbnd Conseh(afion and Development 
Acknowledged the TSP oh June 1/2004. ThelfSP was effective June, 4, 2004. 

At the time of adoption, and during preparation of the TSP, the subject properties were 
designated I1Jdustrial on the Comp~eh~nsive Plan map. As such, the TSP considered 
industrial d~velopment on tl)~ prop~lties. Therefore, this criterion is satisfied. 

( . - . ( _· 

\' 

Again, as stateq above, as P~.H: of a local government's comprehensive plan and TSP 
adoption, the TSP must be p'onsistent with all elements of the comprehensive plan, 
including the plan map d~signations. Acknowledgement of a local government's 
comprehensive plan a.ncf TSP, having gone through a rigorous adoption and 
acknowledgement proCess, is the only proof needed for a local governmentto exercise 
its discretion and find that the proposed zone change is consistent with the 
comprehensive plan and TSP, therefore not having any significant affect on any 
transportation facility. 
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The County concludes based on the above findings that through adoption of the TSP 
the existing Industrial zoned lands in Goshen were included. With the detailed analysis 
included in the TSP specific to unincorporated communities, it is significant that the TSP 
does not identify any traffic issues and only identifies minor needed improvements for 
the Goshen area. If the build out of the existing Industrial land would have been found 
to cause impacts beyond what the existing transportation infrastructure could have 
accommodated, then additional significant improvements would have been identified. 
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SECTION IX Findings - Plan Amendment Approval 

LC 12.050 Method of Adoption and Amendment 

(1) The adoption of the comprehensive plan or an amendment to such plan 
shall be by an ordinance. 

(2) The Board may amend or supplement the comprehensive plan upon a 
finding of: 

(a) an error in the plan; or "/, 
(b) changed circumstances affecting or pertaining to the pl~ri(or 
(c) a change in public policy; or //~< 
(d) a change in public need based on a reevaluation of}~ctors,Cl.ffecting the 

plan; provided, the amendment or supplement does not impaJrthe 
purpose of the plan as established by LC 12.095,above. , 

FINDINGS: The proposed amendments arewill;b~'adopted by ordinanc7/The 
amendments are based on a change in public;·pQiicy anq a change in public 
need. The policy change that forms the basis·for.the prdp9~ed amendments 
includes both the adoption of the Regional Prosperity<Etonomic Development 
Plan, and more recently the Lane County Strategic Plc:l~. Botfl..qf these 
documents detail policies for proviging opportunity for increc:t~d levels of 
economic development in the regipt),, ) ./ 

/ / . ( 
\ _,' '\·. \ / 

The change in public need is also dob~Jllel)t~d in th~ ~hove-referenced 
documents. There is a significant neecfto:efeate tliefopportunity for more job 
creation in the region./=[he,re-::evaluatioh<of many factors was taken into 
consideration in id~ntif'Ying thhi need inclu}lJI)glunemployment rates, income 

• / J • • ,, :0 

levels, etc. The proposed am¢ndments do not impair the purpose of the plan 
which states: · · ./' / c · 

"The Board shal/adopta .comprehensive plan. The general purpose of the 
comp~e6ensive plan is the fllJicljng of the social, economic, and physical 
devfJio/Jment of the'C:;ounty to pest promote public health, safety, order, 
conven~ence, prosper{ty and general welfare." 

'· .i 

Specificallythe prop9~ed amendments are focused on guiding the economic and 
physical developtl)eht of the County to promote prosperity and general welfare 
while not negaljv~ly impacting the public health and safety. The labor intensive 
nature of the uses is intended to create significant average job density as as 
discussed throughout these findings above and will be implemented by 
appropriate code provisions regulating employment density. 
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LC 16.012 Zone Classifications 

For the purpose of this chapter of Lane Code, the following zones are hereby 
established: 

FINDINGS: The text of Lane Code 16.012 is proposed to bo amended with this 
proposal by adding two new zoning districts, General Industrial (GI), and Light 
Industrial (LI). 

LC 16.014 Plan Designation and Zoning Maps 

(1) Official plan designation and zone maps for Lane County shall consist of 
county-wide maps and detailed township and range-bas~dnJaps. County
wide maps will indicate plan designation and zoning V!fh~te an entire 
township and range is in a single plan designation or zone. Detailed maps 
shall be maintained for each township and range (i:e., township 18, .south, 
range 05, west) that contains more than one plan/ or zone designation. lhe 
plan designation and zone boundaries depictecron the official map~ may 
be modified in accordance with the procedures set:forth in LC 16.015(1)
(3). 

·. 
(2) The official plan designation and zone maps shall be mail)tc;tined by the 

Planning Director in the offices ofthe Land ManagementDivision. A digital 
layer of the adopted plan and ~qne maps shall be maintained within the 
Lane County geographic infofmati.on system. These digital layers shall be 
identical to the official adopted paJ>.~r mjips but whenever a discrepancy 
arises between the digital layers and th:e adoptE{d paper maps, the paper 
maps shall be consis:Jered the authorit~tive source. 

\, -\ \\ \ ,~/' ', 

(3) Official ado pte~ ·rhaps will ~e 46 x 36 in'dhes overall and in full color. The 
scale of official maps sh~lfbe 1":1000( Working maps may be developed 
at a different size and sc'ale. 

(4) Each ad.9pted official m~p shall contain the following information: 

(a) <'Map locath)h,referer}c~ (i.e. Township 18, South, Range 05, West). 
(b) Location refer~nce map inset. 
(c) North arrow .. i 
(d) Plan designa.tion or zoning legend. 
(e) Sectibn legend. 
(f) Scale. · 
(g) Title (Official Lane County Plan Map; or Official Lane County Zoning 

Map; or Official Lane County Coastal Zoning Map). 
(h) Adoption/Revision tracking table containing: revision or adoption 

number, ordinance or order number, planning action number, 
effective date of map amendment and revision description. 
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(5) To the maximum extent feasible, plan designation and zone boundaries 
shall follow features recognizable or reproducible. Line preference shall be 
given to going from a known point to a known point (i.e., property corner, 
section corner, etc.). In the event a zone boundary does not or cannot 
conform to the above, angle points and intersection points of that 
boundary shall be annotated with the coordinates of the points or with the 
distance and bearing of the boundary. 

(6) Where uncertainty exists as to the boundaries of any zone shown upon the 
Zoning Map, the following rules shall apply: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

Boundaries indicated as approximately following the,ctimterHnes of 
streets, highways or alleys shall be construed to f9UoY.,.such 
centerlines. ,/ ·.;. 
Boundaries indicated as approximately following.property lines shall 
be construed as following such property linei:;. / 
Boundaries indicated as approximately f9lfowing the city limits shall 
be construed as following such city lirnits. // · 
Boundaries indicated as following r~Hrpad lin~~ and public utility 
easements and right of ways shall be cQnstr,t.Jed ~o be midway 
between the main tracks or the utility easeJriehts or the right of way, 
whichever is applicable. · > .. ·· .. 
Boundaries indicated as p~t:aUel to or extensiot:~~/olfeatures 
indicated in LC 16.014(~)(~f\~hrou~t1 (d) above ;;nail be so construed. 
Boundaries indicated a's/foll,qwing sJmr~lines shall be construed as 
following the ordinat:y low waterline(excep(where the body of water 
is specifically zoned Natural E,sty~ry (/NE:;R.cP), Conservation 
Estuary (/CE-~CP)or.Developlllent Estuary (/DE-RCP), in which case 
the boundar{shall b~'.·ponstrue~·~~Jollowing the ordinary high 
waterline,/ln the evept of a chang~·of high or low waterline, the 
boundary will folio)~'( that line nQ

1 
matter how it shifts. 

Where zones are separated by a river, lake, reservoir or other body of 
w~ter, the boundary between the zones shall be construed as being 
t~e centerline of such body of water. No matter how such centerline 

/ <may shift, th~ J>oundary shall remain the centerline as shifted. 
(h) ~xcept as he~ejnaftkr noted, where a zone boundary divides an 

Ownership of Property, unless the same is indicated by dimensions, 
milp coordin~\es or similar notation, the boundary shall be 
determinest·6y the use of the scale appearing on the Official Zoning 
Map. lri;the case of the /SN-RCP, /PW-RCP, /NRC-RCP, /RD-RCP, 
/MD-RCP, /DMS-RCP and /BD-RCP Zones and the /NE-RCP, /CE-RCP 
and /DE-RCP Zones, the boundaries shall be determined through 

(i) 
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covered by LC 16.014(6)(a) through (h) above, the Planning Director 
shall interpret the zone boundaries. 

(j) Treatment of Vacated Property. Where a public street or alley is 
officially vacated, the Zone requirements applicable to the property 
to which the vacated area becomes a part shall apply to the vacated 
property. 

(k) Where zoning boundaries follow the centerline of a public utility 
easement or railroad right of way that has been officially vacated or 
conveyed, the Zone requirements applicable to the property to which 
the vacated or conveyed area becomes a part shall apply to the 
vacated or conveyed area previously part of the easem~rifor right of 
way. Adjustments of zone boundaries due to a conv~yance 
described in LC 16.014(6)(k) shall occur only uponthe initial 
conveyance. Future conveyances or property li!l~ adjustments shall 
not change the zone boundaries. (Revised by Ordinance No. 7-87, 
Effective 6.17.87; 5-08, 7.11.08) · 

FINDINGS: Zoning designations for the uninco~p6rated community of G9shen 
are depicted on the Official Zoning Map number 18-03. c Revisions to Zone Map 
18-03 to implement the proposed amendments are\vill )ae m,ade in accordance 
with the requirements of LC 16.014. · ·" 

"" , 

LC 16.015 Amendments to the Lane Co.unty Plan Designation and Zoning Maps 

(1) 

(2) 

All amendments to the Lane c6~nty Zoning and Plan' Maps shall be made 
by Ordinance, for legislative mattet~ 1 and 'by Or~ef)or Ordinance, for quasi
judicial matters, of the Approval Autllofity as sp~cified in this chapter of 

I . 

Lane Code. \ 
/ / \,t\ '\\ //," 

The official adopted plan d~signation and zone maps shall be amended as 
< < / < ( 

follows: ·· · · · · 
// 

(a) A working copy of the map to be amended shall be modified and 

(b) 

(c) 

. ~iu1otated .to describe .the proposed amendments. 
/// ,·-

Upon the effeC~ive date of the adopted amendments, the Planning 
'- '', \'" 

Di.rector will P.r9duce an official paper map. This map will reflect the 
adopted am~ridments and will contain the information required in LC 
16.015(3) .• on the same date that the official paper map is created, 
the Planning Director will also update the corresponding map layer 
in the Lahe County geographic information systems to reflect the 
amendment. 

The Planning Director will maintain an historical digital copy of all 
zone and plan maps amended pursuant to LC 16.015(1) on 
permanent media, such as a CD. Metadata for these maps shall be 
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annotated to include the date range that the maps were in effect and 
the Ordinance or Order number which rendered the maps obsolete. 

(d) Outdated and amended paper maps shall be maintained in an 
historical map reference file in the Land Management Division. 

(3) Each time a plan designation or zone map is revised or a new map is 
created, that action shall be indicated by placing the ordinance or order 
number, effective date, planning action number and revision description in 
the revision tracking table of the amended map as shown in the following 
example: /·· 

//: .. 
J 

.~·· .... \. Ordinance or Date Planning Action 
Revision Revisjo6De~crip~ion Order Number Effective Number 

1 
2 

/ 
•. : •. 

Ord. #PA1246 7/11/2008 N/A Map created (plotwaps retir~d) 
Ord. #PA1320 11/26/2010 pa10-5218 18-03-:27.:00-.00301 'rezoned F2.to ML 

/ / 

FINDINGS: The proposed zone change is beiq~itnplelllented by ordinarice. 
Updates to the Lane County Geographic lnfqrt1l~tion Sy~tem (GIS) will be made 
to reflect these changes upon the effective date ofJhi~:9rdriance pursuant to 
LC16.015 and the tracking table on Official Zoning M~p number 1803 will be 
updated to reflect this change. 

/- ',' < 

LC 16.400(6)(h) Method of Adoption/c:t~~c('Arriendment 
f --~ \ '. 

\ \ 
\ \ 

Lane Code 16.400(6)(h) pertains to the poi!~Y /b~sis fort,h~ proposed plan 
amendment and the compliance of the prop(j'sill with(the Rural Comprehensive 
Plan and Statewide Planntn·g:Goals. \.\ 

/ \_ \ \ ' -'/ ,1 

/~~/· ).l \ /,,· 
(iii) The Board may arnend or supplement th~)Rural Comprehensive Plan upon 
making the following'findil1as:/ < 

(aa) For Major:.and Mino.r Amendments as defined in LC 16.400(8)(a) below, the 
I' ,, ',' .··. '" ·,, / ·•l 

Plan comp91jent or amend,ment m.e~ts all applicable requirements of local and 
state la~,,ii(cluding State\r(i~e Pl~lfning Goals and Oregon Administrative Rules. 

' \ 

FINDIN:G~:.As defin~~ below under LC 16.800(8), this re-adoption of proposal is 
considered a"Major,4~mendment" to the plan because it includes text 
amendmentsand)a reasons exception to Statewide Planning Goal14 that is not 
justified solely PJl the basis of the land's current state of development (already 
built upon) or commitment to a specific use (irrevocably committed). The 
relevant standards are addressed below. 

(bb) For Major and Minor Amendments as defined in LC 16.400(8)(a) below, the 
Plan amendment or component is: 
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(ii-ii) necessary to fulfill an identified public or community need for the intended 
result of the component or amendment; or 

FINDINGS: The current plan designation was applied to the property in 1984. 
Since that time many changes have taken place in the Community and the 
region. The industrial uses now in Goshen have been in existence for decades, 
and some for close to a century. Much of the acreage is devoted to the wood 
products industry or complementary uses, which historically dominated Lane 
County's economy, and in fact was long the sole manufacturing industry of any 
size in the county. While the wood products industry remains the ~itlgl~ largest 
component of county manufacturing, it has seen a 35% decline jn'.employ,ment 
between 2001 and 2010.48 Today, many of the Goshen properti~s are under
used, vacant, or have businesses that are shut down. Thr90gh the adoption of 
the Strategic Plan goal to transform the existing industrial iand in Goshen to 
support increased urban levels of industrial development, the BCC has identifieg 
a need in the community, to create more jobs and !hereby increase the tax .base 
of the County. This need is further established c;tsdiscussed in detail aboVe 
under Section II, Public Need, incorporated by reference herein. The intended 
result of the proposed exception and associated qmenl)rilemts is to provide for 
the increased level of urban industrial economic d~velopment to meet this 
identified need. .. ·· 

(iv-iv) necessary to provide for the iiJlpl~rnentation of adopt~d Plan policy or 
elements; or ·· · \ · · 

';' -\ //~ / ,," 

FINDINGS: The adopted plan policie8Jn !he RCP(support the Gfef9el;eEJ-

amendments. Specifipally Goal 9 in th~.RCP has the following applicable 
policies. \ \ 

! . 

/'/,·' /' ,/ /~~,// 

1. Within the framework o(these policies, the County shall encourage the 
diversification and growth of the local economy. Primary efforts will be in the 
followjng areas: 
a .. • Cooperation and particip,ation with efforts and programs established by 

/public agenci~s and p)Yyate concerns to promote and enhance economic 
development throughout the Countv. 

b. R(7cognition of;tf[le value of local resources such as timber and agricultural 
land$ as the primary source of raw materials for the manufacturing and 
proces$ings1Jctors of the economy. 

c. Establishment of land use policies that provide a supportive environment 
for industrial and commercial activities. 

48 Oregon Labor Market Information System for Lane County, www.qualityinfo.org, Oregon Employment 
Department 
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2 The County's primary responsibility in economic development shall be to 
ensure the necessary land area is available throughout the County and 
appropriate levels of service can be obtained, consistent with the needs of 
industry and commerce, the area and other County policy. 

4. Commercial and service facilities in rural, unincorporated communities shall 
be supported commensurate with increases in rural population and where 
necessary to insure continued operation of industrial activity. Such facilities 
shall be located within rural communities unless justified by appropriate plan 
amendment and exception to Statewide Planning Goals. 

7. New industrial development shall normally take place withinaf/optedl,Jrban 
Growth Boundaries, unless such development: /, 
c. Will be located in an area either built upon or committed to non resource 

use where necessary services can be provided; 
d. The industrial activity is dependent on a unique site-specific resource; 
g. Where a significant comparative advantage could be gained in locating in 

a rural area. Any development approveddnCJer this policy that requires a 
plan amendment shall be justified by ap exception to applicable Statewide 
Planning Goals. (Emphasis added) 1 · 

The above cited policies demonstrate the commitment of the qqunty to look out 
for the public interest by ensuring tpatyconomic activity is a prirnary goal. The 
f:H-I:::Jtltl-btltt amendment§ will impl~rp~htthe above policies: > · 

(: ','/ \ \ ', 

(v-v) otherwise deemed by the Board, for\r~as~>risbrie{ly"set forth in its decision, 
to be desirable, appropriate or proper. \\\/' // ·· 

\,, ,> 

\ \ 

FINDINGS: As st~te:dfhrougpput this r~p\or:t.Jmd detailed below, the BCC has 
deemed the proges.ed amen9tjlents to be/desirable, appropriate and proper. 
Those findings are incprpop~ted by refere'rice herein. 

LC 16.400(8) A~ditional Amendment Procedures 
/ 

/~/ 

(8) A8ditional Amendment .Provisions. In addition to the general 
pr6ce~ures set fortl\'i

1
n LC 16.400(6) above, the following provisions shall 

apply toany amendrt(ent of Rural Comprehensive Plan components. 
. r· • 

(a) Amendments,tg the Rural Comprehensive Plan shall be classified 
according to ti)Ef.following criteria: 

( .. 

(i) Minor Amendment. An amendment limited to the Plan Diagram only and, 
if requiring an exception to Statewide Planning Goals, justifies the 
exception solely on the basis that the resource land is already built upon or 
is irrevocably committed to other uses not allowed by an applicable goal. 
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(ii) Major Amendment. Any amendment that is not classified as a minor 
amendment. 

FINDINGS: The ~plan amendments are classified as a Major 
Amendment. The proposed amendments include an exception to Statewide 
Planning Goals and include text amendments to the RCP. 

(b) Amendment proposals, either minor or major, may be initiated by the 
County or by individual application. Individual applications shall be 
subject to a fee established by the Board and submitted pursua!lt to LC 
14.050. . . 

// 

FINDINGS: This is a major amendment, initiated by the County. 
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SECTION X Findings -Zone Change 

LC 16.004 Scope and Compliance 

(4) Prior to the zoning or rezoning of land under this chapter, which will result in 
the potential for additional parcelization, subdivision or water demands or 
intensification of uses beyond normal single-family residential equivalent water 
usage, all requirements to affirmatively demonstrate adequacy of long-term water 
supply must be met as described in LC 13.050(13)(a)-(d). 

FINDINGS: The requirements of LC 13.050(13)(a)-(d) provide for)qt~ or parcels 
to be served by a community water system or individual water vyejls. Go§hen is 
currently served by a community water system service by Willam~tte Water 

/'/ '" Company. A letter contained in the record dated August 8,2011 frqm the 
Willamette Water Company states that the Willamette Wat~rGompahy provides 
water services to the community and is able to provid,e service to meerthe urban 
levels of industrial uses proposed. Therefore, staff}inds that this criterion i§ i 

satisfied due to the existing water system that is,available and suitable for/use by 
i , I, 

the properties proposed for the zone change;/~, r ·. 

(5) Prior to the zoning or rezoning of land under this cJiapter, for lands situated 
within the designated community areas listed below, ari a,ffirmatjv~ conclusion 
stating the reasoning and facts relied 4pon, must be made th~fdf:msities allowed 
by the proposed rezoning are low e11opg~ to provide reasoiJable assurance that 
any existing sewage problems will not b~.Jurthe~~aggravateCI.by development of 
the subject property: \\\I /<// 

(c) Goshen. 
/ .. ·/' \·-\ \ J 

FINDINGS: The,re~re no knJ)Nn existing\,ewage problems within the community 
of Goshen. Thekefore, this)iriterion isnckapplicable. 

It is the il)tent of the Co~nty, as a part of the larger GREAT plan strategy to 
condup(asewer feasibilitytq d.~termine what level of sewage treatment is 
nesessary for ultimat~build ,9yt of the industrial lands in Goshen at an urban 
level of density. This \study is intended to evaluate potential options for providing 
sewer inQiuding on-sit~ltreatment, community system, or connection to a larger 

• • ·. . . . f ! • 

mumc1pal system. THe County finds that any new development under the 
amendments (3Ssocjated with the proposed exception would have to provide for 
adequate sewE3r treatment. The County believes that initially treatment could be 
provided througn on-site treatment systems, possibly utilizing new advanced 
technologies for such on-site systems. 

The intent of the County in this regard is demonstrated by the application for 
grants to fund this sewer feasibility study. The first grant the County applied for 
was in August of 2011. This grant was a technical assistance grant submitted to 
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DLCD. The County did not receive this grant. The second and most recent grant 
application was submitted to the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
on August 2, 2012. Both of these grants have proposed to fund a sewer 
feasibility study specifically for Goshen. 

LC 16.252 Procedures for Zoning, Rezoning and.Amendments to Requirements 

(1) 

(2) 

Purpose. As the Rural Comprehensive Plan foY·Lane County is 
implemented, changes in zone and other requirements of Jt)is chapter will 
be required. Such Amendments .shall be made in accor~ance with the 
procedures of this section. • . . · .· 

i \ '\ 

Criteria. Zonings, rezonings 'and ~hangc;}$/ln the/requirements of this 
\ . . / / 

chapter shall be enacted to achieve ·the general purpose of this chapter and 
shall not be contrary/to the public int~test. In addition, zonings and 
rezonings shall b~-consiste111t with the'~f?~9ific purposes of the zone 
classification propbsed, applicable Rural Comprehensive Plan elements 

•· . . / ! I . 

and components, and Ste}tewide Planning Goals for any portion of Lane 
County which has nOt been acknowledged for compliance with the 
Statewid.e.Pianning Goals by the Land Conservation and Development 
Comn:ti~sion. Any zoning .or r~zoning may be effected by Ordinance or 
0r9erof the Board.pJ CouptyCommissioners or the Hearings Official in 
actorc:Jc:mce with the

1
procedures in this section. 

[ j 

FINDINGS: The foii9Wing is the general purpose of this chapter. 

LC 16.003 Purpose 
( 

This chapter is designed to provide and coordinate regulations in Lane 
County governing the development and use of lands to implement the Lane 
County Rural Comprehensive Plan. To these ends, it is the purpose of this 
chapter to: 
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(1) Insure that the development of property within the County is 
commensurate with the character and physical limitations of the land and, 
in general, to promote and protect the public health, safety, convenience 
and welfare. 
(2) Protect and diversify the economy of the County. 
(3) Conserve the limited supply of prime industrial lands to provide 
sufficient space for existing industrial enterprises and future industrial 
growth. 
(4) Conserve farm and forest lands for the production of crops, livestock 
and timber products. .. 
(5) Encourage the provision of affordable housing in quantiti~.s;s:Ufficient to 
allow all citizens some reasonable choice in the selection 9.fJVplac~.to live. 
(6) Conserve all forms of energy through sound econom~c~llll~e of land 
and land uses developed on the land. /;/ · · · 
(7) Provide for the orderly and efficient transition from rural to Lirl;>an land 
use. 
(8) Provide for the ultimate development and arringement of efficie~t 

/ . 
public services and facilities within the Coul)ty, · 
(9) Provide for and encourage a safe, conv,.ehient and economic 
transportation system within the County. C • .. /; 
(10) Protect the quality of the air, water and land resources of the County. 
(11) Protect life and property in areas subject to flop~s, lara~slides and 
other natural disasters and hazards.. < // · 
(12) Provide for the recreation~t:needs ()f residents of/Lane County and 
visitors to the County. (/" \\ i .. .. ( 

(13) Conserve open space and prot~~t h,.is'toric, 9ulfural, natural and scenic 
resources. \\// (< 

\ ~- /~ 

(14) Protect, maintainnmd where appropriate, develop and restore the 
/ /' ' c_ \ '\ 

estuaries, coastal.~)16reland~, coastahl;>~ach and dune area and to 
/ .· I ' \ . ' ' 

conserve the n~arshore oc~an and COIJtinEmtal shelf of Lane County. 
/' ,,/' ' / / { 

( .. · / 

FINDINGS: There are J4 purpose statements in LC 16.003. The County finds 
that specjfically numbers ?1 3, and 4 above apply directly to this proposal. The 
propos;E!fd zone change is int~np~d to protect and diversify the economy of the 
Coynfy by allowing a wider r~l)ge and size of industrial uses on the existing 
indust(i~l designated '1

1
a,nd in( Goshen. As discussed below in this report the 

existing industrial desjgnated land in Goshen is prime industrial land and 
therefore sl)ould be 9ohserved for existing and future industrial expansion and 
growth. The propq~eCI rezone will conserve the existing prime industrial land to 
provide sufficient/space for expansion and future growth by more efficiently 
utilizing the exi~tlng land. Relating to conserving farm and forest lands for the 
production of crops, livestock and timber products the proposal to more efficiently 
utilize the existing prime industrial land could help limit the need to expand 
employment uses onto farm and forest land in the future for economic growth. 
This in turn could help to conserve these farm and forest lands for production of 
crops, livestock and timber products. 
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In regard to the language that states " ... rezonings shall be consistent with the 
specific purposes of the zone classification proposed.l." staff finds that the zone 
classification proposed is a new zone. The County two new 
industrial zones, the General Industrial (GI) and Light Industrial (LI) zones. 
These zones will allow urban levels of industrial development. The purpose of 
these zones as in the code language 'fffi:H'-H~ 
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The purpose of the Goshen Industrial zones are to promote economic growth 
and development that takes advantage of the significant compEJrf1tive 
advantages of Goshen including presence of rail and highwEJjlaccess, while 
being in close proximate to the Eugene/Springfield metro at;ea, The zones 
will accommodate industrial uses focusing on Manufacturing ahd production, 
Industrial service, Research and Development facilities: and accessory or 
supportive uses to serve the needs of these primary uses. The zones are 
intended to buffer incompatible industrial developments from other zone,s, 
while providing a quality environment for busJn~sses and employees. /lhls 
chapter of Lane Code guides the orderly cfevelopment of industrial uses and 
is intended to: 1 

/ 

(a) Provide for efficient use of land and public services. , . 
(b) Promote the area's transportation and other infrastru9tiJre, and logistical 

advantages. /;, .. . · 
(c) Encourage economic delle!op[nent, expansion, arid creation of jobs in the 

area. \\ . / .· 
(d) Increase compatibility between 't.lses and nearby commercial and 

residential or rft.sourcf? zones. '\\ 
(e) Provide app~opiiate d~~ign standa(d~t0 accommodate a range of 

industrial users. / 1 ) 
(f) Utilize industrial ZOnJ3&lands for urban levels of industrial development 

resulting in living wage jobs. 
(g) Prptect and diversify the economy of the County. 
(h) Conserve the limited supply of prime industria/lands to provide sufficient 
'/space for existing ind(JStria/ enterprises and future industria/ growth. 

\ ' 
I. 

Two di'{ferent zone;~ are intended to provide land that is appropriate for the 
following uses b£1sed on size, location, and other characteristics. 

Generallndvstiial (GI): The purpose of this zone is to provide opportunities 
for industrial uses that create jobs that pay no less that 150% of the median 
wage, which are essential to the development of a balanced economic base 
in an industrial environment with a minimum conflict between industrial uses 
and non-industrial uses. 
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Light Industrial (LI): The purpose of this zone is to provide opportunities for 
light industrial uses on existing smaller properties. 

The County concludes that the proposed rezone consistent with the 
specific purposes of the Gl and Ll zone classifications as stated 
above. 

Additionally, the County finds that statement numbers 1, 8, 9, and 10 of the 
purpose statement are applicable to the proposal. 

In determining the public interest the County looks to the adopted L:~qe County 
Rural Comprehensive Plan. Goal9 of the RCP, Economy of thE? ~tate>c<;>ntains 
the following existing policies contained within the plan suppqr(theproposed 
zone change. / ' · · 

1. Within the framework of these policies, the County<~hall ehcouragelhe 
diversification and growth of the local economy,/Prirhary efforts will be in the 
following areas: .·· · /'; 
a. Cooperation and participation with effort~/and programs establish~d by 

public agencies and private concerns 'tO promote·and enhance economic 
development throughout the County. · < </ · 

b. Recognition of the value of local resources such.as timl;>e,r and agricultural 
lands as the primary source.of raw materials for the manufacturing and 
processing sectors of the/e~<;)Qomy. /)/ · 

c. Establishment of land use'poli,cies thatprovide a supportive environment 
for industrial and commercial adtivities;/ . : 1 

\,\\<·''/. 
2 The County's prim?ry.responsibility lr:h.economic development shall be to 

/. / \• \_ \ ' 

ensure th~ nec~s~ary lang prea is avajl~/ble throughout the County and 
appropriate leveJs of service can be o!Jtained, consistent with the needs of 
industry and ·commerc~Ah'e area and(oiher County policy. 

4. Comrnercialand se!Vic;::efacilities in rural, unincorporated communities shall 
be.s0pported commensurate With increases in rural population and where 
necessary to insure continued operation of industrial activity. Such facilities 

•shallbe located vJi~l;lin rdr~l communities unless justified by appropriate plan 
amendment and ef(¢eption to Statewide Planning Goals. 

' ,, 
I. 

I 

7. New industrial ,d~velopment shall normally take place within adopted Urban 
Growth Boundaries, unless such development: 
c. Will be located in an area either built upon or committed to nonresource 

use where necessary services can be provided; 
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d. The industrial activity is dependent on a unique site-specific resource; 
g. Where a significant comparative advantage could be gained in locating in 

a rural area. Any development approved under this policy that requires a 
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plan amendment shall be justified by an exception to applicable Statewide 
Planning Goals. (Emphasis added) 

The above cited policies demonstrate the commitment of the County to look out 
for the public interest by ensuring that economic activity is a primary goal. The 
proposed zone change is in conformance with the above policies. 

The Regional Prosperity Economic Development Plan approved by the Joint 
Elected Officials of Eugene, Springfield and Lane County on February 26, 2011 
supports a vision to meet the pressing economic problems of today. This vision 
includes an ambitious goal to create 20,000 net new jobs by 2020ir{ttJe region in 
chosen economic opportunity areas. The economic opportunit~,areas thc:Jt the 
region has a clear advantage for fostering new jobs in includ~? Green Business, 
Clean Tech, Software, Health, and Advanced Manufacturi11g: One identified 
tactic in this plan for targeting these key industries is to assist businesses with 
site development or expansion by streamlining the p~rmitting process. The 
proposed Goal 14 exception and related Goshen zpne change is the first c~itical 
step to streamlining the permitting process by p~oviding flexibility for devylopment 
of this unique site. If an individual company vyould have to apply for a zone 
change and/or goal exception on their own, ci property/WC)lJid likely never be 
considered for development in today's competitive 'e~6riomic development 
environment. · ·· 

A key strategy in the plan is to rl)e~{'fhe basic needs of t~at"rely on or can benefit 
from the existing rail infrastructure iri,6rder to ~ncourage development, expansion 
and job creation. This means taking ~~tions to strer)gfhen the links between land 
use planning, transportation, infrastructure investments and regional economic 
development goals. An identified tactic ~o realize this key strategy is to promote 
and build on the regi<}n's trariiportation, C:fJstribution and logistics advantages. 

' If j \.\ / 
/. ' . 

As part of the regional collc:ttioration for e.conomic development, the City of 
Eugene in their Envision Eugene, Seven Pillars document, recognizes the 
importance for meeting the.economic needs today and in the future. One of the 
strategi~s fs to suppprt the dev!3lbpment or redevelopment of industrial sites that 
are "and will remain· opts ide the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB). Specifically this 
str~tegy proposes to work with Lane County and the City of Springfield to 
determirie the feasibil(ty of establishing an employment center in Goshen. 

/! 
/ . 

The public int~rest is served by the proposed zone change as evidenced through 
the goals of the, Board of County Commissioners in their recently adopted 
Strategic Plan. The core elements of the mission and vision statements in the 
Strategic Plan reflect strong consensus among the Commissioners to create a 
prosperous community. Specifically this plan outlines the Economic 
Development goal to " ... transform the existing industrial land in Goshen to 
support increased level of development resulting in jobs that pay no less than 
150% of the median wage." 
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This goal states that the lack of buildable land is a barrier for traded-sector 
companies that want to locate in Lane County, particularly those companies that 
require a large footprint. This barrier and lack of land is documented in the 
Oregon Business Plan which states: 

"Oregon again finds itself short of industrial lands that can be developed in 
a timely manner, which is costing us jobs, incomes, and tax revenues in 
communities across the state. If we want to exploit our advantage as a 
good place for international trade and manufacturing, we must address 
three key issues: land supply, regulatory/permitting barriers, ~6d 
infrastructure." And that " ... Industrial land constraints are c:t key factor 
holding this region back from becoming the economic P9werhouse it can 
and should be for the entire state of Oregon." 49 

// " · .. · 

While Eugene and Springfield both have industrial sitesa:vailable, the cities . 
cannot offer sites similar in size to the two large sites available in Goshen; yvith 
surrounding supporting industrial sites, that are ?ILih close proximity to l-5and 
other major transportation corridors, and have fail access. No other inddstrial 
sites in the region exist with similar charactefistics.lncWStti~s seeking a larger 
footprint need large, flat sites, which are in short supply/in or near Lane County's 
metropolitan area, as demonstrated by Eugene and Spyingfiel<;l's inventory work 
(Eugene has one, 195-acre site; h9V1f~V~r it is currently ·u~edJof wastewater 
reclamation and about 75% of t~e~sJt~ is weJiands). 50 (Springfield has one large 
site, the Jasper-Natron site. Thfs site\yvas nopncludeg in their inventory as 
having the ability to meet the short-tetfu laryd:suppl~.d,ue to presence of wetlands, 
and distance from water and sewer tru\nk,lines. The CIBL report identifies the 
need for three sites over: 50 acres in siz'e)51 Lack of suitable, shovel ready 
industrial land in Lqn.~·County is an obst~pl~for manufacturers that want to 
locate here and fot~xisting q4sinesses that may want to expand, including 
traded sector companies. Re~oning existing rural industrial land that is close to 
the Eugene-Springfieldmetfo area and adjacent to major transportation routes 
may help.preserve farm'lc:md and wetlands during the expansion of the urban 
growtl}boundaries qf the tw69jties. 

/ .' ' 

/ __ ,,· ·\>\ r<< 
Based. on the 2010 UiR· Census data, the 1 year estimated median income for 
Lane County is $21,1 n. The 5-year estimate from 2006-2010 for median 
income is'$22,303. Tb~ 150% of median wage goal would equate to roughly 
$3o, ooo-35 ;oqolyv> · · 

'"'· / •/ 

49 
Policy Playbook, Time to Deliver, 2011 Leadership Summit December 12-13, 2011, Oregon Business Plan, page 3-

4, 11, 22-23. 
50 

City of Eugene Comprehensive Lands Assessment (ECLAL pre-policy analysis, pp. B-81-82, B-115. ECONorthwest, 
June 2010 
51 

City of Springfield Commercial and Industrial Buildable Lands (CIBL) Inventory and Economic Opportunities 

Analysis (CIBL), Draft Report, p. v, p. 26, & p. 57 table S-1. ECONorthwest, September 2009 
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Based on the above findings, the County concludes that the proposed zone 
change is not contrary to the public interest. 

(3) Initiation/Application. 

(4) 

(a) By Planning Commission. The zoning of unzoned properties, the 
rezoning of properties and amendment of this chapter may be initiated by 
the Planning Commission upon its own motion or upon petition by the 
Planning Commission upon request of the Board as provided in LC 
16.252(3)(b) below. 

(b) By Board. The zoning of unzoned properties, the rezonintr"of properties 
and the amendment of this chapter may be initiated by t~eBoard in the 
form of a request to the Planning Commission that it copsiderthe 
proposed zoning, rezoning or amendment. 

(c) By Applicant. Application for the zoning orrezoning of properties may 
be made by any person as provided in LC 14.050. · 

/ 

FINDINGS: The BCC has initiated this actiohappliqati9rt t() 1SUpport the rezone 
the subject properties and amend the applicable sections of this chapter. The 
request for rezone went before the Planning Commission in conformance with 
this standard. " 

Moratorium on Permits and Applitations --:.Legislative Matters. 
\ '- / c / 

\ • <· I \ . . 

(a) After any matter for zoning, rezo)iing or am~ilciment to this chapter 
affecting particular property has receNed tentative action by the Board, but 
has not yet become/final and effective, no "Zoning, Land Division or 

,· __ ~ \ 1 '. '- / . 

Building Code Application pr request S,hall be accepted, granted, issued or 
approved, exceptas herejrij>rovided. '·· 

// 

(b) After ~uch final action, granting of subsequent Applications or requests 
shall be in accordance with the requirements of the zoning classification or 
req~irements as am~nded JJy the final action. 

\ \ 

(c) The provisions of this subsection shall not be applicable to the 
issuance ofBuilding, Plumbing Permits, or on-site sewage for normal 
repairs or correc~i6ris, nor shall the provisions apply when the proposed 
Application or request meets both the requirements of the existing zoning 
requirement and the proposed change or amendment, or to the approval of 
a final minor partition, a major partition map or subdivision plat. 

FINDINGS: The proposed legislative matter will be in conformance with these 
standards. 
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(5) Planning Commission Public Hearing and Notice -- Legislative Matters. 

(a) The Planning Commission shall hold not less than one public hearing 
on each proposed legislative zoning or rezoning and amendment to the 
requirements of this chapter. 

(b) Notice of the time and place of hearing shall be given at least 10 days in 
advance by publication in a newspaper of general circulation in the County 
or in the territory concerned. 

(c) The Planning Commission shall review the Application or prof:>~sal and 
shall receive pertinent evidence and testimony as to why or~ bow th~J 
proposed change is inconsistent with the criteria provid~d,iQ ~C 16.252(2) 
above for zoning, rezoning and amendment to the req~;~ifemen~ .of this 
chapter. The Commission shall determine whether the<testimonyat the 
hearing supports a finding that the proposal doe~ orcloes hot meettQe 
required criteria, and shall recommend to the ~o.~rd accordingly that t.he 
proposal be adopted or rejected. The Planning Commission and Board· 

/ c 
may hold one concurrent hearing. (. · 

( /' 
,/~·.:·~)' · .. ~ 

FINDINGS: The Planning Commission held a publictiearing on the proposed 
rezone and amendments in conformance with these pr~yision~'·; Appropriate 
notice was sent for the proposed ~~one and amendmeht~>· :/ / 

/:: .:/\• \ '' ·>·.. /' )-

(6) Review Procedures. Applications,fpr zoni!lg or re~oriing of specific 
properties shall be heard by the He~rings~0fficia,I.J>lusuant to LC 14.300. 

\/\ /<' / (/~ ' 
FINDINGS: The propp~~d Z()pe change\i~ a legislative matter and will be 
conducted accordin,gJy. The ~~arings offipi,~Hor the initial hearing in this matter 
was the Lane C9~iify Planniryg' Commissipn·and was conducted in accordance 
with LC 14.300(c). I • · 

(7) Action by the BQard. 

(a) Uhless the Bo~rp and Planning Commission hold a concurrent hearing, 
up6nr~ceipt of an cl'{f,irmafive Planning Commission recommendation for 
legislati\fe matters Pfpvided in LC 16.252(6) above, the Board shall 
schedule a, public Qearing as provided in LC 16.252(7)(b) below. The Board 
may schediJiesuch'a public hearing in the absence of an affirmative 
Planning Commission recommendation. 

( 

(b) Prior to taking any action which would alter or modify a Planning 
Commission recommendation or Hearings Official's Order, the Board may 
first refer the proposed alteration or modification to the Planning 
Commission or Hearings Official for a recommendation. Failure of the 
Commission or Hearings Official to report within 20 days after the referral, 
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or such longer period as may be designated by the Board, shall be deemed 
to be approval of the proposed alteration or modification. It shall not be 
necessary for the Commission or Hearings Official to hold a public hearing 
on the proposed alteration or modification. 

FINDINGS: The appropriate applicable procedural steps will be followed for the 
subject application --'-'-'-=:::c:::._~=~=~=:t....=~=~=~~~,.!.:::;_==~ 

(8) Conditional Approval. The approving authority may impose reasonable 
conditions if the application is approved to be completed within~one year. 

/ 

FINDINGS: No conditions of approval are proposed. 

(9) Official Zoning Map. 

(a) The location and boundaries of the various zones established by t~is 
chapter shall be shown and delineated on m~ps' covering portions 9f the 
County. These maps, upon their final adoption, shall be known as the 
Official Zoning Map. 

(b) The Zoning Map shall be established by ordinance. Subsequent 
amendments to the Official Zonil)g Maps, either for esta,bJishing zoning for 
previously unzoned property or)pr rezoning may be lllade by Ordinance or 

/' ,') \ , , I,' 

Order of the Hearing Authority in a({cordan,ce with the provisions of LC 
16.014, LC 16.015, and this section'•,' ' · ~' 

FINDINGS: The proposed zoning chan'ges adopted by ordinance and 
will re{iected on\ the OfficicWZoning Map of the County. The 

• .· I' , ,.· . 

applicable provisions of LC 16}014 and 1f;L015 will be followed as discussed 
above. / 1 

• ' 
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i Land Use 110: Light Industrial facilities are free standing facilities devoted to a single use. The facilities have an 
emphasis on activities other than manufacturing and typically have minimal office space. Typical light industrial 
activities include printing, material testing and assembly of data processing equipment. 

Land Use 120: Heavy Industrial facilities usually have a high number of employees per industrial plant and are 
generally limited to the manufacturing of large items. 

Land Use 130: Industrial Parks contain a number of industrial or related facilities. They are characterized by a mix 
of manufacturing, service and warehouse facilities with a wide variation in the proportion of each type of use from 
one location to another. Many industrial parks contain highly diversified facilities-some with a large number of 
small businesses and others with one or two dominant industries. 

Land Use 140: Manufacturing facilities are areas where the primary activity is the conv~rsion ofraw materials or 
parts into finished products. Size and type of activity may vary substantially from one faCility to al')bther. In 
addition to the actual production of goods, manufacturing facilities generally also have office, warehouse, 
research, and associated functions. 

Land Use 150: Warehouses are primarily devoted to the storage of mat~rials, but they may also include office and 
maintenance areas. 

Lane Use 812: Building materials and lumber stores are free-standing buildings that sell hardware, building 
materials and lumber. The lumber may be stored in the main building, yard or storage shed. The buildings 
contained in this land use have less than 30,000 square feet gross floor area. 
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